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In the introductory chapter titled ‘The interlinkage of cultural memory, heritage and discourses of 
construction, transformation and destruction’ which forms a part of his edited volume called Critical 
perspectives on cultural memory and heritage: construction, transformation and destruction, author, and critic 
Veysel Apaydin enunciates: 
 
 “While the overall concept of cultural memory and heritage in theory and practice has been 
widely researched, the relationship between cultural memory and heritage needs further discussion in 
order to expose discourses of importance for groups and communities. In this chapter I do not attempt 
to argue that we need to be more obsessed with protection and preservation of heritage and memory. 
On the contrary: I aim to present and discuss the ways in which heritage transformation, reconstruction 
and destruction can be problematic for communities unless the communities themselves actively decide 
on- and engage with- these processes, from a bottom-up perspective.” (Apaydin, 13) 
 
The current issue of Litinfinite, Vol. IV, Issue- I, discusses these critical paradigms that are so 
inextricably interwoven as part of framing memory and culture narratives. The framework behind the 
reading of individual and collective memory is one of the prerequisites in forming a distinct and 
dominant cultural patterns and identity.  
 
The cultural matrix of any geographical region alters and gets modified from time to time hence the 
constant concept of identity also changes. Our first author, Hasan Hadi Ali writes on ‘The culture 
heritage protection: suggestive themes and views of August Wilson’s Fences.’ The paper is an insightful 
research piece on August Wilson’s depiction of the Afro-American identity in his play Fences. 
Highlighting the global racist, migration, identity and cultural tangibility issues among races and 
people, Hadid’s paper transcends the known boundaries of literary explorations.  
 
The next author, Lalthansangi Ralte does extensive research on ‘Food, Memory, and Identity: tracing 
Mizo foodways. The distinct cultural pattern that is evident in the Mizo food activities are part of their 
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customary rituals that enable them to authenticate and highlight their best identity. Their food culture 
is a specific way to define and reclaim the lost patterns across generations. 
 
  
 Culture, memory, and identity as presented in literature are essential devices that contribute to 
an efficient understanding of any culture. Nancy Ciccone’s paper is on ‘Identity, memory and 
monuments: problematics of referentiality’. When it is about history and the establishment of 
monuments, it is where we stop to think and link all the layers of memory that are attached to this piece 
of history. Public moments, memory, and monuments inhabit a larger part of both the individual and 
the collective consciousness of any community, race, or ethnic group.  
 
The extension of cultural studies, memory, and formation of identity in South Asian writings have 
gained much momentum in the last few decades. Vihanga Perera’s paper focuses on ‘The implication 
of indigenous folk memory in Lakdas Wikkrama Sinha’s poetry’. Sri Lankan poetry and the utilization 
of the cultural constructs as part of the global literary hemisphere should form an important part of the 
modern cultural and memory studies. The author discusses the essential anti-colonial stance of 
Wikkrama Sinha’s poetry has voiced forth a distinct poetic opinion and postcolonial appeal of its own.  
 
 The next authors Hitesh D Raviya and Rohini Sharma explain and dissect deeper into ‘Mapping 
emotions, culture and identity through food and memory in Esther David’s Book of Rachel.’ The paper 
aims to magnify a Bene Israeli family and how food, culture and memory form an integral part to create 
a distinct identity of the characters in the text.  
 
The process of community building, and its sustenance is made possible only with the help of foods 
and the interconnection between food and body. Md. Shahnawaz in his paper titled ‘The spectacle of 
death and deception: Analysing fictional and non-fictional writings on the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre’ 
opines how the phase of massacre, mass violence and killing occupies a major phase in the history of 
the colonial people to ascertain their future identity. He has also discussed the major political, historical, 
and social ramifications that the massacre had.  
 
 The next paper, Sandip Kumar Mishra’s ‘Sabuj Dwiper Raja: A fight for the rights of Jarawa 
identity and culture’ is an incisive research piece on reclaiming the Jarawa identity and cultural patterns 
that have for a long time been exploited due to tourism and western aggrandizement. The researcher 
has explained in detail how the natural habitat, environment and survival contexts have been 
constantly negotiated and how they have taken away the true identity of the Jarawas.  
 
There is a huge discourse that we find in the delineation of the cultural praxis about identity formation 
across various lands. Hiya Mukherjee’s paper titled ‘Japane prasabkalin samaya prachalito satogaeri-shussan 
ritinitir tatparya’ (trs. Significance of Japanese childbirth rites: with special reference to the practice of 
satogaeri shussan) aims to bring to the fore all the traditional cultural rituals and all-pervasive 
community practices related to Japanese childbirth process. There is a reference to all the primary and 
secondary techniques that were made part of interviews and that helped the author to frame an idea 
about the domain of rituals in childbirth.  
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 The next paper is by Neenu Kumar who discusses ‘Representation of identity through 
narrativization of food in Julie and Julia (2009) and The Lunchbox (2013)’. The paper is a well-
researched one, dealing with the interlinked relationship between identity and a definite food culture. 
How food is omnipotent in allowing a certain space and identification to the consumer is well-narrated 
in her paper. To add more variety to the series of papers that we have this time, Ria Banerjee’s 
‘Performing memory: trauma and self in The Miniaturist of Junagadh and Forget me not’ is a vivid 
explanation of human subjectivity, trauma, forgetting, remembering, and going beyond the set cultural 
binaries. The researcher shows in her paper how the condensation of memory across a span and passage 
of time has always baffled the scholars and there is no single way in dealing with the pangs of memory 
in literature and in films.  
 
 As we finally come to the end of the research papers, the last two papers need mention here. 
Sreya Sen writes on ‘Remembering displacement in the making of everyday life in Kolkata: A 
sociological study’ where she interviews a family in the city and underscores the theme of displacement 
and what memory and perception is attached to that sense of displacement. She brings in conceptual 
frameworks of associational memory and social remembrance.  
 
The last paper is by Poulami Saha, and the title of her paper is ‘Mapping the entangled and intricate 
memories of diasporic lives; revisiting the pneumonic spaces in Khaled Hosseini’s The Kite Runner. The 
author establishes a very rudimentary connection among time, space and memory and various kinds 
of artifacts that are associated with it. Political anxiety and depression at large including the Taliban 
aggression and the effects of the Russian invasion.  
 
 This issue also contains two book reviews, Alleys are filled with future alphabets authored by poet 
Gopal Lahiri, and Oral Stories of the Totos by Ketaki Datta. The book reviews are aimed at giving a 
concrete detail about the major thematic concerns, the stylistic variations, and major literary and socio-
cultural explorations that these books make.  
 
Here we present Litinfinite Journal Vol. IV, Issue I for our readers.  
 
I express heartfelt thanks to all our esteemed editors, reviewers, and contributors. 
  
I offer my sincerest thanks to Penprints Publication, for their constant technical support.  
 
 
Thanking You,  
 
Sreetanwi Chakraborty 
Editor-in-Chief  
Litinfinite Journal  
Kolkata 
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Abstract 
 

 
Identity, values, history, language and principles of a man all compose the cultural form of a 

cultural form of an individual. Man becomes the focal point of most subject matters of the 
modernist writers who focus on the concept of humanism. In the light of Marcus Garvey “people 
without the knowledge of their past history, origin and culture is like a tree without roots”. 
Therefore, this study aims at investigating how Wilson seeks to rediscover African- American's 
history and culture via multi-messages besides the play’s title. Wilson had played a great role in 
raising global issues affecting most societies in the 20th century. Wilson' dramatized the life of 
his fellow people to visualize their suffering and plight within American society. As he was 
trying to supply the black people with determination to gain freedom, he depicted exploitation, 
abuse and slavery. Wilson's plays have clearly displayed the tensions among blacks who wanted 
to clutch their African legacy. This study concludes that losing the individual’s culture will 
create identity disturbance and rootlessness that lead to the lost generation of Afro-American 
people.  

 

Keywords: Culture, Identity, Fences, Afro-American People 
 

 
1. Introduction 
 
There no doubt that people are influenced too much by the world around them, and that they possess 
unique individual experience and personality, likes and dislikes, behaviors and aspirations. An artist 
is no exception in this regard, especially a dramatist who was influenced by the past occurrences, that 
s/he witnessed during the course of his life, and which later, become the source of his inspiration in 
respect to culture, gender, race, politics and socio-economic status. In America, the gap between one 
generation and another normally manifested through a misplaced anger, which under certain 
conditions, escalates to violent reaction. White assimilation threatens the black identity itself. Wilson’s 
plays are characterized by their intrinsic authenticity. In this context, Wilson states that his " focus is on 
their dreams, their restlessness, and their struggle to find practical and spiritual havens in an essentially 
hostile society “(Pereira 3). 
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Wilson’s use of imagination in order to visualize dramatic situations was consolidated through his 
experience with whites. We ought to mention that Wilson attempts to rediscover and crystallize the 
Blacks’ identity as well as their true nature as human beings with their own culture, throughout his 
treatment of relevant themes to reveal his objectives. “Wilson sees himself as a kind of chronicler, taking 
the oral tradition of Africa and setting it down in a uniquely African American form" (Gordon 29). 
Wilson's concentration on history with the purpose of rediscovering the history and culture of the 
African Americans through his plays’ titles and characters, in his plays “Ma Rainey's Black Bottom, 
Fences, The Piano Lesson, Two Trains Running, and so on. His purpose is to send “the messages to the 
audiences include the complicated conditions of the blacks, their difficulties, hardships and suffering. 
Therefore, Wilson “insists that African Americans must rediscover their own history if they are to come 
to terms with their present” (Elkins 17). Wilson’s Fences should be analyzed from a spiritual, mental 
and physical perspectives. It can be approached as a cultural protection  to any physical or mental 
aggressions from the behavior of society. Wilson's central focus includes the struggle of the blacks for 
their representations of their cultural values. At that time, the whites, as implied in Wilson’s play 
"Fences", carry the message of their ancestors, who had deteriorated the original identity of the red 
Indians throughout their racial acts. 
 
Wilson's idea is that, no matter how tall the fence you build, you still need to live in a society where 
your fences do not hold. When Troy finally manages to put up the fence, he completely isolates himself 
from society. This is not protection, but antisocial behavior, derived from the oppression that the 
African-Americans have suffered: "Fight fire with fire". Anyway, Fences discusses the exponential 
growth of blues and jazz along the lines of the rising interaction among the African American groups 
and the key stream of society (Sanders 151).  Wilson tries to show how the black community protects 
their cultural identity. In "Fences", Wilson attempts to explain his message to the world, which implies 
that any race ought to protect its culture by building up invincible fences as a protection for its culture, 
and it is identity. At the same time, it is a message to the world, especially the countries in which racism 
works against minorities. The main problems underlying the literature of the blacks mainly deal with 
issues related to abuse, oppression and racism, which the whites used for subduing the black society. Most 
texts about black people talk about these topics. The bad conditions lead to the rise of a new literary 
genre: black literature or African-American literature. Therefore, those unwanted conditions seem to 
be advantageous from the black point of view, because they allow them to shape a new form of 
literature that is typical to their culture and identity. "Fences" depicts a drama in which family 
relationships are set within the template of different cultural background, the blacks’ culture.   
 
2. August Wilson  

 
August Wilson is considered one of the most considerable black playwrights whose works have 
attracted worldwide readers, researchers and audiences.  August Wilson is an exceptional dramatist of 
the twentieth century who, “brings black lives to the stage. He has established himself as the 
preeminent figure in African-American theater, both for his individual aesthetic triumphs and his 
sustained creativity” (Gates & West 345). He is regarded as the closest playwright to the problems of 
the black community, who “focus on black culture as a specific and unique culture” (Menson-Furr 64). 
He brings new themes from American real life to the popular American stage, that are closely related 
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to the lives of the poor who bravely endure poverty and other injustice brought to them by the world 
surrounds them. The middle class he concentrates as he “noted that he had consciously included 
characters from the African American middle class” (Nadel 162). 

To what extent Wilson succeeds in transferring his messages to white society as he resorts to his 
personal experience during writing his dramas. He attempts to use many methods to express his protest 
voice hoping that this kind of voice is to be grasped by his audiences and readers as well. The silent 
voice is expressed both directly and indirectly by means of many different images, symbols and other 
means of expressions in his plays.  In a word, his voice is symbolic to the hidden protests inherent in 
the mind of his people, the blacks who are confronted with a great oppressive power represented by 
the whites with their harsh outlook and attitudes towards black people. He relies on the human values 
and beliefs of the blacks that cannot be described other than as humane as he knows his people very 
well and he is able to depict what is going on in their minds. Of course, the blacks have their own ways 
to treat and confront the whites, which is explicitly indicated in Wilson’s manipulation of his characters. 
Wilson’s aim is to provoke the blacks to think of their distinctive identity as human beings with human 
aspirations and ambitions, or at least that they aspire to be treated in the same way that other human 
beings are treated to have their full rights as human beings, capable of building up their own country, 
America. August Wilson tries to make the African American conscious and satisfied with their history 
and legacy and to change what he called to be ''the Kim Powers of 1984'‘, as he states: 
 

 “...the glancing manner in which America looks at blacks and the way blacks look at 
themselves. We have different philosophical ideas, different ways of responding to the 
world. Different ideas and attitudes, different values, different about style and linguistics 
different aesthetics-eve the way, we bury our dead is different.” (Wilson 3) 
 

Wilson focuses on the values of family, friendship, and community. He also describes the ''culture of 
his community along with its problems in an attempt to find solutions for them'' (99). 
 

3. Fences: A Cultural Protection 
 
Fences is a play that can be considered to be, as the title indicates, a perimeter protecting invaluable 
constructions, which form a symbol protection and resistance. One of the connotations of the title is 
that there ought to be certain elements that are meant to protect the cultural representations of any 
nation, especially the African-American one, which functions in the same way a physical perimeter 
does (Burke & Liston 10). The African-American culture is represented by the American Blacks’ 
vernacular, folklore, stories, myths and lifestyle, not to mention their thought or their preferences.  
Wilson’s message is that the identity of the blacks needs to be protected by as steady as fences meant 
to protect what they surround. On the other hand, the blacks need to build up fences so that their 
identity could be protected from the whites. " Fences is riddled with conflicts. From its title on through 
its final scene” (Menson-Furr 80). Fences projects the playwright's points of view and make white 
Americans more open to listening to them.   
 
Troy Maxson's strong ambition is the main theme in "Fences". He is a black baseball player who has not 
succeeded to be accepted as a member of the team he wanted which implies that Troy's identity is not 
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protected and that he has to work hard to achieve his goal. Wilson uses magic realism in order to voice 
a critique about realist representation where unique visions to the African American experience are 
expressed. The struggle of black people for the sake of protecting their cultural values was portrayed 
by their struggle for their own freedom in America. For the peaceful coexistence between humans, a 
consistent social behavior is essential. Wilson's play "Fences" presents the story of Troy Maxson, who 
is a skilled baseball player, but never had the opportunity to improve his ability due to the social 
obstacles set on his race and community that resulted in his bad treatment to his family. 
 
Legally and traditionally, "Fences" reveals the bitter arguments between neighbors; black and white as 
there are often private laws to deal with these problems. However, the whites who disenfranchised 
black people for many years set these laws according to their perspectives. The fence is regarded to be 
a sort of protection and isolation, but it becomes like a prison of Troy and his family from sharing a 
good relationship with their neighbors. Laura McAtackney and Randall H. McGuire explain the 
meaning of   a fence as it “is a vertical structure that encloses an area, typically outdoors, that builders 
usually construct from posts connected with boards, wire, rails, or netting" (McAtackney & McGuire 
4). In America or any country all over the world, the first settlers claimed land by fencing it so that 
fences were normally set up on the measured line as precisely as possible. In a few issues for provincial 
and urban property proprietors, laws in America required neighboring landowners to share the 
obligation regarding a typical limit for the fence line. Wilson tries to seek a recognition of the identity 
of African American who attempt to isolate and protect themselves from the racial harm of the 
American society. Wilson “seeks the recognition of the African American identity — the acceptance of 
the fact that AfroAmerican mythology is not... natural part of life” (Gussow 39). 
 
Throughout the American literature and culture of the twentieth century, the worth of fences has been 
largely debated since life is shaped by land and the spiritual bond between people and environment is 
set up. This linkage is shown through traditional practices regarding specific places. The connection to 
the land is also presented by the strong attachments to their ancestral homelands. Thereupon, fences 
are regarded as an important part of the heritage value of a place and they are reflected in the literature, 
age, style and culture of Afro-American people. In this respect, Wilson states 
 

“I wanted to present the unique particulars of black American culture as the transformation 
of impulse and sensibility into codes of conduct and response, into cultural rituals that 
defined and celebrated ourselves as men and women of high purpose. I wanted to place this 
culture onstage in all its richness and fullness and to demonstrate its ability to sustain us in 
all areas of human life and endeavor and through profound moments of our history in which 
the larger society has thought less of us than we have thought of ourselves.” (Zaytoun VIII) 
 

4. Fences as Racism  

 
Wilson attempts to focus on the impact of historical patterns, cultural aspects of the African Americans 
and customs of ethnic segregation on the fatalities of his drama. This is also the case of the main 
character, Troy, who lacked the opportunities that were denied to African- Americans: "Racism occurs 
in a wide variety of social situations, including on buses, in schools, taxis, state offices and 
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neighborhoods, and at all times of day"(Alexander 7).  Understanding those standard circumstances 
reflected upon regular daily existence calls for strong reactions. Wilson wants to emphasize a history 
of racism, violence and hate practiced in America against the African Americans to whom he belongs: 
 

…this is a history of hate in America — not the natural discord that characterizes a democracy, 
but the wild, irrational, killing hate that has led men and women throughout our history to 
extremes of violence against others simply because of their race, nationality, religion or lifestyle. 
(Bullard 4) 
 

Wilson's intentions to recreate the position of African Americans is shown through "Troy’s stories reach 
beyond the conventional temporal and spatial limits. Reexamining history, re-creating and positioning 
him within the fabric of the historic narrative, Troy constructs his past in the present" (Elam :12). The 
practice of discrimination against the black Americans has played a considerable role to encourage 
Wilson for conveying various messages through his dramatic works, reflecting the injustice and 
suffering of the African- Americans. Maltreatment of colored people as if they are slaves by Whites 
made Wilson feel anxious yet this motivated him to stage various themes concerning these issues. 
African people are not slaves, but they are humans like the others, therefore; "slavery is something that 
blacks do not teach their kids–they do not tell their kids that at one time we were slaves. That is the 
most crucial and central thing to our presence here in America" (Savran 295). In Wilson's plays, the 
characters are created to mirror plight of African-American people in the modern, and idealized 
country, America. 
 
Discrimination refers to unfair contacting with human being in which some people dehumanize or 
devalue others because of their religion, color, gender, and races. It is a kind of disease that inflicts 
humanity and deforms the peaceful life of the world besides it is not fault of the discriminated people 
to be born in this condition. In this context, Wulf D. Hund states: 
 

Racial discrimination is any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, 
color, descent or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or 
impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public 
life. (Hund 17) 
 

In Wilson's plays, the characters are produced exactly mirror the lowest of the African- American 
individuals. These men fight for a power that is distant to them because others, particularly the whites, 
retain the influential power in terms of socially and politically. Despite the fact that it can be argued 
that this battle for equality is found in most of Wilson's plays, such as his protagonist Troy from Fences. 
Troy's dad has significantly affected Troy since Troy says that he realizes that his dad never adored 
him, however his dad remained with the family since it was his obligation to deal with his kids . 

 
Troy managed to open an incredible door by his own qualifications and determinations as he was a 
talented baseball player during his youth. Troy and the various characters in the play expected that he 
would have played in the Major Leagues (Wilson 5-7), if he was not African and has dark complexion. 
He is angry about his color which it has kept influencing him in his adulthood.  This event has a great 
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impact on his further choices even the future of his son Cory who reject to allow him to be famous 
player as he was assured that he will face the same of his father's failure (Arnold 4). 
 
Although Troy has a reasonable job, he does not feel fulfilled. He has faced so much injustice in his life 
that he cannot perceive any positive aspects about the situation he achieves. He only sees injustice at 
work as he works as a trash collector. In any case, he is annoyed in light of the fact he is not doing 
something he loves. Troy considers this mistreatment, he realizes that, nevertheless, he has an 
occupation that is granted to both white and black men, and the racial side is still precisely strained 
(Arnold 5). He crosses this side since he cannot deal with racial partialities any longer. Troy attempts 
to take control as a man by shifting his job circumstance. He understands the prejudice inside his work 
environment and tries to modify it.  
 
Troy tries to recapture his energy, but he misses the goal of his life and destroys himself and his family. 
He expects to get away from his home and his issues to be with somebody where he can get his identity. 
Troy is not able see that he had control over more than one part of his life, but that was excessively 
stressed to demonstrate his value, and therefore making it impossible for others and for himself to 
demonstrate his worth to his own partner. He is alone, and he has destroyed her joy since he craved 
more control over his own life. With all the mistreatment and treacheries Troy was confronted in his 
life, as a child, as a player, and as an employee, he attempts to reclaim the power in his life (Arnold 5-
6). 
 
The main character is Troy who has many dreams of the blacks about living in America. The harsh 
truth is revealed to him, that by law, he is a free man, yet he is as abused as a slave by social regulations. 
He is not free without having the power to make his own decisions. Through his life story, the reader 
sees the fantasies and desires for the man whose dreams are deferred because of racism and persecution 
of the American society (Bogumil 223). Wilson depicts his own people struggle and endeavors to 
acquire power and control. Shannon confirms that the “black men frequently lash out at their sons or 
other blacks as alternate targets instead of confronting head-on the emasculating racism or the social 
and economic pressures they encounter” (Shannon 158). They have created a vicious cycle of dreams, 
for both themselves and the people surrounding them. 

  

5. Fences as a Prison  

 
Wilson highlights the quest for identity and the idea of slavery in most of his drama, recognizing and 
acknowledging one's individuality, which is an essential condition for a peaceful. As to his attitude 
towards the nature of self-respect and control, he believes it confers life, confidence and purpose in 
one's life, but one category of people in society has exploited this power.  In most of his dramas, Wilson 
raises issues of racism, slavery and loss of identity because slavery is faced by most of the migrants 
who are isolated from homes, families, and rural culture. 
 
Using a symbol of a fence as a representation in portraying racial treachery in Toni Morrison's works, 
Wilson's play "Fence" demonstrates to this day that it is troublesome for youngsters to get a decent grip 
on the past. This is particularly the situation when discussing the historical backdrop of African-
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Americans in the United States and the results of racial shamefulness and the social distinction in the 
American society. The fence alluded to by the play's title is built over many years and it is done during 
the last act of the play. It is not clear why Troy needs to build it, but an emotional obstacle in the second 
act indicates how he conceptualizes it as a moral story. The fence is emblematic of the boundaries that 
Troy maintains between him and his children. Rose needs Troy to build the fence as methods for 
securing what was her own, keeping what is needed inside her family, and keeping out what should 
stay out (Bogumil 30). 
 
Troy's past and experience in prison strongly influences his adult identity. Moreover, prison turns into 
the typical growth of his own association with his father who used to beat him bitterly. The disregard, 
manhandle, and absence of mental well-being in that connection affects Troy's behavior into awful one 
as in reality, something that finished with his capture for murder and burglary. The life and demise of 
African-American Troy Maxson is explored in Wilson's play "Fences". After fleeing from home, he 
settled in Pittsburgh where the inability to make money drove him to steal. In prison, Troy learned how 
to play baseball, however he was excessively old, making it impossible to play in the significant 
associations when the color skin-hardship at national baseball finally raises (Shannon 159). 
 
 Troy's employment earns him cash, without him having to rely on the handicap benefits of his sibling 
Gabe who was injured in the World War II. Troy is in danger of losing his job when he believes that 
white specialists get the chance to drive the trucks, but finally he wins the work. He painfully loans 
cash to his player child, Lyons, but appears to be unhappily when Lyons can pay him back. He denies 
enabling Cory to start out for college on a football funding due to his child's obliviousness to his 
obligations. He dismisses Rose when he admits to an issue with Alberta, who passes away in childbirth. 
Rose consents to raise the baby, however cautions that Troy will be without a woman (Hussein, 2012:8)  .
Troy finishes the fence he promised Rose and restricts his obligations when he defeats Cory, in a fight 
resemble to that with his own father. Troy consents to submit Gabe to a remedial ability, a choice he 
had constantly avoided to make, and to get some of the social money for himself. The last scene 
describes Cory getting back home for his father's memorial service. He meets Raynell, who turns into 
a young woman. Gabe emerges from the hospital. 

 

6. Fence as a means of Double Consciousness 

 
Double consciousness in "Fences" stands for the impact that it has on the African-American people in 
general. Wilson presents to the reader a world not yet torn by the battle of a racial change. Nonetheless, 
its essence is still felt through the actions and behaviors of Troy Maxson as double consciousness acts 
both as a figurative fence. It compels Troy, and as a thought that will harm quite a bit of Troy's own 
life. Double consciousness fades not only because of its impact on the black race, but because it displays 
how the actions of a single person can affect the people whom they love. In addition, Troy can only see 
himself through the eyes of others as an attempt to evade his real life. The public and private struggle 
felt by most African-Americans, including Troy, had advanced to the point where they adopted two 
opposing views at times. This has led to confusion even among blacks, mainly because they do not 
realize what the reason behind this is. The attempt to see himself differently makes Troy stand for 
himself at the white establishment by his and prove himself to the white man that he is better than their 
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saying about him.  
 
Troy Maxson is a strong man who has a metaphorical fight with death. His life depends on providing 
for his family and making sure they feel well, which is something that he lacked in his own adolescence. 
Additionally, influenced by his own damaging adolescence, he turns into a flawed father who tries to 
control his youngest son, Cory. Wilson brings into discussion issues that are related to the situation in 
the North, and he focuses on the loss of identity, “I think if we had stayed in the South, we would have 
been a stronger people. And because the connection between the South of the '20s, '30s and '40s has 
been broken, it's very difficult to understand who we are” (Gussow 39).  
 
The past provides an original oneness as the spirit of existence and of life Wilson describes: 
 

When we left [the South] we left people back there...[the] connection is broken, that sense of 
standing in your father's shoes...What I'm trying to do with my plays [is to] make the 
connection. Because I think it is vital. Having shared a common past we have a common past 
and a common future (Bigsby 297).” 
 

 Wilson's attempts at reexamining history, his intentions are to recreate the status of African- Americans 
which can be noticed through Troy: "Troy’s stories reach beyond the conventional temporal and spatial 
limits. Reexamining history, re-creating and positioning him within the fabric of the historic narrative, 
Troy constructs his past in the present" (Elam 12). However, his unfriendly reaction to Cory for not 
playing football is roused by the thought of protecting him as a social request due to his race. The last 
act of the play, set upon the morning of Troy's burial, clarifies the influence of the past upon the present 
in the connection between Cory and Troy. Troy opposes his present; similarly, Cory opposes his past. 
Cory struggles with the thought of becoming an autonomous character in the present, free from the 
towering ghost of the past.                                     
         
 Throughout the play, Troy's conflicts create strains among family members, which considerably 
influence in the play. Troy Maxson has struggled most of his life to be a responsible person and an 
accomplished man fulfilling his obligations.  
 
Troy has attempted to dissimulate this inclination into worry for his child, however cannot make peace 
with the thought that he is too old, which makes it impossible to play baseball professionally. 
Nevertheless, he keeps denying this benefit to Cory in concept of his egocentricity, as he feels the 
outcomes of double consciousness. The concept double consciousness serves the black group in their 
attempt to fight the other forms of segregation that stand against black's real integration in the 
American society. It is obvious, when Troy begins to blame the white community for most of his 
problems, it further weakens his legitimate claims. The two warring souls and two thoughts that are 
present in Troy appear to be his justification for family mistreatment. Double consciousness is also the 
cause of the entitlement that Troy feels as a result of his firm subjugation by the white race. Troy uses 
the fence physically to speak to the isolating line between Cory and him. However, the firm line that 
he has drawn between him and his family deserves to be explored in more detail. Troy grew up with 
an oppressive father, which makes him show negligence towards his family. 
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 Wilson uses his play in order to explore the connection between Troy and Cory on the one hand, and 
between Troy and Rose on the other. Troy Maxson speaks to the fantasies of black America in a 
dominatingly white world, a world where these fantasies were impractical because of the way that 
prejudice and demeanors were publicly acceptable. Troy Maxson is a representative of many blacks, 
their states of mind and conduct inside the social setting. Troy Maxson perceives how African-
Americans are kept under control in the world where he lives. Troy complains disadvantages of being 
an African-American and how his American Dream of playing baseball was taken away due to racism.  
 Although it can be argued that he struggles for control which can be found in most of Wilson's plays, 
two characters that be obvious are Troy from "Fences" and Levee from "Ma Rainey's Black Bottom". 
Despite the fact that these men experience their lives in different periods, they essentially have the same 
circumstances: both are abused by the white beliefs. Both Troy and Levee fight with their awful past 
and their present environment, and when they attempt to recover power over their lives, they come up 
short, and wind up dragging others down with them. Troy and Rose stand for the most compelling 
proof that "Fences" is a play on the conflict between the authorities of the other with the autonomy of 
the self. With all the treacheries, Troy has faced both a child, and an adult, he tries to reclaim the power 
of decision over his own life. Sandra Shannon comments: “These feelings of being passed over change 
Troy into a man obsessed with extorting from life an equal measure of what was robbed from him” 
(Shannon 95).   

 
7. Fences in Wilson's View and Messages 

 
The origin and causes of Wilson's intentions for writing this play were the result of the fact that the life 
of African- Americans was miserable. He tries to show that all the significant constructions and huge 
plans in America are standing on the shoulders of the cheap black workers. In the meantime, the blacks 
were left jobless, miserable and hopeless, as well as suffering from many constraints that are summed 
up by the simple word ''fences''. He explored the evolution of the experience and the insight into race 
relations. Through his play, Wilson shows the issues that have influenced specific groups, in the 
twentieth century, ought to have been illustrated, raised and analyzed more profoundly. Through his 
words of protest, Wilson can light up the spark of revolutionary motivation on behalf of his people, for 
the sake of their freedom. These attempts may have led the blacks to be push harder and express their 
dissatisfaction with their difficult situation at that time, which is a significant theme in "Fences": 
 

 It is clear that Wilson’s plays are underscored by their inherent historicity. Accounts of 
slavery, displacement, poverty and personal trauma unite these individuals under a shared 
history, even as it separates them through the specificity of their individual hardships. (Elam 
2) 
 

 The hardships that the blacks face function as a unifying factor for the voice of protest when speaking 
against the oppressions of the whites and the lack of reaction of the government as for improving their 
social condition. 
 
Wilson uses the term “Fences” as a literary tool for making, creating and painting images in the reader's 
mind, showing how the blacks are deprived from their freedom and civil rights. In "Fences", characters 
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are both mentally and physically constrained by social, political, economic and moral fences that 
prevent the blacks from being a vital part of the society where they were born and are living. It seems 
that history and traditions have taken much space in Wilson's work, as shown through many characters 
that he has created. Wilson aims at pointing out to the fact that his people are gradually losing their old 
traditions and history besides identity, which shape a significant part of their identity: ‘‘it is nothing to 
be ashamed of. Why is it, after spending hundreds of years in bondage, that blacks in America do not 
once a year get together and celebrate the Emancipation and remind ourselves of our history" (Elam 
78). 
 
The play gets more complicated as new characters appear. The different representation fences as 
depicted by Wilson, along with his social portrayals, give readers beautiful and critical interest. The 
rediscovery of a character's personality is a result of his encounter and resignation with the past. 
Wilson's storytelling methods show how the past has its own effects on the present. Troy Maxson's 
failure to relinquish his past. Throughout the play, characters put up fences rationally, emblematically 
and physically for comfort and security, for instance, Rose protects herself from Troy. Throughout the 
play, readers can perceive how the fence is used as a security tool for the characters. Rose comforts 
herself by singing: "Jesus, be a fence all around me every day. Jesus, I want you to protect me as I travel 
on my way "(Wilson; apud Shannon 75). 
 
While singing this song, one could observe Rose's need for comfort as to Rose, a fence symbolizes her 
adoration and wishing for a fence means that Rose looks for safety and affection. Bono demonstrates 
to Troy that Rose wants the fence to be built for the reason of securing herself and family. Bono believes 
that a few people build walls for security, while other people build wall to prison people in, a reference 
to Troy decision to keep his family away from the outer world.  
 
Despite the fact that all characters in the play understand fences inversely, they all see them as a method 
of defense. While discussing Death, Troy hypothesizes on how he has crossed paths with of Death: 
"Death ain't nothing. I done seen him. Done wrestled with him. You can't tell me anything about Death. 
Death ain't nothing but a fastball on the outside corner'' (Wilson 16).  Here, Troy makes a memorable 
statement as it explains how Troy believes that a fence could protect him from death, but the fence that 
he built becomes the reason for his tragic end. Troy has another experience with Death when Alberta 
dies at work and right then he chooses that he will complete the fence as he says: “Alright Mr. Death. 
See now? I'm gonna tell you what I'm gonna do. I'm gonna take and build me a fence around this yard. 
See? I'm gonna build me a fence around what belongs to me. And then I want you to stay on the other 
side”. (Wilson 77) 
 
The fence is finally built by Troy, only because of his narrow-minded character. When Rose needs the 
fence, he thinks that it is an unnecessary and unproductive task, however when Alberta dies, he takes 
a break from what he was doing and assembles the fence. Troy builds the fence with specific goal in his 
mind: to be safe and far from death.  
 
After Troy tosses Cory based on his belief that Cory “got the devil in him” (Wilson 77), he starts to 
mock Death, Troy takes a fighting position and initiates to see death as he says, “Come on! It is between 
you and me now! Come on! Anytime you want! Come on! I be ready for you, but I ain't gonna be easy” 
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(Wilson 89). This demonstrates that Troy dreads death to some extent, since he needs to dispose of 
everything that identified with death, if that is his own child. The wall stands for a significant battle 
between the physical and metaphorical meanings of humankind and obscurity.  
 
Wilson utilizes Troy Maxson as aggressive and with a continuous imaginary struggle with death. He 
tries to support his family financially, providing things that during his childhood were not available 
for him. In addition, he is predisposed by his miserable childhood, and thus he becomes a smutty father 
with a control over his younger son, Cory. In Wilson's mind, people of his own origin and color have 
been discriminated based on cultural differences and race. Here, the researcher refers to the definition 
of racism given by the UN, which is seen through this part of study reflecting Wilson's standpoints and 
perception of the world discrimination: 
 

       Racism is an ideological construct that assigns a certain race and/or ethnic group to a 
position of power over others based on physical and cultural attributes, involving 
hierarchical relations where the ‘superior’ race exercises domination and control over others. 
(McKinley 18) 
 

Conclusion 

 
Wilson writes a play which represents the predominant impact of the past upon the present and future. 
Not exclusively is the history of Wilson's characters, but it represents the historical background of the 
African-American experience and their inspirations in their activities in the present. Within the play 
"Fences", August Wilson uses different characters to portray mistakes that anyone can do in his or her 
life. Troy left his father because of his father's total control over his life. Troy Maxson understands how 
African-Americans are subdued in the society in which he exists. By portraying his characters, and by 
his repeated attempts, Wilson wants to make it clear that the African- American should fight to find 
identity, equality, self-affirmation and integration in the American society, and to make their cultural 
heritage distinctive. Wilson had a profound consideration of the nature of the political, cultural and 
social life of the black people in America. August Wilson has stated that his goal in writing is to explore 
the African-American condition as part of the general human condition, and it appears that he has 
reached that goal, since his work had also a social impact. Wilson often said he did not write for black 
or white audiences, but rather about the black people’s experience in America who have failed to get 
their recognition till now. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper will deal with the development of food practices among the Mizos with the 
development of their culture and society. The Mizos are a people living in Mizoram, situated in 
the northeastern region of India, bordered by Myanmar on the east and Bangladesh on the west. 
Rice is the staple food of the Mizos and the dishes prepared to be eaten with the rice are called 
chawhmeh (side dish). The important role played by memory and time in repeating and recreating 
various versions of food preparations will also be discussed. The changes in the food practices 
act as a valid record of the changes brought forth by the socio-economic conditions of the time. 
This paper will take into account the Mizo customs of food production, preservation, 
presentation and marketing. This paper will thus take into account how the ‘indigenousness’ 
(Dunkel 46) of the Mizos explains their foodways. This paper will study the ways in which food 
and food practices keep the tradition and memory of a people alive, and the reason for the lack 
of certain items like salt in the preparations will also be explained. This paper will also study the 
reversal of gender roles during feast preparation and how age-old customs are still practiced by 
the Mizos during mealtime. 

 

Keywords: Mizo, Foodways, Custom, Memory, Tradition 

 

Introduction 
 

Food is like a system through which social relations can be interpreted. Food, food practices and 
its representation may be a lesser noticed portrayal of cultural history but is very important nonetheless 
as it defines one’s cultural identity. Culture is the complex everyday world we all encounter and it 
begins at the point in which humans surpass whatever they get in their natural inheritance. The 
cultivation of the natural world, in agriculture and horticulture, is thus a fundamental element of a 
culture (Edgar and Sedgwick 102). This paper will take into account the Mizo customs of food 
production, preservation, presentation and marketing. Focus will be given on how Mizo foodways go 
hand-in-hand with Mizo folkways. Dunkel in her book Incorporating Culture’s Role in the Food and 
Agricultural Sciences, explains that “Indigeosity is about a special and deep relationship with the land” 
(Dunkel 45). The Mizos are a people who have a strong feeling towards community, a sense of common 
identity which is linked to their land. Community has been defined as a state or organized society, in 
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its later uses, relatively small (Williams 65). This paper will thus take into account how the 
‘indigenousness’ (Dunkel 46) of the Mizos explains their foodways.  

The two most general elements of culture may be the ability of human beings to construct and to build 
and the ability to use language. Language of material input becomes the language of real life; 
agriculture and horticulture arises and develops with the development of society. The earlier Mizos 
would smoke meat in order to preserve it. In the present day meat is smoked because they prefer the 
smell and the taste of smoked meat. There is a huge market for smoked meat in Mizoram. Beef jerky 
(smoke-dried beef) is considered a delicacy and there is even an industry which exports it outside the 
state.   

Mizo Chawhmeh – Understanding indigenous approaches to food 

Cultures endure even though the individuals who built them have passed on. At the very least, our 
understanding of time is transformed, and our understanding of history created (Edgar and Sedgwick 
103). Food and food practices is the very thing which keeps the tradition and the culture alive. Since 
earlier times, the Mizos have planted vegetables and reared animals for their consumption, beside the 
wild animals which they catch during their frequent hunts. They did not have vegetables like zikhlum 
(cabbage), sap bawkbawn (English brinjal), Kauphek and Feren (two varieties of mustard), parbawr 
(cauliflower), radish, carrot and vai purun (imported onion / garlic). Besides these, the Mizos had 
imported potatoes, pulses (dal) and crushed spices from the plains. Pumpkin, Tampui (a species of 
mustard), ankasa, maipawl (a species of pumpkin), bawkbawn (local brinjal), hmarchapui (green chilly), 
changkha (bitter gourd) and different varieties of beans were the local vegetables which the Mizos had 
in plenty since earlier days. They had different kinds of beans namely, behlawi, different varieties of 
bepui,, bekang, (soya bean), bête and behliang (a species of pea or lentil). The Mizos even had and still 
have vaimim (maize), fanghma (cucumber), hmazil (a species of melon), dawnfawh (watermelon), bahra 
(yam), bal (sweet potato) and zo purun (local onion, it has a very exquisite taste quite different from the 
imported onion). The vegetables, usually green leaves, which they plucked from the forests (the ones 
not commonly found or planted near their homes) are thingthupui, khanghu (species of climbing acacia, 
the shoots of which are eaten), zawngtah (Parkia roxburghii), chingit, phuihnam (a cultivated variety of 
clerodendron), hruizik, kawhtebel, sihneh, telhawng, baibing, tumbu and rawtuai (bamboo shoot).  

Sihneh is considered to be the quintessential ingredient to a Hmar (sub-tribe of Mizo) dish. There is even 
a saying that when you see a sihneh tree, you will see a number of Hmars perched on the branches. 
These vegetables / greens are all taken from big trees; in some cases only the shoots are eaten and in 
some cases the shoots as well as the leaves are eaten. Other than the last three, the rest have a very 
strong odour which may be pleasant only to a Mizo. You need to have an acquired taste for it. It is true 
when an elder person says that one’s age in life defines one’s food preference. These vegetables with 
pungent smell are usually preferred only by the elder members in a family.  

The Mizos prefer their vegetables to be eaten fresh and so they ferment or preserve them only when 
there is an excess amount and also so that they may be able to eat them even when they are not in 
season. In general, the Mizos are not too fond of fermented vegetables; they instead pickle them. Pickled 
baibing, tumbu and rawtuai besides green chilly pickles have a huge market in and outside Mizoram. 
The Mizos have not consumed too many ‘new’ things which their ancestors have not had when it comes 
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to greens (Dokhuma 362). 

‘Authentic’ Mizo Chawhmeh - The way mother made it 

I’d asked thirteen of my friends what they would call to be an authentic Mizo chawhmeh (Mizo dish). 
Seven of them replied saying ‘Bai’; some of them merely said any type of bai, while some were more 
precise and said maian (pumpkin leaves) bai, bawkbawn (brinjal) bai, chingit bai and some merely said bai 
with lots of green chilly. Maian bai, bawkbawn bai, behlawi bai and chingit bai may be considered to be the 
favourite bai among the Mizos.  

The kitchen has always been considered a space for the women of the household. To emphasise the 
‘authenticity’ of a dish, one often says that the dish is prepared “the way mother made it”. Even in the 
contemporary world, Indian brands like Mother’s Recipe have proudly mentioned on their website that 
they have brought “the traditional taste of Indian kitchens to 40 countries across the world” 
(mothersrecipe.com/about-us/). The term “mother / amma / mama” is uplifted in the food industry 
stressing on the fact that “mother’s recipe” is used. Amma’s Kitchen is a restaurant chain located in 
various parts of India and is also found in London and Cincinnati, USA. Most of the Amma’s Kitchen 
located in South India serve pure vegetarian food while the ones located in London include pizza, fast 
food and barbeque beside Indian food (www.ammaskitchen.com). As such, the geographical location 
of an eating place greatly defines the menu that it serves.  

There is a song which my mother would sing while making bai and the song, roughly translated, goes 
like this –  

With the khelawk (wooden spoon) you take out the saum  from the container, 

And then you take out the chingal with the fianpui (big rounded spoon) 

And mix both in the pot; 

When the mixture lathers up and boils chunnu (mother) is happy. 

The Mizos do not have too many ways of preparing vegetables. Three of the most common preparations 
are: (i) Bai (ii) Bawl / Sawh (iii) Tlak. 

 

(i) Bai – It is a mixture of boiled vegetables and smoked meat may sometimes be added. When 
bai is prepared it is a necessity to add salt. There is also chingal (lye, potash solution) bai. Saum 
(fermented lard) is usually added only in chingal bai. Since the like / taste preference may 
differ, some may add only saum and no chingal to make bai. Bekang (fermented or dried 
soyabean) is often added to make bai; in such preparations, saum is usually not added.  

(ii) Bawl / sawh – The primary ingredients for this dish are saum and chingal. It is a tasty Mizo 
relish made by pounding up meat and some vegetables and mixing it with saum, chingal and 
salt (Lorrain 408). Sawhthing (ginger), sa rep (smoked meat, preferably beef), nghathu rep 
(smoked fish), mautuai (tender bamboo shoot), zo purun (local onion), khanghu, behliang and 
zawngtah are usually prepared in this way. The right mixture of chingal and saum lathers; 
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there is even a saying amongst the Mizos – one need not be highly educated to know the 
right mixture of chingal and saum. There were four of my friends who considered bawl / sawh 
to be the epitome of Mizo cuisine; zawngtah bawl, fangra bawl, hmarchapui (green chilly) bawl 
and zawngtah leh bekang sawh were among their favourite.   

(iii)  Tlak - It is a preparation of boiled vegetables without adding anything to it, not even salt. 
This preparation is a must in the modern-day Mizo meal as it balances the diet with healthy 
vegetables. Tlak may not be the favourite dish as there was only one person who mentioned 
that tlak, phuihnam tlak to be more precise, was his idea of a Mizo dish. 

 

Salt and sugar– Only for the privileged? 

As salt is easily available in the markets now, we often miss its true worth. Salt is a necessity, the amount 
of which needs to be properly maintained while cooking; the amount of salt added defines the taste of 
the food prepared. In earlier times, the Mizos made salt on their own; as this process was tedious salt 
was not found in excess. With the passage of time, it is said that the Mizo chiefs often raided the 
encampments in the plains to procure salt. The scarcity of salt may be one of the reasons why Mizo 
Chawhmeh was quite salt-less; meat, fish and most vegetables were mostly served boiled (without salt). 
And after the entry of the missionaries in 1894, the Mizos came in close contact with the outside world 
and with lesser before known items like salt and sugar. As such, among the Mizos the earlier converts 
to the new religion became the more “privileged” lot as they were more in contact with the white man. 
The earlier converts were taught the ways of the white man and they took up not only their mannerisms 
but also their food habits. The women missionaries and also the wives of the missionaries and British 
officers also took it upon themselves to teach the native women how to cook, bake and stitch, the 
necessary skills expected of a woman. Gradually, the “privileged” converts could easily get salt and 
sugar from the white man and this further changed their food preparations. G.R. Roberts, fondly called 
Pi Teii by the Mizos, trained many young girls the necessary skills of cooking and baking among whom 
was Pi Hmingliani. With her culinary skills, Pi Hmingliani built a bakery named after her. One of the 
earliest bakers in Mizoram, Pi Hmingliani spread her business far and wide and her children and 
grandchildren have even opened up restaurants and catering services. This is a simple example of how 
the missionaries changed the outlook and livelihood of many natives who came in close contact with 
them. Sugar which has never been a part of the condiment of Mizo cuisine thus gained popularity 
among the Mizos since the latter half of the twentieth century.  

Rice: Staple Food or a Side Dish?  

In her retelling of a Mizo folklore, Margaret L. Pachuau narrates the tale of how rice came to be eaten 
by the Mizos. In this tale, Vanhrikpa tells his people, the Mizos, to start eating rice to become strong. 
And so, they tried out various kinds of rice. Buhkirirum variety of rice was very tasty and if they ate it 
they were told that they will not want for any other vegetables. When they ate the buhkirirum rice, it 
was so tasty that some even swallowed their tongues. And so, in the end, they chose buhchangrum rice 
which is of ordinary quality and should be eaten with vegetables and other dishes. The mouse after 
overcoming many difficulties was able to get the saplings of buhchangrum rice which was distributed 
to all the corners of the earth (Pachuau 33-34). 
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As mentioned earlier, the Mizos usually boil their food, be it vegetables or meat. They have a way of 
mixing rice with vegetables or meat, and the dish is called buhchiar or sawhchiar. Buhchiar and sawhchiar 
are economical preparations and are prepared in such a way so that the dish may increase in portion. 
At the same time, some of the preparations do taste better when prepared this way.  

(i) Buhchiar: It is a dish which is prepared by boiling cut up meat or vegetables with rice and 
salt into a kind of stew or pishpash. Antam (mustard leaf) Buhchiar and Behlawi (leaf of a 
certain species of bean) Buhchiar are one of the favourite Buhchiar preparations. A very 
fine example of Buhchiar is Zo ar Buhchiar (country chicken buhchiar) which is considered 
to be the epitome of Buhchiar among the Mizos. 

(ii) Sawhchiar: It is more or less similar to Buhchiar but here the rice as well as the meat are 
grounded. It is a kind of stew made of any kind of meat boiled with rice.  

As mentioned earlier, sawhchiar and buhchiar are considered to be economical preparations. At the same 
time, they also bring out the essence of Mizoness. The Nepali settler father would warn his daughters 
not to marry the Mizo men and would even try to discourage them saying, “If you marry the Mizos, 
you will only eat rice with rice and nothing else.” For people living outside Mizoram, especially 
students, Sawhchiar seems to be the favourite dish as it can be easily prepared for a gathering and 
moreover, it tastes great. It is a dish which brings together the people of Mizoram even outside the 
State, when they are away from home. It is not only in Mizoram, but also in places like Delhi, that 
Sawhchiar is being served on memorial wakes of the deceased where the people who have gathered 
have to stay awake for the whole night. It provides proper sustenance and can also be easily digested.    

Feasts and festivities 

The best time to visit Mizoram would be during the festive season of Christmas and New Year as it is 
the time for the long-awaited great feasts of Christmas and New Year celebrations. In many villages 
and some of the localities in the cities, they still serve food on plantain leaves to bring out the essence 
of communal merriment. Christmas and New Year feasts are cherished even more by the people who 
have come home for Christmas as it is not every day that such a feast happens. Feasts are not just about 
the food served; it is more about the spirit of joy and fulfillment that one attains when one attends a 
grand feast where people come together in hundreds and sometimes in thousands.  

There is a reversal of gender roles during feast preparation. In a Mizo home, the kitchen is demarcated 
to be a space for only the women. During feast-time, the men are in charge of the ‘kitchen’ where the 
food is prepared. Men and women perform an equally important role; while the men are cooking, the 
women chop the vegetables and clean the cooking area. The task of slaughtering the cattle and cutting 
up the meat is taken up by the men. The tough task of cooking for thousands is thus taken up by the 
able-bodied men. Even the old, who are incapable of doing anything, will sit in the middle of all the 
action and be part of the festivities by narrating the tales of the many feasts they have attended.  

During feasts, especially Christmas and New Year feasts, the elder members of the church above the 
age of 60 are made to dine separately in a more comfortable seating arrangement. A separate buffet, 
which includes the meat ‘reserved’ for the elders, is prepared for them so that they will avoid the long 
queues. While dining together, Mizos have a custom of not eating the food before the elders have eaten. 
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As a sign of respect, the young would eat only after the elders have taken their share of the food.  Certain 
food items like eggs, chicken liver and gizzard and entrails of a slaughtered animal are reserved for the 
elderly; eggs are reserved for the young and the sick.  

In the present day, in most of the festivities like weddings, the people in the city have found it more 
convenient to hire caterers to be in charge of the food. The food is definitely good but at the same time, 
the spirit of communal merry-making gets lost along the attempt to serve a more ‘authentic’ Mizo food 
/ feast.  

Memory and Time:  

Memory plays a very important role when it comes to food practices; they recreate the past with their 
repeated but at the same time differing versions or ways of preparations. The changes in the food 
practices, especially the preparations, act as a valid record of the changes brought forth by the socio-
economic conditions of the time. As mentioned earlier, Sawhchiar and Buhchiar were prepared for 
economic reasons but in the modern day, they are being prepared because the taste is preferred.  

The earlier Mizos would hunt wild animals frequently. They mainly hunted sakhi (barking deer), 
sanghal (wild boar) and sazuk (deer) out of which the meat of sakhi (barking deer) was the most relished. 
Even though there was no rule as to not hunt tigers, the Mizos were against hunting anything of the 
tiger family until and unless people were facing problems because of the wild animal. It is not at all 
surprising to find sakhi sa (meat of barking deer), sanghal sa (meat of wild boar) and sazuk sa (meat of 
deer) in the market infrequently even though hunting is banned by the State Forest Department. The 
preparation of such meat has not really changed over time. Meat of wild animals is smoked usually 
because it makes it easier for the hunter to carry home the meat from the forests. The Mizos have 
imported cows and goats from the plains. When I’d asked a man of 70 years the first Mizo dish that 
came to his mind which would signify Mizo chawhmeh, he said, ‘boiled country chicken’ and he 
moreover said that it is a dish which he would proudly offer to his fellow Non-Mizo friends.  

The Mizos have a custom to offer food to anybody who comes during meal-time. They even have a 
saying that in a family where there is a large number of men there is always extra food, enough for one 
more person. So one should not feel reluctant to accept an invitation from such a family even if it maybe 
an impromptu invitation. Among the Mizos, inviting a guest or visitor to dine with the family is a sign 
to show that the guest is welcomed into the family. In the present-day scenario, the best way to try-out 
Mizo chawhmeh is to attend a festive feast or a wedding or better yet, to be invited to a friend’s home for 
a meal, as the big restaurants have become too modernized with their Chinese, Indian and Italian 
cuisines.  At the same time, there are also some restaurants which can serve Mizo chawhmeh if a prior 
order is being placed. And of course, such restaurants hold themselves in a higher esteem as they are 
able to serve to the likes of everyone. It is the local and small tea stalls and restaurants which serve the 
best local snacks like sawhchiar, sangpiau (Burmese version of rice stew), chow sa tui leih (chow/noodles 
with meat broth) and changban kan (fried sticky rice dough). Students and people staying outside the 
state always make it a point to visit these local joints during their vacation breaks and eat the local 
snacks which are not found in other parts of the country. Over the course of time, the number of 
Burmese immigrants in Mizoram has greatly increased and so have the number of food stalls run by 
them.  
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Packaged food consumption and rise of the fast-food industry 

Mizoram has witnessed a fast increase of fast-food chains like KFC, Dominos Pizza, Laziz Pizza, Barista, 
to name a few. Yan stresses that “the attraction of consuming American fast foods has more to do with 
their social context and meaning than with their taste” (Counihan and Esterick 23). These fast-food 
chains are very attractive to both the young and old, alike. In this world of Instagram, eating at these 
fast-food chains and posting pictures gives a sense of satisfaction to many, especially among the youth.  
The wave of obsession for Korean pop stars and Asian dramas has led to the obsession for their culture 
especially their food. Korean restaurants are popping up at various parts of the capital city, Aizawl; 
many restaurants have also included Korean dishes in their menu. There is a huge market for imported 
Korean noodles, packaged fish cakes ‘Eoomuk’, packaged tuna, Korean pancake mix and Teokpokki, 
to name a few. Various Asian cooking sauces like Kung po sauce, Hoisin sauce, Stir fry sauce, Teriyaki 
sauce, Satay sauce, Peking duck sauce, Black pepper sauce and Lemon sauce have also found their ways 
into many kitchens.  
 
Scholliers writes that food is a cultural practice through which people participate in rituals of a group 
and these participations can be socially controlled as well as more automatic. The preparation and 
organization and the act of consumption of food constructs the identity of a people. The egg, once 
reserved for children, the sick and the elderly, still holds a special status among the Mizos even though 
it is now easily available. Taking a couple of eggs while visiting a sick friend and taking sugar and milk 
while visiting a friend’s new home are still practiced. 
 
People spend lesser time in their kitchens due to changes in lifestyle and work culture. Pre-cooked 
meals and processed meats are thus gaining a huge market in Mizoram. As the domestic food industry 
is unable to sustain the demands of the people, a huge amount of processed meats are imported. 
Katarina Hinnerova writes, “Food is a way of communication – it conveys messages about social 
relations and social identities through which people construct and maintain social reality” (Hinnerova 
35-36).  Edible food is classified into acceptable and unacceptable by a cultural understanding. This 
cultural understanding and categorization thus authenticate the existence of an entire food group 
referred to as Mizo Chawhmeh. 
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Abstract 
 

 
Honoring a person or an event, public monuments interrupt geographical landscapes and 

point to a temporal past asking us to stop, to look, and to engage memory.  They invite reveries 
as the word, monument, derives from the Latin word monēre, meaning ‘to remind.’  In effect, 
they occupy public spaces asking for private thoughts that problematize a referentiality 
dependent on identity.  An analysis of Yusef Komunyakaa’s poem “Facing It,” based on viewing 
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington D.C., illustrates the way monuments offer a 
phenomenological space for an individual’s transformation.   Yet in addition to an interiority the 
poem captures, the monument itself reifies politically official and unofficial messaging, an 
ambivalence that further muddies the referentiality it reifies because it privileges one cultural 
identity over others.  The theories from the phenomenologist Gaston Bachelard, the 
psychoanalyst Jacque Lacan, and the literary critic Cathy Caruth provide the framework for 
investigating the loss and the gain from the construction and the removal of monuments.  
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Introduction 

 
In his article on the riots in Charlottesville, Virginia (USA) in 1917 and in 2017, Louis Nelson 

records the initial unveiling of four monuments: Lewis and Clark (1919); “Stonewall” Jackson (1921); 
George Rogers Clark (1921); and Robert E. Lee (1924) (19).i  He notes that they, along with 
accompanying municipal buildings, effectively displaced the African American community who had 
lived in McKee’s Row.  The community’s pleas to remove the statues had less to do with the individuals 
represented than with objections to the political aims of white hegemony.  In effect, the statues asserted 
a political power that disenfranchised many of Charlottesville’s citizens.  The word, monument, derives 
from the Latin, monēre, meaning ‘to remind,’ but what the statues conjure in the minds of viewers 
depends on perspectives stemming from different histories and individual experiences.  The same local 
and national events induce diverse reflections.  From the fourteenth through the seventeenth centuries, 
‘monument’ also denoted a ‘tomb.’  While no bodies are buried under the statues in Charlottesville, 
they figuratively stand for buried identities.  
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 As others have noted “public remembrance of the past—through such tools as the construction 
of monuments – is really as much – maybe more – about the people who had the power to erect them 
than they were about the individuals being honoured” (Rudin 111-12).  Yet even among those with 
power, competing viewpoints jockey for control of public spaces.  In his introduction to Written in Stone, 
Sanford Levinson finds public monuments to reveal “polities roiled in controversies attached to 
deciding who within a particular society should be counted as a hero worth honoring” (2).  Although 
focusing on the United States, his examples stretch throughout Europe and include African nations to 
highlight the political movements wherein new or revised public monuments signal an ideology that 
dislodges a previous one.  While such monuments may literally displace neighborhoods, they 
figuratively displace historical identities in their aim to instill a “national consciousness.”ii As in 1917 
Charlottesville, the landscape transforms from a ‘before’ to an ‘after.’  Yet as artifacts symbolizing a 
dominant narrative, monuments also instantiate a site of trauma.  The statue of a war hero, for example, 
reminds viewers of the suffering endured in any military conflict.  For the defeated, the substitution of 
one cultural identity over others unearths a memory that further complicates the experience of the 
viewer.  In other words, public monuments allude to the traumatic experiences embedded in their 
visual structures.  Staring at the statue of “Stonewall” Jackson in Charlottesville, for example, invites 
thoughts of martial heroism, but it also elicits the burden of oppression and of a lost cause.  

            
The trauma, either signified or intimated by public monuments, creates its own kind of 

impermeable distance.  A commemoration usually sanctions either events or persons in the temporal 
past, separated from the viewer’s present, and contributing to the muddiness of referentiality.  The 
same problem exists for individuals who experience a traumatic event:  memories change it.  As the 
literary theorist Cathy Caruth has suggested, it is “in the equally widespread and bewildering 
encounter with trauma—both in its occurrence and in the attempt to understand it—that we can begin 
to recognize the possibility of a history that is no longer straightforwardly referential (that is, no longer 
based on simple models of experience and reference” (2).   For Caruth, the problem of referentiality 
contributes to the ‘un-speak-ability’ of trauma.  It is in a sense irretrievable because the narrative issues 
in a “double telling” “oscillat[ing] between a crisis of death and a correlative crisis of life: between the 
story of the unbearable nature of an event and the story of the unbearable nature of its survival” (Caruth 
7).  In other words, trauma ruptures one’s sense of self.  The ability to articulate a traumatized identity 
undergoes a kind of aphasia.  

 
 Monuments do not always garner the immediacy of experience, but they frequently remind us 

of a traumatic event.  Inviting experiential reverie they contribute to the problem of referentiality 
because reverie entails a sense of psychological and emotional displacement, a temporal oscillation 
between a then and a now.  Whereas Caruth’s theories target the difficulties in articulating trauma, the 
phenomenalist Gaston Bachelard offers insights into spaces open to the intimacy that remembering 
necessitates.  He posits a pathway to approximate referents in his privileging of the daydream because 
the daydream provides a space for revisiting the past (p. 6).    Whether in the celebration of cultural 
winners or in the displacement of losers, monuments problematize referentiality vis-à-vis either the 
events or persons they ostensibly commemorate concomitant with whatever they attempt to erase.  
Coupled with their histories, they point to the actuality of a particular traumatic event that affected 
individual citizens and altered their identities.  Given the impermeable distance of trauma between a 
then and a now, however, the significance of monuments involves a kind of sideways approach.  Due 
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to temporal displacement, pieces of the trauma remain missing.  But the experience of confrontation 
with monuments effectively offers insight into their psychological engagement and releases narratives 
other than the one instantiating a unified “national consciousness.”  
 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial  

 
 A visit to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington D.C. illustrates this process.  Although 
in no danger of displacement, the Memorial Wall provides a salient example of public monuments 
because of its controversial inception and because it has generated much commentary since its 
construction.iii  Its placement in Constitutional Gardens displaced a landscape dredged up from the 
Potomac River by the Army corps of Engineers at the beginning of the 20th century.  Tributes abound 
in the Garden.  Some of them disrupt the pastoral landscape, such as the sculpture to the Vietnam 
nurses, and others exist to commemorate events, such as the dedication of the island to the signers of 
the Declaration of Independence.  Whereas many sculptures taking human form referring to people 
who are not there, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Wall, like the island figuratively stands in for bodies.  
The black granite, in contrast to the green lawns and trees, stretches nearly five hundred feet.  It leans 
up against a grassy knoll to be somewhat engrossed by the landscape.  A slight hollow cushions its 
shape in a stretched-out V.   It seems to undulate.  From the air, it resembles the wings of a bird without 
a body, perhaps a flock in symmetrical formation.  The granite angles upwards to its apex of slightly 
over ten feet so that it gradually dwarfs sightseers strolling along the path.  They are overshadowed 
and, due to its reflectiveness, absorbed into the names of the dead.  The timeline in plaques below the 
wall invites recollection of those times while the granite mirrors the here and now. 
    
The Memorial Wall essentially reifies loss in the “national consciousness.”  In so doing, it invites 
reconstruction of that loss, however distorted by time and memory.  While all public memorials 
intimate stories other than an official one, this space inscribes names and dates the dead.  In standing 
for what is not there, the memorial fosters memories, not just of those killed in Vietnam but of political 
unrest and social discord in the United States.  Following Bachelard’s contention that space rather than 
time catapults memoryiv, going to the wall elicits experiences wherein young people made life altering 
decisions in an atmosphere of ‘us against them.’ Releasing narratives other than the one it ostensibly 
tells, the granite walls emit tendrils, a web reaching into the past, some of which is documented in other 
media and some of which float in the semi-shared consciousness of those who survived that era.  The 
public space and the wall’s design lend themselves to the collapse of public/private, inner/outer 
dichotomies.  Time folds in on itself.   The Memorial, then, frames a home for the survivors of trauma 
to revisit not only the dead but their younger selves, identities separated from that time by careers, 
responsibilities, the mundane.  For some, the space opens a phenomenological doorway, a daydream 
that challenges diegetic conflicts, the presence and the absence embedded in a particular historical 
moment.  

 
Depending on the sun’s angle, visitors to the Memorial view an image of themselves among the 

names of the dead carved into its surface.  The black granite literally ruptures referentiality and 
figuratively encourages cognitive reflections. Visitors’ record their thoughts in editorials, letters, notes, 
criticisms.v   Some people write about the wall, some to those whose names are engraved on it.  Caruth 
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has suggested, however, that the language of trauma, “is always somehow literary: a language that 
defies, even as it claims, our understanding” (5).  Among literary genres, it is poetry that opens the 
space for eliciting a sideways glance into capturing referents to traumatic experience in part because 
the genre of poetry itself elicits the experience of a daydream: “to read poetry is essentially to 
daydream” (Bachelard 38).  In effect, poetry invites entry into an altered phenomenological state.  
Assumed here is that the daydream provides a non-threatening intimate space for reflection, for 
eliciting other narratives, for a sideways glance to a traumatic referent that can neither be named nor 
entirely captured in memory.   

 
Among literary examples, Yusef Komunyakaa’s poem “Facing It” portrays a phenomenological 

experience arising from confrontation with the trauma of loss.  The process described in “Facing It” 
parallels those descriptions of immersion Bachelard associates with the moments of daydreaming, 
outlined in the Poetics of Space, and it conveys Lacan’s collapse of inner and outer actualities suggested 
by his term “extimacy,” expressed in his Ethics of Psychoanalysis.  Komunyakaa describes visual images 
to illustrate dislocation in an exchange between object and viewer.  The poem begins with the lines: 
“My black face fades, / hiding inside the black granite" (ll. 1 -2).  The image is ostensibly empirical.  Yet 
it articulates the problem of referentiality due to its multi-valences.  The face, for example, presumably 
blends with the name of the dead soldier carved into the granite.  At the same time, however, the 
reflection enables an ‘othering’ of the viewer’s physical presence.  He is displaced.  As the first line 
merges viewer and viewed, the granite objectifies the face without revealing what the face hides from.  
Yet to other visitors in the same space, the speaker demonstrates only the observable.  As Bachelard 
describes such moments: “All we communicate to others is an orientation towards what is secret 
without being able to tell the secret objectively” (35).  The image intimates the psycho-emotional 
moment of a “double telling,” caught in the simultaneous crisis of survival and of loss, “oscillat[ing] 
between a crisis of death and a correlative crisis of life.”   

 
With these opening lines of the poem, we are already in the realm of “extimacy” (“extimité”).  

The psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan coined the neologism in 1960 to indicate “’this central place, this 
intimate exteriority, this extimacy which is the Thing’” (qtd.  Pavón-Cuéllar 662).  The “Thing” 
seemingly refers to the “presence at the core of human activity” (Lacan Seminar 7.8, p. 105), “the source 
of this world as it is to us” (Pavón-Cuéllar 662).  The process allows our intimate selves to become our 
first outside, our first notion of exteriority (Pavón-Cuéllar 662).  As the term designates, interiority 
merges with exteriority: we are in the world and the world is in us.   Whatever Lacan exactly meant by 
this abstract paradoxical concept, the first lines of Komunyakaa’s poem unite his visage with object and 
suggest intimacy since his face hides in the wall.  The reflective qualities of the wall and the name on it 
fosters confrontation with the “excluded interior,” that is, an “interior” trauma “excluded” due to its 
traumatic pain (Lacan 7.8, p.101).  The extimac moment provides a way to glimpse what cannot be 
recovered and simultaneously recovering it.  In one interpretation of extimacy, “feelings can be 
radically externalized on to objects without losing their sincerity and intensity” (Kingsbury abstract).  
The poem designates this aspect as the poet holds back tears: “I said I wouldn't dammit: No tears” (ll. 
3-4).  The granite further syncretizes the speaker in a polarized actuality: “I’m stone.  I’m flesh” (l. 5).  
In her analysis of the poem, Robin Ekiss understands the line as an “acknowledgement of his dual 
identity” to “reveal the extremes of his consciousness.”  The thoughts, however, also encode the 
experience of what Bachelard describes as “phenomenological reverberations,” an apprehension that 
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evades articulation (52).  Komunyakaa’s literal description connotes the crisis of referentiality in his 
own comprehension.      

 
After the poet imprints himself on the object, he sees the wall imprint itself on the viewers, if just 

for a moment.  
Names shimmer on a woman's blouse    
but when she walks away    
the names stay on the wall.  (19-21) 

 
An exchange takes place even as the wall retains its solidity.  For the poet, the merging of interior with 
exterior results in his transformation into transparency: “…I'm a window,” he declares (l. 27).  He has 
oscillated from flesh to stone to a loss of physicality that suggests the completion of an extimac exchange 
due to the conversion of dichotomies into the lucidity of a window.  The transformation points to 
experience beyond the ability to articulate it precisely because it is only available through metaphor.   
In effect, Komunyakaa’s poem captures the exchange of inner and outer realities in a distillation that 
fuses interiority and exteriority, the subject and the object, so as to elicit an experiential memory 
suggestive of a catharsis.   
 

 Finally, the poem restores the objective situation of visitors to the space.  The concluding image 
denotes “anamorphosis,”vi the pictorial technique by which a distorted image comes into focus by 
changing perspective:  

 
He's lost his right arm    
inside the stone.  In the black mirror    
a woman’s trying to erase names:    
No, she's brushing a boy's hair.  (28-31) 
 

The identification of being one thing and then another signals an awareness of liminality, of being 
caught between actualities, able to see each but not both simultaneously.  The poem began with 
anamorphosis when the poet was sometimes stone and sometimes flesh.  At the conclusion, then, the 
images return the poet from an extimac immersion to the understanding of two ways of seeing.  In 
other words, the poem moves from portraying a phenomenological experience at its center to one based 
on perspective.  The referent keeps moving between what is empirically there and not there. 
 

 In summary, this poem suggests how the very architecture of the Vietnam Memorial Wall 
stimulates a confrontation with trauma.  The literal reflections on the wall create a double vision:  one 
of the names, and the other, of the person viewing the names.  The resulting anamorphoses elicits the 
liminality of being aware of both objects, however distorted.   But this cognitive knowledge also elicits 
paradoxical idea of extimacy which suggests the phenomenological experience of absorption into this 
monument and space.   

 
Absent from the parallelism and crucial to Bachelard’s philosophy, however, is the disclosure of 

experiential memory.   Komunyakaa’s poem sets itself in the present progressive verb of ‘Facing.”  It 
implies the immediacy of confrontation.   Of course, intimate moments, like experiencing poetry, are 
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“polysymbolic” (Bachelard 470), open to multiple interpretations, but here the space itself supplies a 
context for whatever the poem and the poet revisit.  Whereas the dominant narrative memorializes 
those who gave their lives for the nation, other narratives compete for recognition of other traumas.  
The design encourages what Bachelard describes as the “intensity of being evolving in a vast 
perspective of intimate immensity,” a product of the daydream that takes into account the fallibility of 
memory (210).  For survivors of that era, the recollection of that time evokes not only the difference 
between public and private, but also the intimate difference between publics and other publics, the 
other stories centered in disagreements between United States and Vietcong soldiers, between 
Democracy and Communism, between those for and those against the conflict, for and against the 
design and the building of this very Wall.  A hot, humid day in DC summons the prickling of a nearly 
equatorial humidity, of other swamps and claustrophobic vegetation, of terror and of cynicism in 
Vietnam.  Or of that muggy August night in 1968 on the streets of Daley’s Chicago unable to cool down 
from its rage outside the Democratic convention.   As in Komunyakaa’s poem, the images keep moving. 

 
The footsteps of the visitors at the memorial echo those other footsteps “Marching to 

Washington” in protest of the Vietnam conflict: “Looking down, I see feet moving calmly, gaily, / 
almost as if separated from bodies” (Bly, ll. 1-2).  And regarding those soldiers disembarking across the 
world, “It was natural to welcome them / with triumphal marches.  / Many would return in halves” 
(Bell, ll. 15-17).  The trees growing on the lawn above the Memorial wall recall the students spread out 
on the Kent State hillside.  Their sullen faces gaze at a professor urging them to leave the area.  Why 
did they need to leave when the armed national guard seem to be the incongruity?  Exactly what threat 
were those young people?   

 
In Frames of War, Judith Butler asks, “when is life grievable”?  For some visitors, this Memorial 

Wall marks heroism, the greatest sacrifice an individual and a family could make for their beloved 
nation.  For others, it releases another narrative.  It is a reminder of families that fell apart over differing 
ideologies.  As a memorial for those who have lost their lives, it also commemorates those who lost 
their youths, their youthfulness, their innocence.  Many young men slept with packed suitcases under 
the bed, refused to open the mail in a draft lottery, destroyed their brains with drugs to fail the Army’s 
physical, left everything they knew to find Canada.  Even now ragged men stare blank eyed from urban 
sidewalks.  Some of them bear the marks of war and are missing limbs.  Nightmares from the war wake 
retirees in their suburban homes.  Thus, the Memorial resurrects the forgotten selves, the leftovers from 
political turbulence that cut Americans to pieces.  It stands for a past left vacant, differences 
unbridgeable except in the daydream, a collapse that can be straddled but not changed.  Staring at the 
wall, the body seems to be in two places at once, not disappeared but someplace in between what is 
and is not.  It recalls relinquished possibilities and the elemental vibrancy that brought us to this place.   

 
The Vietnam Veterans Memorial actualizes memory of the dead and of past selves, of   identities 

in living and lived experiences.  Depending on the viewer, it collapses the differences between official 
and unofficial stories wherein the former in its solidity muffles the latter but cannot erase competing 
cultural experiences.    Komunyakaa’s poem “Facing It” exemplifies the phenomenological potency 
garnered from a public monument.  But it also signifies the excluded histories of individuals from that 
time and in response to that conflict.  The Memorial Wall reminds them of the political hegemony that 
altered identities for those opposing that conflict.  But occurring in the daydream, in the reverie, in the 
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imagination, these experiences have been erased from monumental view.   Upon the passing of the 
witnessing generation, visual media and literature from that time provide evidence of lives interrupted, 
but only if such documents are tracked down.  The Vietnam Veterans Memorial allows us to see that 
even the “heroic statues” in Charlottesville, paradoxically stand for an absence.  They are graveyards 
without graves. 

 
Alternatives? 

 
 In their introduction to a journal dedicated to museums and monuments, Capdepón, Sierp and 

Strauss note that “When places hold multiple and often opposing memories, the question of whose 
histories are remembered and publicly shared, or marginalized and excluded, becomes crucial for 
understanding social dynamics and political change” (5).  Their insight suggests that excluded 
identities retain a shared and  cultural stability despite individual experiences.  In effect, whatever the 
story the monument signifies, those with displaced ideologies may band together to assert themselves 
and alter the privileged narrative.  From these perspectives, public monuments summon social unrest 
since they entail a psychological engagement able to fester into uprising.  At another remove, 
autocracies have the advantage of unifying a “national consciousness” based on a myth.  The powerful 
have a personal stake in organizing political will based on a fabricated national identity that unites 
disparate cultures.  If unrecognized as such, the official story issues in actions based on a belief 
misunderstood as a historical fact.  The “social dynamics” of conflict remain buried.  Yet given the 
stability of cultural identity based on social experience, which Capdepón, Sierp, and Strauss imply, 
these citizens may eventually assert their differences despite the ostensible purpose of public 
monuments that are dedicated to unity.  

 
  In the United States, public monuments are being hauled off to warehouses or re-shuffled to 

indicate significance.  The changes result from “social dynamics” and cultural conflicts.  Theoretically 
at least, alterations in public viewings make room for other narratives, nonetheless linked to trauma 
however much they celebrate. Whereas the African American community of McKee’s Row in 
Charlottesville have been dispersed and cannot be restored, the present generation renews its protests 
based on their heritage and individual experiences of a lasting oppression.  Yet if the statuses are 
removed, what fills the empty spaces of the pedestals left behind?  Does this space invite a different 
phenomenological experience than intimated in “Facing It?”  In Franklin, Tennessee, the citizens offer 
an alternative to removal.  Instead of hauling off “Chip,” who symbolized the White Confederate 
soldier in the center of town, they installed a statue representing the United States Colored Troop 
Soldiers recruited by the United States Army to serve in the Civil War (McGee).  “Five recently added 
markers tell the story of the market house where enslaved people were auctioned and the role that local 
Black men played in fighting for their freedom” (McGee).  By contextualizing the public monuments, 
these citizens make visible the sites of trauma in a kind of outdoor museum.  But their points of 
reference differ to display two competing narratives based on the same event of Civil War.  Each fosters 
a snapshot into an unbearable trauma they have inherited.  Referentiality remains dispersed and 
dependent on individual identities.  Perhaps such visible reminders permit a sideways glance into 
generational scars, separate and different, honoring and preserving the conflict among and within 
them.  
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The Millennium Monument in Budapest, Hungary illustrates changing ideologies resulting in 
the alterations in its façade.  According to Levinson, radicals destroyed statues of the Hapsburg dynasty 
after the loss of the war in 1919; the Hapsburgs were replaced when counterrevolutionaries established 
a Dual Monarchy (2-6).   Wars and governments assert their influence.  Silence curtains those in 
disagreement with the current policies.  Perhaps those who see the monument, as some see the Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial and statues of the Confederacy, take it to symbolize a lost cause.  If so, they perhaps 
allow for a phenomenological transformation such as Komunyakaa’s poem illustrates despite the 
absence of an immediate referent.  

 
 In another effort to change the landscape, Thomas Stubblefield reports on those in Germany 

undermining the concept of the monument by designing structures that invite the citizen’s 
participation; they are movable, destroyable, invisible (1).  This art movement assists in elucidating the 
purpose of monuments.  However interesting such constructions, any narrative they elicit remains 
localized in the artifacts with reference only to its conceptual purpose and relatively short life.  They 
relegate the possibility of an extimac experience located in trauma to further abstraction from an 
intimate encounter.  These “counter-monuments” fail in their “banalization” precisely because they are 
disassociated from national history and from significant memory.vii They corral and insulate 
referentiality.  They do not “remind” us.  In so doing, they disallow us from knowing ourselves.  If 
public monuments instantiate a site of trauma with problematic referentiality, what does their removal 
indicate?  Perhaps these actions set the story straight in forming a first step in amelioration, or perhaps 
the trauma deepens cultural and political divides because this alteration to the landscape remains 
superficial.  
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Notes 
i The statues signified Lewis and Clark who in 1804 began to explore the lands west of the Mississippi River in the United 
States; “Stonewall” Jackson (1824-1863), a Confederate General during the United States Civil War; George Rogers Clark 
(1752-1818) a militia leader in the American Revolutionary War for independence from England; Robert E. Lee (1807-1870) 
the Confederate General during the United State Civil War.  Three of the four represented war; the Confederacy fought 
for the South and was defeated.   
ii This term stems from András Gero, Modern Hungarian Society in the Making (pp 203-22) qtd in Levinson, p. 3.  
iii For examples of overviews of the controversies, see Edward J Gallegher online site “The Vietnam Controversy,” 
http://digital.lib.lehigh.edu/trial/vietnam/ ; Thelma Raker Coffone, “History of the Wall,”   
https://owlcation.com/humanities/Vietnam-War-Memorial; “Vietnam War Memorial” Encyclopedia Britannica Academic 
iv See for example, “In its countless alveoli space contains compressed time.  That is what space is for” (p. 8); “Memories 
are motionless, and the more securely they are fixed in space, the sounder they are” (9). 
v See, for example, editorials in the New York Times that span intermittently from 11/20/1984 – 9/11/2017; letters among 
other items left at the wall can be found at “Items Left at the Wall:” https://www.vvmf.org/items/6746/VIVE09007/; for 
criticisms, see note 2.  
vi See also Lacan, Ethics Seminar 7.11.  
vii Stubblefield (pp. 1-2) takes the term “counter monuments” from James Young. 
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Abstract 
 

 
The present article examines the place of and search for a pre-colonial poetics embedded 

in indigenous folk memory in the writing of Lakdas Wikkrama Sinha, a leading postcolonial Sri 
Lankan poet. The discussion departs from the general assessment of Wikkrama Sinha as being 
an “anti-colonial” voice, and examines the larger creative vision the writer espoused by re-living 
a lost Sinhala sensibility and way of life by evoking dramatizations, memory, and rupture that 
transcend his post-colonial present. In doing so, the present discussion attempts to complicate 
Wikkrama Sinha’s poetic world as demonstrating energy to break away from his contemporaries 
whose poetics relied on an English sensibility. In anchoring the conversation, the article draws 
on selected poems from Wikkrama Sinha’s debut collection, Lustre. Poems – in particular, “Hearts 
of Granite” and “Memorial” – and later work such as “In Ancient Kotmale” and “Don’t Talk to 
Me About Matisse”. The paper drives that the place of indigenous folk memory is crucial for the 
grounding of Wikkrama Sinha’s creative programme and for an in depth reading of his exercise 
as a writer.            

 

 

Keywords: Sri Lankan Writing, Postcolonial Literature, Folk Memory, Pre-colonial Memory. 

  
This paper examines a dominant strain in Sri Lankan poet Lakdas Wikkrama Sinha’s work: a poetical 
attempt to recover an ancient Sinhalese historico-cultural consciousness – one which is accepted as lost 
or dislocated in the present as a result of European colonial domination – through framing indigenous 
folk memory into his poetic narrative. Acknowledged by leading critics as “the most original of [Sri 
Lankan English] poets” (Goonetilleke, Sri Lankan English Literature 221) and a “most consistent poet” 
(Hattotuwegama 24) with a “fairly clear […] socio-political stand point” (Canagarajah 152), Wikkrama 
Sinha is frequently identified in literature classrooms as a leading anti-colonial voice of the generation 
of writers in Sri Lanka’s immediate post-independence. Scholarship has drawn connections between 
Wikkrama Sinha’s approach to art and the anti-imperial thinking of, among others, Ngugi 
Wa’Thiong’o, Franz Fanon and Abdul Jan Mohamed (Jayasuriya 142) who were international 
contemporaries. Wikkrama Sinha produced five collections between 1965 and 1976 before at the young 
age of thirty-seven he drowned off Mount Lavinia beach in 1978. Included among writers such as 
Patrick Fernando, Yasmine Goonaratne, and Jean Arasanayagam, Wikkrama Sinha has regularly been 
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placed as one of the noteworthy Sri Lankan English poets of the 1960s and early-to-mid-1970s 
(Canagarajah 156-157; Parakrama 1). Even as early as 1977, Wikkrama Sinha’s poetry was acclaimed as 
being “most consistently Ceylonese in its material” (Halpe 452) and, more recently, as being “closer to 
the Sinhala cultural ethos” than, as implied, most writers with resonant thematic interests (Fernando 
1). Singled out as “a generally anti-establishmentarian poet” (Fernando 2-3) with a “schizoid poetic 
personality” (Jayatilaka 147), Wikkrama Sinha, as Gamini Hattotuwegama has contended, was “at 
home in a certain whole environment” which he “absorbed […] into the fibre of his poetry” 
(Hattotuwegama 24); which, in turn, enriched his craft as “a fine exponent of [the] spoken idiom” 
(Jayatilaka 147) which Wikkrama Sinha often used to channel a Sinhalese sensibility in a “distinctly 
Lankan-English” idiom (Kandiah 92-93).        
 
While, as Annemari de Silva concedes, Wikkramasinha’s anti-colonial subject position has generally 
been acknowledged by his readers (de Silva 82), in recent years, critical literature that engage with this 
aspect of the poetry has been scarce and infrequent. In addition to a paper (2014) and an unpublished 
dissertation (2012) authored by de Silva, the most original recent contribution to studies on Wikkrama 
Sinha is an essay by Nihal Fernando (2015) which, at one level, responds to some of de Silva’s claims. 
Despite a general commentary by critics who draw on Wikkrama Sinha’s response to trauma and 
dislocation caused in Sri Lanka by four and a half decades of colonial government (Canagarajah; 
Goonetilleke Modern Sri Lankan Poetry; Goonetilleke Sri Lankan English Literature; Hattotuwegama), the 
broader cultural and poetic vision of the writer’s creative operation remains under-appreciated in the 
critical department. In a sense, this paper emerges from this gap in the literature with a focus on 
addressing the palpable anxiety in Wikkrama Sinha’s poetic agenda in peddling back over time in 
search of, and to connect with, indigenous folk memory of pre-colonial times and memories of a way 
of life destroyed by the advent of European colonialism.  
 
In situating the above-defined arc in Wikkrama Sinha’s creativity, one identifies an anxiety in the writer 
to bring on – albeit through textual creation – a “reversal” of colonial destruction on the Sinhala 
community. This desire and intent finds expression in the often-quoted “note” appended to Wikkrama 
Sinha’s debut collection Lustre. Poems. (1965), also identified by Suresh Canagarajah as the poet’s 
“artistic manifesto” (Canagarajah 155): 
 

[T]he section LUSTRE marks a phase of Sinhala sensibility – I go on to the exploration of my 
persona and deadly position: I have come to realize that I am using the language of the most 
despicable and loathsome people on earth; I have no wish to extend its life and range or enrich its 
tonality.  
 
To write in English is a form of cultural treason. I have had for the future to think of a way of 
circumventing this treason; I propose to do this by making my writing entirely immoralist and 
destructive. (Wikkrama Sinha, Lustre. Poems. 51)  

 
In the frequent quotation of this “note”, scholars often leave out the first sentence/clause that ends with 
the colon: an omission that takes away necessary information and context needed for a full assessment 
of the poet’s pronouncement. This crucial de-selection (executed by scholars themselves), in turn, has 
caused much speculation and insinuation regarding the implied meaning to the “immoralist” and 
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“destructive” claims in the text (Goonetilleke, Sri Lankan English Literature 216). The poet’s self-
realization – that to compose in the English language constitutes a “cultural treason” which he 
proposed to counter through his writing – is clearly conveyed. To effect this circumvention, Wikkrama 
Sinha proposes as a “deadly position” the re-tracing of a creative Sinhala sensibility: a position which, 
in the perpetuation of a historical sense and cultural idiom, breeds an immoralist and destructive 
irreverence of the dominant poetic tradition in 1960s Sri Lanka which (so Wikkrama Sinha seems to 
imply) sought approval in the mimicry of the British canon. Since it exerts the boundaries of the 
discussion undertaken in this study, I do not propose to develop a detailed discussion of this veiled 
attack Wikkrama Sinha levels on leading poetic peers such as, among others, Patrick Fernando and 
Yasmine Gooneratne whose writings – despite their concern with local themes – relied on England for 
idiom, style, and form (Canagarajah; Goonetilleke Modern Sri Lankan Poetry xxiv). To the contrary, what 
measured as immorality and destructiveness in the imperial (or, British) poetic ethos furnished 
Wikkrama Sinha with the material and impetus to experiment in search of a voice, tradition, and 
sensibility with the historically-violated Sinhala folk memory at its foundation.      
 
Wikkrama Sinha’s provocative debut collection, Lustre. Poems, consists of thirty-six poems arranged in 
five sections: “Lustre” (3-14), “Myrah” (15-18), “Metaphysical Poems” (19-26), “Other Poems” (29-41) 
and “Handbomb et cetera” (45-50), of which the poems arranged under “Lustre” constitute the 
collection’s opening installment. It contains ten poems which directly reflect sentiments expressed in 
the “note” referred to earlier. In particular, the poet’s investment in recovering a pre-colonial Sinhala 
sensibility – which remained a key aspect of Wikkrama Sinha’s poetic programme till the end – reads 
articulately in poems such as “Karagala” (6) and “Ascription” (3). In that order, the two poems are 
styled as impressions of fifteenth and seventeenth century Sinhala verse. Two other powerful 
expressions in the same section, “In the King’s Jail” (10) and “Anula Devi” (11), dramatize popular 
Sinhala folk memories and oral lore. Narrated through the voice of Dascon Adhikarama (Pedro Dascon 
or Pierre de Gascogne), a leading courtier of French heritage in King Vira Parakrama Narendrasinha’s 
court in Kandy, the poem reads as a non-repentant reflection by the adigar who was jailed and 
beheaded for having an affair with one of the palace queens (Ratnasinghe). Of resonant scope, “Anula 
Devi” is based on a legend of a Sinhalese queen of the first century B.C. who, according to Sinhala 
history, was the first woman sovereign of the people. The two poems show early experiments on 
Wikkrama Sinha’s part to break-through the English sensibility and tradition (in both content and form) 
in search of a harmony that transcends a disrupted historical and literary inheritance. This trajectory is 
sustained further by several other poems in the collection such as “Hearts of Granite” (29-30) – 
introduced as a compressed version of “a long poem on [the poet’s] ancestors” that he wished to 
“ultimately write in Sinhala” (51) – and “Memorial” (4). Both poems read as impressions of colonial 
violence in its various forms, latent in the people’s collective consciousness, working destruction over 
the Sinhalese. Annemari de Silva’s assessment of “Hearts of Granite” as a poem presenting “coloniser-
colonised clashes” in terms that give “pride of place to the Portuguese” (de Silva 84) is both 
unreasonable and flawed. To the contrary, “Hearts of Granite” seems to draw from a particular phase 
of warfare in the late-sixteenth century where the Portuguese – who, for the greater part of that century 
related to the Kotte kingdom in the western coast as a protectorate – clashed with Sinhala armies from 
Sitawaka in the south-western lowland and those of the Kandyan kingdom in the hill territories. The 
inland movement of the Portuguese forces from the northern and western coasts is signified by 
references to the Hammenhiel fort (north) and the forts in Cota (west) and the Four Korales in the 
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western lowland. The complex military history of the period is interrupted by several fearsome battles 
in which native warlords resist the enemy with a ruthless determination – or, with hearts of granite.ii 
The poem makes reference to the destructive power of superior firearms as the Portuguese and their 
lascarins fired “from within the carriage” to “set aflame” the Sinhala “ancestor” (Wikkrama Sinha 29) 
who persisted by unleashing warfare rehearsed and perfected in the mountainous jungles as they 
“broke the silence of cicadas”  
 

riddled the foliage 
and the unseen enemy in a hundred expeditions, crushed 
 
by falling rock 
poised, like the tall trees 
on the highest mountains. (29)  

 
References in the poem to Portuguese commanders such as Gaspar Figueira (also spelt as Figueyra in 
some sources), Jeronymo de Azavedo, and Constantine de Sa leave enough signs to localize the 
descriptions in the poem between approximately 1591 and 1629. The poem’s emphasis on locally-bred 
guerilla movements by the Sinhalese resistance in the “deadly mountains of Candea”, and in 
maneuvering nature and shielding themselves as an “unseen enemy” (29), stand out. At Hanwella, in 
Sitawaka, and in the Wellawaya plains, the Sinhalese counter-attack is remarked as being “deafened to 
the bronze explosions / of the finest canon in the world” – the superior arms of the invader – as they 
“opened flesh like flowers screaming / with the swords most beautiful / with hearts of granite” (30).iii           
      
With distinct echoes of “Hearts of Granite” in its turn to indigenous folk memory, Wikkrama Sinha’s 
“Memorial” – a neglected poem for a long time – was brought under significant reinterpretation in 2015 
when Nihal Fernando argued that the poem referred to the killing of peasants by British soldiers and 
sepoys during the Sinhala-Muslim riots in 1915 (Fernando 9-14). Previously, “Memorial” was carelessly 
referred to as an anti-colonial poem (in broad, general terms) which represented direct clashes between 
the British colonizer and the colonized Sinhalese (Goonetilleke, Sri Lankan English Literature 220). The 
immediate cause which brought on the 1915 riots can be attributed to fermenting tensions between 
Muslims and Sinhalese-Buddhists. Tensions spilled over when, on 28 May 1915, devotees of the 
contending camps quarreled over procession-drumming in a Buddhist pageant that passed in front of 
a main mosque in Gampola, in the lower central hills (Ramanathan 1-4). Violence soon spread to other 
towns and to rural and outskirt areas. To contain mob rioting, killings, looting incidents, and arson, the 
colonial government declared Martial Law under which men and women were charged, tried, and 
executed. “Memorial” is anchored on the killing of innocent and unarmed Sinhalese peasants – as 
alleged – by the “Moor and sepoy” (Wikkrama Sinha, Lustre. Poems 4): men and women whose tragic 
fates demonstrate trauma which isn’t framed into state-manufactured mainstream history. Fernando’s 
contribution is significant in characterizing and identifying the peasant names appearing in the poem 
which otherwise read as random folk names. Fernando juxtaposes “Memorial” with reports of the 1915 
violence in Armand De Souza’s provocative examination of the riots, Hundred Days in Ceylon Under 
Martial Law 1915 (1916). “Shot in their compounds” and laid to rest in funerals overseen by Martial Law 
restrictions “bereft of canna” and the “odours of / pica-mal” (Wikkrama Sinha, Lustre. Poems 4), 
“Memorial” speaks  
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For Singho Appu, Siman, Jiris and Punchi Nilame 
For Ampe Romanis and the lady Sabarath Etana 
Who sowed her fiftieth year, 
Reaping paddy in fields enflamed with sun. (4) 
 

In addition to the memory of these individuals, the poet also mourns for “those shot in the banks of the 
Algoda river”, “those who were flogged in the somnolence of the Kelani”, and “those driven and shot 
on the Wanawaha rail-track” where “sovereign trains of cinnamon” (4) transported goods. The 
references to Kelani and Wanawaha – the latter, as Fernando correctly asserts to be a derivative form 
of Wanawahala/Wanawasala (Fernando 11): a village in Kelaniya – assist the reader to localize the 
violence in the immediate peasant community. References to “Siman” and “Jiris” in the poem identify 
with Simon Perera and Jeris Appu of Kaleliya who, having been accused of looting a Muslim 
merchant’s shop, were executed by a Superintendent of Police in Perera’s compound (Ramanathan 81-
85). The visualization of colonial guns and law-keepers arriving at village steads to execute menfolk 
inter-textually complement arguably Wikkrama Sinha’s best known poem among his contemporary 
readers, “Don’t Talk to Me About Matisse” (1975); a poem argued to “suggest imperialist exploitation 
in the guise of art” (Goonetilleke, Sri Lankan English Literature 142). As Hattotuwegama claims, while 
undermining the view that art and culture can be isolated from “the brute facts of history”, the poem 
denounces the idea that “a culture based on exploitation, plunder and the massacre of the innocents” 
could “practice and foster in the form of aesthetic cultural, philosophic and sociological concepts” 
(Hattotuwegama 27). In Wikkrama Sinha’s impressions of the thin line between European high art and 
colonial violence, he tantalizingly plays between cultural ambassadors and icons such as Matisse, 
Gauguin and Van Gogh – in the poem, reduced to the status of disease-spreaders among locals – and 
colonials who, in their violent exercise of setting the frontier, had the “aboriginal crucified” (Wikkrama 
Sinha, (O Regal Blood) 5) and the native culture dismantled. The poem’s concluding stanza gravitates 
these two ends – colonial art and imperial violence – towards one another which, in turn, draws 
attention to the perpetrators’ oppressive culture which caused irreparable historical trauma, rupture 
and displacement to the community: 
 

Talk to me instead of the culture generally – 
how the murderers were sustained  
by the beauty robbed of savages: to our remote  
villages the painters came, and our white-washed 
mud-huts were splattered with gunfire. (5)    

 
In his commentary of Wikkrama Sinha’s work, D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke has drawn on the poetics of 
“Don’t Talk to Me About Matisse” as being “[richer and stronger] than mere pro-Third World, anti-
imperialist propaganda” which “attached positive values to native tradition” (Goonetilleke, Sri Lankan 
English Literature 50). Goonetilleke goes as far as granting Wikkrama Sinha the status of someone who 
“tries to be a cultural nationalist” in finding “a positive sense of connection, if not identification, with 
the life of his country” (Goonetilleke, Sri Lankan English Literature 50; my emphasis). Despite the hint of 
derision in Goonetilleke’s superior tone, his assessment nonetheless encourages readers to identify 
Wikkrama Sinha in line with demonstrations of cultural nationalism in the 1960s. Acknowledging the 
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poem’s use of “oral and folk discourses” (Canagarajah 154-155) and its harmony with the “native ethos” 
(155), more encouraging critics have underscored “Don’t Talk to Me About Matisse” as a poem in which 
Wikkrama Sinha succeeds to “tap the roots of [Ceylon’s] traditional life instinctually” (Hattotuwegama 
28).    
 
Hattotuwegama’s assessment above can be fruitfully imported to a reading of the poem “In Ancient 
Kotmale” which Wikkrama Sinha composed in 1973; in which a resplendent and glorious way of life 
– one that resonated the memory of pre-colonial Kotmale – is dramatized. The poem opens as follows:   
 

In the beautiful principality, in Kotmale 
I will build my house of the good soil’s brick 
With the timber of the ringing forests, 
And I will cover it with the tiles flat, 
One on one, as the palms of the farmers – 
 
And in the morning will I see  
The sun wounded as my heart with a million arrows, 
Rise between the mountain ranges 
And spread in the green valley its golden blood. (“In Ancient Kotmale” 244)  

 
Situated in the deep central hills, Kotmale has a folk significance as a densely forested region which 
nurtured the water with which agriculture of the valleys were carried out in the pre-colonial Kandyan 
kingdom. The Kotmale hills bear a second historical significance as a retreat and place of refuge for 
Sinhalese royalty when attacked by enemy kingdoms where, in times of adversity, they concealed the 
sacred tooth relic of Gautama Buddha (whose possession was traditionally associated with the right of 
reign). In geographical terms, Kotmale – along with a vast area including Wellassa, Walapane, 
Dumbara, Hewaheta, Matale, Nuwara Kalawiya, Sabaragamuwa, and the Seven Korales (Jayawardena 
78) – was a main battleground during the native uprising against British government in 1818. In 
subduing the spirited resistance in the Uva-Wellassa bordering Kotmale, Governor Robert Brownrigg 
deployed a force under Major MacDonald that massacred entire villages of its male population, 
engaged in looting and arson, and set fire to stocks and granaries.iv  
 
Referring to a part of the country known in its modern day for social backwardness, under-
development, and poverty, Wikkrama Sinha rectifies a lost past with a future’s hope in a dream-like 
tone that overreaches historical trauma and displacement:   
 

And I will go into the fields in the seasons – 
I will sow the grain, a stream between my hands, 
I will cast the grain in falling nets, 
It will stream up round the calves of maidens 
From the viridian fire of that clay. 
 
And in the kilns of my sun-wed fields, 
And under the haven of passing clouds 
As I repose, in those almost everlasting days, 
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In the time ordained, in green calendars 
Will come my yearned harvest. (“In Ancient Kotmale” 244).  

 
The poem’s use of associations with a flourishing peasant agrarian world stands out in allusions, 
references, and similes such as the “good soil’s brick”, the “timber of the ringing forests”, and flat tiles 
arranged to reminisce “the palms of the farmers”. The grandeur and glory of this violently subdued 
lifestyle is enforced with pastoral overtones through which the narrative is brought to a concluding 
high-note. 
 
Wikkrama Sinha’s contemporary Yasmine Gooneratne has (in an offhand fashion) noted “In Ancient 
Kotmale” to “have roots” in W.B. Yeats’ “The Lake Isle of Innisfree” (Gooneratne 2; my emphasis).  
Gooneratne doesn’t explain what motivated such a random claim even though her imagination has 
influenced other critics – such as for example, Wilfrid Jayasuriya – who comment on Sri Lankan English 
writing. While concluding that “like Yeats’ poet-king of Ireland” the narrator of “In Ancient Kotmale” 
presented a hero who meant to “redeem the land and fulfill his destiny” (Jayasuriya 148), Jayasuriya 
further burdens the poem’s narrator as having “an alter ego in the person of the mythic Sinhalese hero 
Dutugemunu” (148). According to legend, Dutugemunu – the most prominent hero-king in the 
Sinhalese’s chronicle The Mahavamsa – spent several years in Kotmale prior to his accession as king to 
the throne left vacant by his father’s demise in the southern Rohana (or Ruhunu) country, after which 
he waged a successful war against (what the Sinhalese-Buddhist nationalist discourse often calls) the 
“Tamil invader” in the country’s central northern regions.  
 
However, I contend that both Gooneratne and Jayasuriya walk into traps they set themselves by 
reading a generally appreciated trait of a writer’s work against historical incidents which are readily 
available in their limited scope of reference. This leads such critics to conclude in support of 
preconception too-readily which, in turn, provoke far-fetched conclusions. A fact both Gooneratne and 
Jayasuriya avoid mentioning is that Wikkrama Sinha spent some time in Yahangala, in the Uva 
“growing cardamoms” which, as George Braine explains, Wikkrama Sinha admitted as his “recent 
employment” at a job interview in the Maharagama Teacher Training College (Braine). Braine implies 
that “the appealing simplicity” of “In Ancient Kotmale” to have directly derived from the poet’s hands 
on experience living and being a part of the Uva folk community during his “cardamom growing days” 
(Braine). 
 
The present examination proposed an understanding of the broader poetic and cultural vision of 
Lakdas Wikkrama Sinha’s creative agenda to further nuance the widely used comment that his stance 
demonstrated anti-colonial resonances. In a bid to push this observation further, the discussion 
characterized the writer’s efforts to transcend four and a half decade of trauma and dislocation brought 
on by colonial government, in his return to a Sinhala sensibility and folk memory that preserved the 
grandeur of a destroyed age and impressions of that destruction. Wikkrama Sinha died in 1978: the 
year the post-independence state adopted a neoliberal economic model under the Junius Jayewardene 
United National Party (UNP) government. Being ushered on the back of a decade of scarcity and 
economic depletion, the “open economy” policies introduced in 1978 were meant to herald Sri Lanka 
to new heights and social and economic growth.   
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However, the architecture of the new economic paradigm shift – which included state-sponsored 
encroachments on territories that were historically considered “Tamil areas” (in which the state 
spearheaded colonization schemes and re-distribution favouring Sinhalese peasants) – had its colonial 
accent. Massacres of resettled Sinhalese villagers in these contested-zones by Tamil militant groups – 
as well as reprisals on Tamil villages by Sinhalese and state militaries – were prominent in the early 
years of the Sri Lankan civil conflict. In the Tamil nationalist consciousness, such attacks on Sinhalese 
villages were justified as being necessitated to take back encroached land. In further developments, in 
1977, 1981 and 1983, mob violence was unleashed on Tamils in which hundreds died, thousands were 
displaced, and property was arsoned or looted, in which state-sponsorship and the government’s 
implied consent have been noted (Hoole et al. 63; Senewiratne 41). In support of neo-liberal dogma, 
attempts at the privatization of state assets – education, for example – brought the state into collision 
with students, trade unions, and progressives, whose activism formed the backbone of a series of anti-
government actions between 1980 and 1987. This fermenting wave came to a destructive high as the 
political emergency of 1987-90 led by the Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP) in which a number 
estimated at the minimum between 40,000 and 60,000 were killed (Senaratne 103; Wickremeretna 15). 
The vast majority of these killings was extra-judicial and carried out by state militaries and unofficial 
armies in safe-houses and camps. The victims were mostly Sinhalese men. Out of a purely academic 
interest, it would have been intriguing to know how Lakdas Wikkrama Sinha – had he lived to the 
1980s and 1990s – would have responded to and taken on the neoliberal state. This strand of thought, 
however, must remain speculative and solely be inspiration to our vacant and pensive moods.                  
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Notes 

 

 
iLakdas Wikkrama Sinha’s name has also been variously presented as ‘Lakdhas Wikkrama Sinha’, ‘Lakdhasa 
Wikkramasinha’ and, more commonly, as ‘Lakdasa Wikkramasinha’. To avoid confusion I have consistently 
used the spelling corresponding with that in the poet’s Lustre. Poems, to which this paper makes central reference. 
 
iiFor a general account of Portuguese engagements in the Sitawaka territories and their enterprises to subdue the 
Kandyan kingdom in the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries, see the chapter “The Portuguese 
Conquest of the Maritime Kingdom” (201-267) in V.L.B. Mendis’ Foreign Relations of Sri Lanka: From Earliest Times 
to 1965. For a nuanced presentation and discussion of the same, refer Paul E. Peiris’ Ceylon: The Portuguese Era 
(Volume One); particularly the chapters “Death of Raja Sinha” (252-266), “Edirille Rala” (289-308), “Wimala 
Dharma” (334-355), and “A Famosa Retirada” (374-389). 
 
iiiAn interest in the same historical period of four decades of Portuguese attacks on the Kandyan kingdom is 
found in the poem “Antonio Barretu” (1970), which narrates the death of the eponymous Sinhalese military 
leader – to whom Peiris gives the epithet, “the terror of the Portuguese” (Peiris 378) – who was killed, beheaded, 
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and head stuck on a pole for all to see by the invader. See Annemari de Silva’s “Re-centring the Postcolonial 
Subject: The Poetry of Lakdasa Wikkramasinha” (83-84). 
  
ivFor a comprehensive account on the origins and spread of the 1818 rebellion and, in particular, British severity 
in putting it down, refer Kumari Jayawardena’s Perpetual Ferment: Popular Revolts in Sri Lanka in the 18th and 19th 
Centuries, chapter 8 (71-81).   
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Abstract 
 

 

Food imagery has appeared in literature from time immemorial but food studies have 
started to gain impetuous in the very recent years. From the twentieth-century French 
philosopher Michel de Certeau who has worked on the ‘natural history’ of food with reference 
to material, social, technical, and economic history up till the contemporary researchers like 
Deborah Lupton who has worked upon the relationship of food to body and identity, 
establishes how food codes in literature act as significant connotative language. The Jewish 
diaspora throughout history is considered as most savage exile creating numerous Jewish 
communities in different countries. Bene Israel is the community of Jews in India. The 
experience of displacement leads to cultural ambivalence, a feeling of homelessness, and 
culinary nostalgia. Esther David’s Book of Rachel is a story of Bane Israel woman Rachel, who 
fights to preserve the heritage and culture of bene Israel Jews after most of the members of the 
community migrated to Israel. Food in the novel acts as a cultural code to bring back the 
community together. The research paper explores how food, consumption, and recipes in the 
novel recreate the Jewish identity, an essential reconnect with home through culinary 
memories. 

 

Keywords: Cultural Identity, Dislocation, Consumption, Recipe’s, Diaspora, Culinary 
Nostalgia, Esther David’s Book of Rachel. 
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Introduction to Food and Memory  
 
Food is the most basic and primary to human existence hence springs up its involvement in almost all 
aspects of life. On the account of its cardinal significance to human life traditionally and even in the 
contemporary times food can be regarded as the most inevitable theme to study human psychology 
and culture, which is celebrated in various art forms. Food and food behavioral patterns act as a 
language to communicate the affective domain and reflect upon the complex relationship between the 
subject and the object.  From cooking to consumption, the ingestive etiquettes are reflective of a person’s 
state of mind. Apart from the physiological essentiality food also carries multiple connotative meanings 
which are an embodiment of ideas. Counihan explains  
 

An examination of foodways- behaviors and beliefs surrounding the production, distribution, 
and consumption of food – reveals much about power relations and conceptions of sex and 
gender, for every coherent social group has its own unique foodways.(6) 
 

Food can be critically examined in various contexts. It can be explored as a commodity, embodiment, 
memory, and emotion. These associations evoke a colossal of ideas in the minds of writers where they 
have built characters communicating their emotions of frustration, resentment or on the contrary of 
pleasure and comfort by the means of their association with food. In diasporic literature, culinary 
narratives are mapped with feelings of nostalgia and lack of belongingness. These culinary narratives 
are reflective of an attachment with the cultural identity of an individual. People communicate and 
identify their distinctiveness through the medium of food. Deborah Lupton explains  
 

Food consumption habits are not simply tied to biological needs but serve to mark boundaries 
between social classes, geographical regions, nations, cultures, genders, lifecycle stages, 
religions and occupations, to distinguish rituals, traditions, festivals, seasons and times of 
day.(1) 
 

The narrative in the novel connects memory and meals. Each recipe in the novel connects Rachel to 
some peculiar memory from the past. In an incident when Rachel is preparing a meal for Mordecai, she 
is reminded of the mustard fields from her childhood. It is interesting to observe how the affective 
aspect of food builds a nostalgic narrative in the life of Rachel. Kathleen Stewart, an anthropologist 
explores on nostalgia and unravels the possible reasons to why an individual nostalgizes about the 
past. She defines nostalgia as, “a cultural practice, not a given context; its forms, meanings, and effects 
shift with the context-it depends on where the speaker stands in the landscape of the present”(252). 
With reference to the novel, it can be established why food becomes a means of nostalgia in the life of 
Rachel. She reminisces about her childhood days and reveals to her daughter about how her mother 
was worried about the colour of her skin. She would apply gram flour mixed with fresh milk and cream 
to improve her complexion. Food becomes a means to connect Rachel’s childhood to her after-marriage 
life which is reflected when Rachel uses the same natural beauty remedy to lighten the skin tone of her 
daughter Zephra.  
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The author in the novel uses culinary discourse to build a bridge between Rachel’s past and present. 
Tamarind tree in the courtyard of the synagogue in the chapter “Mutton Curry with Tamarind”, 
reminds Rachel of the first year of her marriage. It also acted as a catalyst to bring Rachel and Aaron 
into a more intimate relationship. Regarding the relationship between food and memory  
Sandra Gilbert avers: 
 

When we focus on food we focus not just on the literal schedule of meals we all consume but 
also on the stirrings of memory and desire and joy and, yes even grief that those meals evoke 
in us. We stir readers when we add food because we remind them of their places at the 
complicated buffet of self, family, culture. Our recipes are histories of who we are, transmitting 
the tastes of the past through precept and example, even as they suggest how we can sometimes 
revise our lives by adjusting the menu. (2) 

 
At the birth of her first grandchild, Rachel feels abysmal at the thought of not being able to be present 
with her family. She decides to conduct the celebration at her village with chicken kesari, cooking it 
exactly the same way like she did when she was pregnant. The incident is indicative of Esther David’s 
technique of writing to bridge memory and meals. Likewise, Matzo bread in the chapter “Anashi 
Dhakscha San, Pessach”, connects to the memory of the Exodus of Jews from Egypt. David in this 
chapter exposes the symbolic meaning of Matzo as the “symbol of poverty” bridging it with the history 
of Jews revealing its signification with the Jewish culture as a thing that “inspires Jews to work for 
freedom, justice, and peace.”(David 45) While she prepares a Pessach plate for the festive season of 
Passover, Rachel reminiscences about  how “women gathered at the synagogue to make the matzo for 
the entire community.” (David 48).  
 
Methi reminds Rachel of Jacob. She cherishes the memory of how her son loved it so much that she 
would call him “methi-mad”. Cooking methi reminds Rachel of her son and how he relished eating it. 
Puranpolis were very significant in the life of Rachel and while she was cooking it for Zephra, her 
daughter, she is reminded of her how in the past she maneuvered her husband to accept the marriage 
proposal. Puranpoli becomes the symbol of the reconciliation of the couple. Telling the story to her 
daughter she expresses “So my dear Zephra, I have a soft corer for puranpoli. They bring love and 
happiness.”(David 121) 
 
Rachel employ’s her cooking skills to communicate to different members of her family, from her 
husband to her son. Upon getting a feeling that something was bothering Jacob, Rachel prepares an 
extensive meal to express her concerns and initiate a talk. 
 
Mapping Emotions through Food and Memory  
 
Food behavioral patterns are metonymic of psychological unrest. It can be used as a language to 
communicate and reflect upon desire, abjection, identity, and power. The research paper reflects upon 
the emotional engagement pertinent to culture manifested in the physical involvement with food. The 
novel talks about Rachel’s consistent conflict to save the synagogue as a bene Israel in India from people 
like Mordecai. In a fit of anger and vengeance Rachel “offered Mordecai a plate of peethal and chapattis, 
hoping, by the time he reached Bombay, he would get an attack of acidity and his wife would scold 
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him for eating something as ordinary as peethal.” (David 33). Rachel undergoes a similar kind of 
emotional turmoil where she feels mixed emotions at once in the chapter “Bombay Duck” when she 
felt emotionally depleted, enraged, and depressed in one when Mr. Chinoy and the other committee 
members take a drive around the synagogue, indicative of their intention to sell the synagogue. Rachel 
expresses her emotional unrest as feeling “like a bombil weighed under stone pestle”. To explain this 
behavior Bernard Lyman informs  
 

food determine our moods so do our moods determine what we eat. The view is part of our 
folkore, but when one tries to find out just what food are preferred during different emotions 
there are few specific answers, for example, that individuals tend to drink milk when sad, eat 
a great deal when bored, or eat high-calorie deserts when frustrated.(44) 

 
This behavior can be ascertained when, as a remedy to pacify the internal bitterness that aroused as a 
consequence of the ill behavior by Mordecai, Rachel chooses to cook and eat karelas, assuming that the 
bitter taste of karelas would kill the bitterness inside her. In the novel as food is indicative of a means to 
reflect upon the bitter emotions of Rachel, it also instruments in forging a strong bond with Judah. 
Rachel builds a motherlike relation while Judah is working on the case to save the synagogue and bene 
Israel culture in India. Food and meals together help in building a warm relation. In an incident from 
the novel, upon a sudden visit from Judah, she expresses her surprise by saying “How did you know 
that I was making Besan laddoos?”(David 75). To which Judah replies “Aunty, these fragrances follow 
me wherever I go. I have to just close my eyes and think of you. And, believe me, I know what you are 
cooking. Today, I knew it was going to be besan laddoos!”(David 75). Besan Laddoos become a token of 
gratitude as Rachel suggests Judah to take them for greeting hazzanbaba. Ahead in the novel, recipes 
become a means to reverberate and reflect the difficult and the tense atmosphere created because of the 
machinations designed by Mordecai to sell the synagogue. The chapter “Miri Cha Maas” describes miri 
cha maas as “greyish black, like the sky on the night of the shipwreck” (David 175)   
 
Mapping Cultural Celebration through Food and Memory  
 
As its focal point, the research paper will discuss how food and the culinary discourse in the novel are 
reflective of the affective entanglement of the protagonist to her cultural identity and how ‘memory 
and identity’ in the diaspora is distorted and recreated as a corollary of the host country and its culture. 
“Food is a prism that absorbs and reflects a host cultural phenomenon” (Counihan 6)  
 
The novel is about Rachel, her beliefs, preferences, and her attitude. She is a bene Israel widowed 
woman to preserve and protect her cultural identity in the host country. The novel is an articulation of 
how culture is a direct determinant of Rachel’s behavior. Each recipe in the novel has some cultural 
significance. Her food-related routines and consumption patterns are reflective of her desire to protect 
her culture. In the novel, she carries all the religious observances like Sabbath which requires abstinence 
from work, and took care of the synagogue. Such festivals of food are reflective of the Jewish 
background and her efforts to protect her cultural identity. Food becomes an avenue to understand the 
history and contemporary society of bane Israel.  
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She cooked for herself only on Friday, the Sabbath eve, perhaps fish or chicken and a goblet of 
the home-made sherbet for the Kiddush with a Sabbath bhakhri instead of bread. 
... Friday was the only day Rachel ate well and kept some food away for the next day’s Sabbath 
lunch. Religiously on Friday afternoons, Rachel opened the ancient lock of the synagogue and 
oiled it so that it did not rust easily. Then humming a Hebrew prayer in Marathi, she swept 
floor, mopped it, wiped the chairs and saw to it that the synagogue was neat and clean. She 
believed that one day there would be a service and her efforts would not go to waste. (David, 
5) 

Apart from the cultural association, food and festivals are often intertwined and mapped with memory 
and emotions. Sabbath prior to Rachel’s husband’s death was an occasion of euphoria which was 
celebrated with delicious food whereas after his death it merely became a tradition to follow which 
carried only cultural significance.  
 
The narrative in the Book of Rachel is submerged with culinary metaphors which is a celebration of 
Jewish culture. Structured in a way that each chapter begins with a recipe and a description of its 
ingredients. The recipes are intertwined with the narrative of the main plot in a way that it is reflective 
of some symbolic signified. The first chapter of the book “Fried Fish” (David 1) tells the symbolic 
meaning of fish associated with protection and fertility. As the novel proceeds, we observe that the 
recipes are not just culturally symbolic but are also connected to the character's emotions and past. 
Upon giving the Jewish significance to Sol Kadhi as the “queen of curries”(David 11), Rachel expresses 
feeling energized with sol curry, entitling it as “elixir of life”(David 14). Saffron is symbolic of 
celebration and freedom.  
 
In the chapter “Tandlya Chi Bhakhri”, David declarer’s that rice is considered as the cultural symbol of 
fertility, “After the wedding, the bride is showered with rice and confetti, so that she becomes the 
mother of many children.” (David 67) 
 
As the novel proceeds, we observe that Esther David follows a structured pattern where she begins 
every chapter with a recipe and tells us about its Jewish cultural significance.  In the chapter Malida, 
David exposes that “malida is organized as an offering to the Prophet Elijah, Eliyahu Hannabi, for a 
secret wish fulfillment.”(David 142) Later in the chapter, Rachel falls ill due to the emotional turmoil 
suffered because of the construction work around the synagogue. Zephra conducts malida with the 
help of Rubybai so as to keep the tradition alive even in the absence of her mother “she serves 
traditional dinner of chicken curry, chauli beans, saffron rice, sandan and coconut laddoos.”(David 151) 
 
Food patterns are specific to cultures and ethnic identity. Cooking the same recipe in different cultures 
is different. Ingestive etiquettes, cooking patterns, preparation techniques are peculiar to cultures. 
Recipes and meals are in a way cultured, a manifestation of the sociocultural environment. The chapter 
“Indian Omelette” in the novel explains the Indian way of cooking Omelette. Deborah Lupton assertion 
is an explanation of the above said  
 

Cooking is a moral process, transferring raw matter from ‘nature’ to the state of ‘culture’ and 
thereby taming and domesticating it.(2) 
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The novel is not just a reflection of an individual’s efforts to protect and preserve her cultural identity 
but in a way, it also throws light on hybrid identities. Rachel in the novel is well versed in Marathi, a 
language which she knew from birth, a fact that helped her build an intimate relationship which the 
other people from the village. Apart from the adaptation of the language, Food's cultural influence can 
also be seen in the novel “Influenced by Indian ritual, Jews also believe that coconut is auspicious for 
new beginnings”(David 11). By showing an influence of the practice of Hindu caste culture, Ester David 
excogitates food to reflect upon the cultural influence of the host country.  
 
Mapping Sexual Identity through Food and Memory 
 
With the many embodied meanings that food conveys, food and its symbolism are inextricably 
intertwined with gender and sexuality. The food association of maleness and femaleness is different in 
different cultures. Various gendered identities and roles are associated with foodways defining 
femininity and masculinity. Carole Counihan in her book reflects 
 

In many cultures, eating is a sexual and gendered experience throughout life. Food and sex are 
metaphorically overlapping. Eating may represent copulation, and food may represent 
sexuality. (9)  

 
Esther David works upon how food serves as a metaphor for sexual identity. In an incident from the 
novel when Rachel climbs the tamarind tree in spite of being restricted to, the author describes a few 
intimate moments between Rachel and her husband where the writer describes Rachel’s body and skin 
texture as “deep-brown skin, velvety soft like the ripe fruit of tamarind”(David 23). Tamarind tree 
becomes the symbol of intimacy and love bringing the couple even more close. “Aaron carried her into 
the house and made love like never before”.(David 23) Warren Belasco reflects upon the intertwined 
relationship between food and sexual intercourse 
 

The connection between food and sex are primal. Both are central to biological reproduction 
and to the establishment of strong social ties. Both involve the incorporation of outside entities 
within the private body. Both are highly personal, indeed intimate; both involve the primary 
senses of sight, smell, touch, and yes, taste. (35) 

 
Likewise in another incident, Zephra defines puranpolis as “made with an aphrodisiac”(David 23), as 
she cannot understand why she feels attracted to Judah after eating puranpolis, the same puranpolis that 
became a means to reconcile her parent’s broken engagement. She expresses a will to eat Birda as a 
remedy to flee from the feeling of falling in love with Judah. 
 
Women and Food  
 
Women have a deep-seated relationship with food. Women are not just mere consumers of food they 
are also producers of foods. Women have the capability to produce milk for their infant babies and not 
just that, they are also chief producers and providers of food in the family. Traditionally and even in 
the contemporary world women have been responsible for nourishing and nurturing members in the 
family by cooking and serving food. Johnston in her book explores the complex and inseparable 
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connection between food and women and how they view themselves, especially related to issues of 
health, weight management, parenting, and economic status. Having such enormous involvement 
entails in the manifestation of one’s internal state of mind in the act of getting involved. 
 
In the novel, Rachel spent her lifetime cooking for her husband and family. Cooking for her was not 
merely a task but an endeavour she thoroughly enjoyed. Upon being asked to sit and accompany her 
family for meals, she resisted and denied expressing her extreme joy in serving and feeding rather than 
consuming.  
 
Women are involved with food at both physical and psychological level. Physically in the act of 
consumption and production and psychologically in the way they are culturally groomed. It is mostly 
the psychological involvement that paves path for their physical involvement. The psychological 
involvement constructs femininities through foodworks that communicate love and care. Johnston 
delineates  
 

Despite progress in gender equality, food and femininity are still tightly interlinked. Many 
women connect how they see themselves as women with their ability to perform or engage 
with food.(1) 

 
In the chapter “Anashi Dhakacha San, Pessach” Rachel’s daughter feels nostalgic about home and 
mother’s care. Food here becomes a reminder of mother’s love. She expresses “I am bored of eating this 
factory-made stuff. Just feeling homesick for your food.” (David 49) 
 
Food and having meals together on the dinner table are reflective of the building relationship between 
Rachel and Judah, whom she approaches for lawful help for saving the synagogue. Having meals 
together gives them an opportunity to build a cordial and strong relationship. Food not only becomes 
the means to establish comfort between Rachel and Judah but also becomes an expression for the 
apology. In an incident where Rachel unintentionally vexes Judah by speaking on the subject of 
marriage communicates her apology by cooking Bombay duck. “She knew the way to a man’s heart was 
through his stomach, and she would definitely reach it. She has come to love him, like her own son” 
(David 63).  
 
Upon approaching Zepha’s friend Kavita for help, Kavita reveals how in her family women did not 
have any voice in matters of the family business. If they would ask anything in that regard, they were 
told that “women of the Chinoy family are supposed to manage all these houses we have and fulfill 
our social obligations.” She tells Zephra how all her time is consumed in planning and managing meals 
and house parties.  Later in the novel, Kavita attempts to convince her husband claiming if she wants 
anything from her husband “Just have to serve him a plate of bombil, and I can even get away with 
murder” (David 131) This is reflective of how women use food and their cooking skills to convince their 
husbands.  
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Conclusion 
 
Food in the novel, therefore, serves as a language and representation of emotions, culture, and sexual 
identity. Through her narration, Esther David employs food codes as markers of memory to connect 
Rachel’s past and present. The writer has appropriated food rituals to reflect upon the distorted notions 
of cultural identity and the influence of the host culture. By the means of implying culinary imagery, 
the author reflects upon Rachel’s struggle to ascertain her cultural identity. Thus, Esther David’s 
peculiar structural pattern in the novel, where she begins every chapter with a recipe is a technique 
employed to reflect upon cultural, emotional and sexual symbolism, through food tropes.    
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Abstract 
 

 

The act of remembrance and memory-making becomes significant in the discourse 
regarding watershed events of a nation. The role of memory in recounting historical experiences 
acts as an interface that specifically underlines the ‘horror’, psychologically more potent than 
‘terror’, of an event in the cultural consciousness of a society. The representation of the 
Jallianwala Bagh Massacre gives rise to questions related to historiography in regard to a binary 
privileging of narratives that are bifurcated into two distinguishing strands of dominant 
discourse and marginalized narratives. We are forced to contemplate our national history where 
Gandhi referred to the Rowlatt Satyagraha as a “Himalayan Miscalculation” or should we take 
pride in the fact that Tagore had relinquished his Knighthood in retaliation to the Jallianwala 
Bagh Massacre? In consideration of the binary privileging of hegemonic discourse, this paper 
will bring the marginalized experiences into the mainstream dialogue. Thus, through my paper, 
I would like to analyse selected texts in English and bhasha languages that highlight personal 
and alternative accounts of the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre. These texts will help us to understand 
the act of representation that brings our attention to the way memory itself is perceived and 
given relevance to as a framework of the national history and a marker of identity.  

 

 

Keywords: Memory, Jallianwala Bagh Massacre, Marginalization, Identity, Nation 
 

Historical Context  

James Joyce writes in Ulysses that “[h]istory… is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake” 
(Joyce, 60) and makes us think that while analysing history which episteme are we essentially 
subscribing to? The primary and also the most crucial question which comes up is what happened 
during the time this history was being written? What are the circumstances that lead to that particular 
moment of history and what are the ways in which it is being represented as we perceive it today? The 
important thing to realise and understand here is by asking these questions we are restricting history 
to an event that is being represented in a particular way. For the majority of the people, the Jallianwala 
Bagh Massacre is just an event in history that took place on 13th April 1919. The curriculum in school 
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makes the students memorise the date on which General Dyer opened fire on the thousands of people 
who had gathered in the bagh (lawn) of Jallianwala or how many deaths occurred on that day, but only 
a few actually look into the depths of the circumstances that lead to the infamous incident and what 
happened afterward. When talking about the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre and the memories we have of 
it today, it is important to start by talking about the context which led to the situation that the people 
of India found themselves in which was the First World War. When Britain declared war on 4th August 
1914, Lord Charles Hardinge, the then Viceroy of India, declared that India too would be partaking in 
their war, without even consulting the Indian political leaders. Though the news of the outbreak of war 
was welcomed by the Indian leaders and a widespread proclamation of loyalty was pledged. The 
Tribune read “[o]n the question of loyalty to the British Government, all people are united”. Amrita 
Bazaar Patrika reported “spontaneous expressions of loyalty…throughout the length and breadth of the 
Indian Empire”. On 29th April 1918, Mahatma Gandhi wrote to Lord Charles Hardinge that “I would 
make them withdraw all the Congress resolutions, and not whisper ‘Home Rule’ or ‘Responsible 
Government’… I write this, because I love the English Nation, and I wish to evoke in every Indian the 
loyalty of the Englishman”.  

Considered to be the ‘martial race’, the bulk that formed the Indian Army came from Punjab. The 
majority of these men were illiterate and belonged to a colonised land, these people were poor and 
marginalised. Owing to the lack of literacy and awareness, these people were not able to record their 
experiences to find a place in the larger history. Their stories and experiences were carried forward in 
the form of oral narratives which is not considered to be a credible source of history as compared to the 
pedagogical, written accounts. There were stories of gallantry, of sacrifices, of these brave men who 
received greater lands and higher pensions. Along with these narratives, there are also narratives that 
are consciously ignored. These are the narratives of losses of human lives and material resources which 
were exploited during the time of war. The differences in narratives acquire a sharper critique when 
the Armistice was declared on 11th November 1918 after the First World War was officially over and 
the soldiers returned home. Instead of acknowledging the efforts of the Indian soldiers, the Imperial 
Government passed ‘The Anarchical and Revolutionary Crimes Bill’, on 6th February 1919, popularly 
known as the Rowlatt Bill (named after Justice Sir Sidney Rowlatt) in two parts before the Imperial 
Legislature in Delhi. It was earlier introduced in December 1918 and was meant to indefinitely extend 
the emergency measures that were put in place through the Defence of India Act 1915 during the First 
World War. On 18th March 1919, the Rowlatt Act was passed by the Imperial Legislative 
Council in Delhi and two days later it became a law, authorising the government to arrest any Indian 
without a warrant and confine suspects without trial for up to one year. This resulted in a widespread 
hartal called by Mahatma Gandhi on 30th March 1919, postponed to 6th April, and protests led by Dr. 
Saifuddin Kitchlew and Dr. Satyapal against the British Government. It was against the arrest of the 
two latter leaders that people had gathered to protest in the Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar when General 
Dyer ordered his troops to open fire at the people killing hundreds of them.  

When we talk about that day, the discussion is restricted to the number of deaths that took place which 
is converted into facts, figures, and data. Thus, a very pertinent question emerges regarding the 
relationship between history and memory, and the role of memory in the making of history. Most 
importantly what episteme of history are we subscribing to when we discuss such historic events? We 
must question the victimization of Dr. Kichlu and Dr. Satyapal along with the larger Indian population 
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at the hands of colonial authority. It is also noteworthy that those same people at power who brutalized 
the colonized people were rewarded for their act of loyalty to the crown. Do we subscribe to our 
national history where Gandhi referred to the Rowlatt Satyagraha as a “Himalayan Miscalculation” or 
should we take pride in the fact that Tagore had relinquished his Knighthood in retaliation to the 
Jallianwala Bagh Massacre? The Rowlatt Act and the tragic incident of the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre 
exposed the decision of aiding the British in the war, a complete failure and eventually, ruled out of the 
national history. The contributions of the war-returning soldiers were further scrutinised due to the 
fact that these were the very men who obeyed the orders of General Dyer during the Amritsar Massacre. 
General Dyer’s troops included twenty-five Gorkhas and twenty-five Baluchis who were raised in the 
9th Gorkha Rifles and 59 Scinde Rifles, respectively. It is, at once, debasing and infuriating that the 
Government of Independent India took no measures to disband the two battalions from the armed 
forces that committed the diabolical act against their own countrymen.  

Quivering Voices, Rising Rebellion  

When we talk about the history of the Indian partition, the conventional, pedagogical narrative follows 
a particular structure whereas the alternative narratives help in resisting hegemonic discourses. That is 
to say that it follows a particular structure where the events of history have dynamic relationships to 
the past, the present, and the fate of future regimes. It also becomes a source of a public debate when 
there are differences in narratives between the history tellers. The debates become stronger if we 
consider the differences in narratives of Britain to that of the narratives of the people they had colonised. 
Thus, those who are in power have the power to write their own versions of history or at least, curtail 
them according to their advantage. Subaltern history found a wider audience in Indian writing due to 
recent scholarship. Indian writers have endeavoured to uncover historical and socio-political realities 
that have been suppressed or disregarded. These voices express conflicts, exploitation, discrimination, 
and oppression. Indian literature related to the Amritsar Massacre brings forth the experiences of the 
people in the margins that had only existed through oral histories and in memories for so long. The 
Tribune published a newspaper article on 21st November 1919 where General Dyer was asked about the 
atrocities he brought over the people of Amritsar in the name of the regime of Martial Law. He cited 
the reason of Ms. Marcella Sherwood, an English lady who was harassed by a group of people 
protesting the Rowlatt Act. The incident took place in Gali Kauriyan which is popularly known as the 
Crawling Lane. In response to this assault, General Dyer claimed that Britain saw its women as sacred. 
As a result, he felt the street should be looked upon as sacred and declared that no Indian shall pass 
along the lane, and if they have to pass, they must do so on all fours. It was not his intention to ask 
innocent men to crawl over the place. He merely wanted to keep the street sacred. He further went on 
to emphasise that he was just carrying out his duty against the people in Amritsar who rose in protest 
against the Government.  

Fearing a déjà vu of the Revolt of 1857, he stated that in order to maintain law and decorum he 
would not refrain from using violence. He wanted the shops to be opened which were closed because 
of the hartal. He claimed that “if you [Indians] wish for war, the Government is prepared for war. And 
if you want peace, then obey my orders and open all your shops, else I will shoot.” Stanley Wolpert in 
his novel, Massacre at Jallianwala Bagh (1988), depicts a session of inquiry between Lord William Hunter 
and General Dyer, where Lord Hunter asks the general about what led him to take such measures 
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against these people. The latter replied that he merely felt that his orders had not been obeyed. He felt 
that the Martial Law was flouted and that it was his responsibility to immediately disperse the crowd 
with rifle fire. He claimed that “my mind was made up as I came along in my motor car… I thought it 
my duty to go on firing until it dispersed. If I fired a little, the effect would not be sufficient. If I had 
fired a little, I should be wrong in firing at all.” General Dyer was not only hailed as a hero but he also 
received a hefty sum of twenty-six thousand pounds through a fundraising by Britishers who believed 
he had civilized the savages in India.  

There also happens to be a discourse of history writing which focuses on the idea of building a 
nation. When India gained its independence on 15th August 1947, it became very important for the 
nation to have its own history that it could portray in front of the world, especially, its people. It became 
very important that the people in India took pride in being an Indian and the idea of nation-building 
or creating a national identity became very significant. Salman Rushdie writes in Midnight’s Children 
(1981) that “[a] nation which had never previously existed was about to win its freedom, catapulting 
us into a world which, although it had five thousand years of history, although it had invented the 
game of chess and traded with Middle Kingdom Egypt, was nevertheless quite imaginary; into a 
mythical land, a country which would never exist except by the efforts of a phenomenal collective 
will—except in a dream we all agreed to dream” (Rushdie, 129-130). This depicts that India as a country 
had found its voice and could write its own history. In such societies, history is guided by the morality 
of the nation itself which seeks to justify the efforts and actions that had been taken in order to give 
itself an identity. History seeks to praise the nation through a particular version of its past and becomes 
a document of exclusion when it is met with a counter-narrative that attempts to reveal a much darker 
truth. On one hand, where the struggle for freedom is celebrated and revealed as a part of national 
history and the entire nation takes pride in it, at the same time the fact that these national leaders were 
themselves in favour of the First World War with the intention of attaining Home-Rule at the end of it 
was carefully removed from the public memory. Mahatma Gandhi himself realised his Rowlatt 
Satyagraha was a “Himalayan Miscalculation” as he felt the nation was not adequately prepared for it. 
Hence, it becomes vital for us readers to decide which episteme of history we choose to believe in. This, 
in no way, means that the nationalistic narrative of freedom struggle is not true or the facts are flawed 
but what this paper wants to foreground is that one can never generalise the experiences of all people 
into a linear homogeneous narrative to depict the history and to add to the idea of nation-building. 
Consequently, when Gandhi was addressing the people of India to participate in widespread hartals 
and fasts, he was only representing one India out of the many Indias. There are as many narratives of 
India as there are Indians.  

Literary Representations 

Mohammad Tufail is also known as Thaila Kanjar was a brave man as portrayed by Sa’adat Hasan 
Manto in his short story titled “It Happened in 1919”. When the crowd protesting against the 
banishment of Dr. Satyapal and Dr. Kitchlew were dispersed by the violent British forces, it was Thaila 
who tells the protestors “don’t waste your energies … follow me … Let’s kill those white men who 
injured and murdered innocent people … I swear to God that together we can wring their necks” 
(Manto, 18). Not afraid of the bullets, he led the crowd with slogans to the mouth of the bridge where 
the British Army was mounted.  No sooner did he try reaching out for one of them, than his body was 
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riddled with bullets. This sacrifice was considered as an act of heroism and enraged the Indian crowd 
even more as they prepared themselves for larger protests. At the same time, there is a narrative of 
Ratan Devi as described by Bisham Sahni in his play, “Colour My Robe Saffron” (1996), where she has 
nothing to do with the protests or hartals. She is shown in a festive mood, wearing colourful clothes 
and dressing up to enjoy the fair. But soon she is interrupted by the sounds of gunfire and receives the 
news of her husband’s death in the Jallianwala Bagh. She rushes to the bagh during the curfew hours 
to find her dead husband. She calls out for help but finds nobody except for dogs and jackals who had 
gathered around the place attracted by the smell of blood. This is where we see the helplessness of a 
woman spending the entire night on the corpse-filled lawn fending off dogs and jackals with sticks to 
safeguard her husband’s dead body.           

When we talk about narratives of our nationalistic identity, we do so at the cost of suppressing 
or even ignoring certain other narratives. Hegemonic nationalism that is discussed is constructed as the 
single homogenous truth about what constitutes national identity and experiences. Nationalism or 
narratives of the nation is defined by the political power where the author of the history claims the 
authority to speak on behalf of the entire nation. It is important to realise that the voice which claims to 
represent the entire nation is essentially patriarchal. Nationalism which has been depicted as history is 
constituted of issues raised and constructed from a masculine ‘public’ sphere. Women, on the other 
hand, are relegated to a domestic sphere where their narratives related to the nation are constructed as 
an indirect relationship that is narrated through men. This private sphere has little or no impact on the 
public space in which nationalism defines itself. History has always defined India as a motherland. 
Throughout the course of colonial rule, the oppressed nation had always been equated to that of a figure 
of a woman who needed protection. Therefore, tales of brave men who were prepared to lay down their 
lives to protect their motherland have been popularized and there was a conscious removal of 
narratives that did not comply with the homogenous narrative of nation-building. In his novel The 
Weary Generations (1963), Abdullah Hussein talks about Ms. Marcella Sherwood, whom General Dyer 
had referred to in his defense against his remorseless regulations in Amritsar. Hussain’s protagonist is 
a hunch-backed old fisherman who is a witness to the atrocities afflicted upon the Indian masses in the 
name of patriotism. He claimed that “nine [English] men were killed that day, although I only saw 
seven with my own eyes” (Hussain, 127). He further claimed that he was a witness to the shrieks of a 
white English woman when groups of men isolated her on the streets and stripped her down: “There 
were fifteen or twenty men piled on top of her. They were beating her with their fists”, and when they 
stopped, “they looked at the naked woman lying on the ground and ran away from view into the side 
streets” (Hussain, 134). Amidst the turmoil of the freedom struggle, the voice of this English lady has 
consciously been erased while narrating the tales of the history of the nation. This uncovers ugly facts 
regarding Indian historical writing that is deeply embroiled in civil controversies, international debates, 
and archival discrepancies.  

Similarly, Sa’adat Hasan Manto in his short story, “It Happened in 1919, refers to the sisters of 
Thaila, Shamshad, and Almas, who were forced to regularly visit the English Lords as prostitutes after 
his death. They were to be sent to these lords so that they could take adequate revenge for the assault 
on Miss Sherwood. Standing stark naked before the English officers they claimed they were Thaila’s 
sisters who had been riddled with bullets for his misplaced patriotism. Manto follows a stereotypical 
nationalistic narrative to demonstrate the moralistic tradition of the nation where these women claimed 
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to be “his beautiful sisters … Come, pierce our perfumed bodies with the hot irons of your lust … But 
before you do that, let us spit on your faces once” (Manto, 21). Manto further builds towards a 
stereotypical climax where the narrator claims that after the ladies express their hatred towards the 
British Officers, they are shot but then goes on to take a subtle dig at the kind of the narratives that 
make history. He distinguishes between the kind of history that can be told and the history which has 
to be carefully removed through his narrator who later goes on to admit with anguish in his voice that 
“[t]hat they blackened the name of their martyred brother” (Manto, 21).  This just further substantiates 
the difference between the two narratives. One can talk about the bravery and sacrifices of one’s life 
but the stories of these women who rose in rebellion against the wills of colonial power in their own 
ways can never be talked about since they do not conform to the ways national history is written.  

Conclusion 

Contemporary Indian English writing has sought postcolonial historiography that has helped in edging 
Indian history from the margins to the center of international interest. The Western Intelligentsia has 
offered a few fickle admirations to a handful of Indian notables such as Nehru, Gandhi, and Tagore, 
whilst expressing complete apathy to a large number of socially inferior groups of Indians. Indian 
historical writing has cast off the abject depiction of arcane lore and represented the lived reality of the 
general population. It is also noteworthy that popular works of fiction on the Amritsar Massacre are 
originally written in the Urdu language. This geographic location of Punjab and the diverse 
ethnography resulted in the diverse semantics that adds more layers to the memory of this gruesome 
event. Even after the Partition, people on both sides of the politically-created border reminisced on the 
fateful day which emerged as a binding event for the two newly-formed nations. This paper hopes to 
raise more questions regarding the discrepancies in personal memory and official records, and the 
nation’s ability to critique its own flaws and impairments.  

When we talk about a particular event be it the Holocaust, the First World War, or the Jallianwala 
Bagh Massacre, these are not just public events but also personal trauma. What the public memory does 
is collectivise personal trauma and lay it down as a linear pedagogical narrative for the citizens to read, 
hear, and consume but there is a loss of one’s personal account.  The major problem with using the 
personal narratives and perspectives of novels is that these are not factual and thus are not the right 
materials to write history. But these are responses and readings of historical experiences. One is reading 
this history from a very personal location. What personal history does and acknowledges is one’s 
location in the personal and the public. When one says that they have faced, experienced, and witnessed 
a particularly traumatic incident, they have experienced it in a subjective manner that may or may not 
conform to the larger hegemonic narrative. The writings of Manto, for instance, who had witnessed the 
Jallianwala Bagh Massacre as a child are not just powerful but also very individualistic. Therefore, the 
specificities which are lost in public narratives are put forward in his stories. This is also very important 
because it becomes a way to scrutinise public history. We can look at the inconsistencies, gaps, and 
assumptions that have been made while writing this public history. Subsequently, there is this 
requirement for a certain kind of co-existence. There is a strong sense of assumption that when we are 
talking about personal narratives, we are talking about the common people. In all these novels or short 
stories, it is the common people who are the protagonists, but these are people who are considered to 
be passive when compared to the grand scheme of things. These are people who fall victims and are 
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the ones who have been wronged, but one needs to realise that these are also the people who have their 
own agency and are contributing to the making of history.  
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Abstract 
 

 
The present paper is an attempt to study Sunil Gangopadhyay’s prose narrative Sabuj 

Dwiper Raja (The King of the Green Island) which may be treated as a short fiction to fight against 
the violation of human rights of the Jarawa tribe. The Jarawa land is as though an independent 
nation within a nation. The ancient tribal people of Andaman Nicobar Islands have to strive hard 
to protect their habitat, identity and culture from the clutches of the outside people who even 
consider them no better than barbaric animals. The article highlights the fact that the Jarawa 
people are human, not cruel animals and they have also the human right to protect their identity 
and culture. Their land is haunted by the so-called civilized world for the greed for natural 
resources. Even though the colonial rule is over, the sufferings continue. They are brutally 
murdered and deprived of the wealth of nature that survives them since ancient times. Yet their 
land is exploited by the outsiders despite they lead a life synchronized with nature.  

 

 

Keywords: Jarawa Identity, Culture, Human Rights, Nature, Exploitation, Survival. 

 
Introduction 
 
“The doctrine of human rights is the articulation in the public morality of world politics of the idea that 
each person is a subject of global concern. It does not make matter what a person’s spatial location 
might be or which political subdivision or social group the person might belong to. Everyone has 
human rights, and responsibilities to respect and protect these rights may, in principle, extend across 
political and social boundaries.”- (Charles R Beitz) 
 
It is the right of every individual regardless of their nation, location, language, religion, ethnic origin, 
or any other status to live with some dignity. Everyone should have the right to live, the right to 
freedom, the right to cultural and religious practices, the right to debate, the right to protect the identity 
crisis etc. In India, National Human Rights Commission is an autonomous body that protects and 
promotes human rights relating to liberty, equality, and dignity guaranteed by the constitution. The 
commission enquire about any kind of violation of human rights or negligence by a public servant and 
suggests court proceedings relating to human rights. It also recommends relief to the victims and 
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suggests appropriate remedial measures. Despite all these, things do not always go right. Sunil 
Gangopadhyay’s Sabuj Dwiper Raja (The King of the Green Island) is a case in point to prove the violation 
of human rights of the Jarawa culture in its severe form in the Andaman Nicobar Islands. 
 
Andaman Nicobar Islands 
 
Setting in an isolated location, the Andaman Nicobar Islands comprise one of the seven union territories 
of India at the juncture of the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea. The territory consists of two island 
groups, the Andaman Islands and the Nicobar Islands. The Andaman Sea lies to the east and the Bay 
of Bengal to the West of these islands. The total area includes 8,249 square km covering grasslands, 
forests, and wetlands. 

 
According to the genetic study, the Andamanese have been isolated from the other populations 

since the Palaeolithic Period which ended 30, 000 years ago. The tribal people have their distinctive 
linguistic and cultural identities. On the other hand, the Nicobar Islands have been inhabited by people 
of various backgrounds due to the European intrusion into the islands. The indigenous people were 
back-footed by the intervention of the people outside the islands. History says The Cholas used 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands as a strategic naval base to make an expedition to Sriwijaya Empire in 
Indonesia from 1014 to 1042 AD. The Colonial domination started with the Danish East India Company 
which arrived on the Islands in 1755. Later the British entered the islands and established a colony at 
Port Blair. They made the infamous Cellular Jail for the convicts throughout India. The freedom fighters 
had to suffer life imprisonment in that infamous jail with tremendous torture. The Andaman Nicobar 
Islands were united under the chief commissioner at Port Blair in 1872. During World War 2, the Islands 
partially came under Japanese control under the authority of Arzi Hukumate. Netaji Subhas Chandra 
Bose visited the islands during the war and called them “Shaheed-Dweep” (Martyr Island) and 
“Swaraj-dweep” (Self-rule Islands). Bose and the Indian National Army made General Longanathan 
the Governor of the Islands. However, the British re-occupied the islands and the Japanese garrison 
was made to surrender in 1945. The British Empire in the Indian sub-continent too was on the wane 
due to the immense pressure of the glorious freedom struggle by the Indians. The British intended that 
the Anglo Indians and the Anglo-Burmese of these islands should form their independent nation. But 
this never materialised and it became an integral part of independent India in 1950 and was declared a 
union territory of the country in 1956. 
 
Bio-diversity of the Islands 
 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands represent the richest repositories of biodiversity in India. The area 
comprises 1962 km of coastal zone apart from 6 lacs sq. Km of marine mater zone and 7171 sq km land 
of deep tropical rain forest. The total area comprises two types of ecosystems with several kinds of 
microhabitats- (i) Island Ecosystem, and (ii) Marine Eco-system. The island eco-system consists of 
forests and the coastline including mangroves and littoral forests, beaches, and other intertidal zones. 
More than 2000 species of plants grow in the Andaman Nicobar Islands and almost 1300 of them are 
exclusive as they are not grown in the other parts of India. The islands have a wide variety of flora and 
fauna including life-stocks like the tortoise, buffalo, goat, pig, rabbit, dear, and many more. According 
to the Botanical Survey of India, the faunal diversity of the islands includes 62 species of mammals, 284 
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species and subspecies of birds, 88 species of reptiles, and many other lower forms of life. The mammals 
include Andaman Spiny Shrew (Crocidura hispida), 
Andaman Wild pig (Sus scrofa and amanensis), Barking Deer (Muntiacus muntjak), Blue Whale 
(Balenoptera muscules), Sperm Whale (Physeter catodon), Chital (Axis axis), Common Dolphin 
(Delphinus delphis), Dugong (Seacow) (Dugong dugon), Palm Civet (Pagumalarvata) etc. The variety 
of  birds include Andaman grey Teal (Anas gibberfrons), Andaman Tree Pie (Dendrocitta beyleyi), 
Andaman wood Pigeon (Columba palumboides), Cotton Teal (Nettapus coromondalica), Crested 
Serpent Eagle (Spilornis cheela), Emerald Dove (Chalcophaps indica), Green imperial Pigeon (Ducula 
aenia), Hill Myna (Gracula religiosa),Lesser Whistling Teal (Dendrocygna javanica), Swiftlets 
(Collocalia fuciphaga), White Bellied Sea Eagle (Haliatus leucogaster) etc. The reptiles include 
Andaman Banded Krait (Bungarus andamanensis), Green Sea Turtle (Chelonia mydas), Hawksbill 
Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata), Leather back Turtle (Dermochelys coreacea), Olive Ridley Turtle 
(Lepido chelys olivacea), Salt Water Crocodile (Crocodylus porosus), Water Monitor Lizard (Varanus 
salvator) etc. The marine eco-system comprises the vast sea and the coral reef. Because of its crystal-
clear water along the endless coast the island is a home to colourful and natural sea shells and exotic 
corals. About 179 species of corals are found here including Plate corals, Taghorn corals, Brain corals, 
Finger corals, Mushroom corals etc. Besides 147 types of Coelentrates, 100 types of Molluscs and 70 
types of Sponges are also available in this region. With these abundant natural resources, the islands 
provide enough to the tribal dwellers living over there. The sea also provides them enough subsistence 
for living. In short, they are happy with fishing, hunting, fruit gathering and so on. They feel at home 
in their territory and consider the outsiders as evil forces for they use to exploit their identity and 
cultural practices.  
 
The Tribals in Andaman Nicobar Islands 
 
The original population of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands consists of the ‘indigenous’ people. These 
tribal people have been living in the forest of the islands for thousands of years. They lead a hunter-
gatherer lifestyle dwelling in substantial isolation. The so-called civilised people came to their land only 
a few hundred years ago. The tribals of the islands are broadly divided into two groups- the ‘Negrito’ 
whose home is the Andaman Islands; on the other hand, the Nicobar Islands are home to the 
‘Mongoloid’ tribes.  
 
The ‘Negrito’ tribes consist of the Great Andamanese, the Onge, the Jarawa and the Sentinelese. They 
had reached the Island 60000 years ago. They are all nomadic hunters who earn their livelihood by 
hunting wild pigs and monitor lizard and catching fish with bows and arrows. They also collect pure 
honey, sweet roots and berries from the dense forest. The Mongaloid tribes intruded on the islands 
from the Malay Burma coast thousands of years ago. 
 
The Jarawa- a primitive tribe with unique identity 
 
The Jarawa tribe is one of the largest tribes in Andaman. The primitive tribe has shunned all interaction 
with the outsiders. They are called ‘the hostile one’ or ‘the people of the earth’. They are still in the wild 
stage entirely depending upon the forest and sea for food. They hunt wild boar, monitor lizard for meat 
and eat various kinds of fruits, honey and tubers etc. The Jarawas of both sexes are comfortable without 
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dresses. However, some homemade ornaments with shells and palm leaves are worn by them though 
not in a sense to cover their nudity. The Jarawas lived in the south east part of Andaman but after the 
British regime they shifted to the western and middle Andaman regions. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 1: “Tribes of Andaman and Nicobar Islands.” Go2andaman.Com, www.go2andaman.com/andaman-nicobar-

islands/tribals-and-tribal-visits. Accessed 18 Mar. 2022. 

 
 
Sunil Gangopadhyay a Humanist 
 
Sunil Gangopadhyay who wrote under the pet names of Nil Lohit and Sanatan Pathak was a great 
Bengali writer and a versatile genius. He was a famous poet, a novelist, a historian and a writer of short 
stories, travelogues, literary criticism and children’s literature. He was a great humanist who wrote 
with a pen as if dipped in the blood of humanism. His famous novels include Sei Samoy, Pratham Alo, 
Purba Paschim etc. which serve as historical documents of Bengali society during the renaissance. His 
Purba Paschim is a historical novel based on the partition of Bengal dealing with the age old cultural 
heritage of the Bengalese. It serves as a bridge to join two Bengals (The East and West Bengal) together 
both emotionally and culturally. The partition novel reminds the Bengalese of the both sides to 
maintain a sense of fraternity as envisaged by the humanist Sunil Gangopadhyay. The secular self of 
Gangopadhyay is evident in his great work Maner Manush an epitome of communal harmony and 
humanism. The work was transformed into the film form by Goutam Ghose in 2010 and got enough 
popularity. But he is most famous for his creation of Kakababu a series of 36 Bengali novels which 
became very significant in Indian children’s literature. Kakababu is a physically challenged fictional 
character whose real name is Raja Roy Chowdhury who is a brave heart and whose passion is to solve 
mysteries. His character is rendered immortal by Gangopadhyay as his adventure continues 
throughout the country as well as the world. The Kakababu series provides a brilliant insight into the 
history and culture of the people of various locations on the earth. Sobuj Dwiper Raja (The King of the 
Green Island) is a short fiction of Kakababu series and the prose narrative got translated into motion 
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picture by popular Bengali film director Mr. Tapan Sinha in 1979 depicting the Jarawas in the Andaman 
Nicobar Islands. 
 
Gangopadhyay’s Sabuj Dwiper Raja (The King of the Green Island) 
 
Sabuj Dwiper Raja (The King of the Green Island) is a detective story included in Kakababu series written 
by Sunil Gangyopadhyay. A gang of foreign criminals along with a Panjabi set for a mission of stealing 
a meteorite that dropped in the remote area of the Andaman Islands.  The jarawas consider it as a divine 
gift of nature that provides them with constant light. Kakababu alias Mr. Raja Roychaudhury along 
with his young adult nephew Santu, followed them into the jungle of the island and discovered many 
unknown things about the jarawas. They came to know how the illegal poaching and hunting by the 
outsiders enraged the ancient tribal people. They often got killed by the poachers therefore having 
strong envy against the non-tribal. In the story, we see how the young detective Santu eventually 
stumbles against a bullet injured Jarawa who was obviously shot by the sahibs entering their land to 
steal their resources. The incident clearly shows that the outsiders use to haunt their place for stealing 
their resources and they even do not bother to kill them to satisfy their greed. 
 
The Jarawa got a king to protect their culture 
 
As the fiction develops, we find, an escaped convict of the British ruled India Gunada Talukdar a 
revolutionary who was subject to imprisonment in the cellular jail in the Andamans somehow managed 
to reach the land of Jarawa. The fierce tribe treated his wounds and took him to their lonesome territory. 
Fortunately, he was regarded by the Jarawas as their king as he had no evil intention to harm them. 
Although Mr. Talukdar went there from an alien land, he could well understand their sentiment, 
culture, and life style and remained with them for a long time, pleaded for their human rights, guided 
them to fight against the foreigners and non-tribal people who went to exploit them. The king got 
unquestioning support from the Jarawas and they unanimously made him their king. Kakababu who 
was sent in the intelligence survey to Andaman, enters the land to discover why the jarawas were so 
furious about the outside people. He got acquainted with the king and together they fought the foreign 
intruders who with an evil motive want to steal the secret source of energy from a meteorite that had 
landed in the Jarawa land and after a series of incidents the sahibs got arrested by a rescue helicopter 
and cunning intellect of Santu. The novel also shows how the Jarawa people are self-supporting with 
the resources they get from the islands. 
 
The Ending – A message 
 
Unlike the film version, Gangopadhyay has made a very pathetic ending to the story. The sahibs were 
arrested after a drama of events and taken into custody. The climax is over and Mr. Roychoudhury 
along with Santu is now making an earnest request to Gunoda Talukdar to pay a visit to his motherland 
Kolkata which is now free from the British.  The Government of India also wants to honour him in New 
Delhi. Sabuj Dwiper Raja unwillingly goes back to his motherland on request. He was also got promised 
by the Home Secretary of the Govt. Of India, Mr. Kousik Varma, that the outsiders would not disturb 
the Jarawas anymore; nobody would try to take away their mysterious stone, producing everlasting 
flame; the human rights of Jarawas should not be disturbed at any cost. In the film, Mr. Talukdar denies 
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going back to his native home and vows to remain unto the last with the Jarawas. He is happy to spend 
the rest of his life in the Jarawa land. But in the short fiction, we see Mr. Talukdar’s farewell to the 
Jarawa land. The parting session was most touching as Jarawa people looked sombre during the time 
of his departure. They hide their faces in mud as a sign of their grief. The Jarawa women encircled him 
to request that he should stay there forever. The old man Mr. Talukdar consoled them and vows to 
return to the Jarawas again. At first, he was supposed to go to Kolkata. He went there after a long time. 
But what did he see there? Kolkata had completely changed. Although a huge crowd gathered in the 
air-port to greet him with slogans, although there was a lot of enthusiasm regarding Gunada Talukdar’s 
return, the onetime revolutionary did not himself feel at home. The trees had been replaced by the 
jungle of concrete. The city was overflowed with population and dirty air. People suffering from hunger 
were begging and they were lean from starvation. The air was polluted and there was a lot of noise. It 
was as though he had been displaced in an alien land. He felt suffocated in the city for the lack of fresh 
air. When everybody was busy thinking that he should be hospitalised, Mr. Talukdar requested them 
to take him back to the Jarawa land. He lamented that he cannot breathe the dusty air here in Kolkata. 
He said to himself, “Why I came here! How beautiful the place was! How fresh the air was there! There 
was hardly any noise other than the sweet notes of the birds, murmuring sound of leaves and pleasant 
sound of the waterfall. Nobody begs there, how peaceful the place was, that is my heaven!”(  ) And 
immediately the Jarawa king breathed his last. The death of the King was a message to us. He found a 
contrast in the lifestyle of the Jarawa community and that of the city people. The Jarawa people lived 
in the heavenly abode of nature on the people living in cities live in the drab dreary atmosphere. With 
their natural resources the Jarawas are hale and hearty while the poor people in Kolkata are begging 
with hunger, therefore, sickly. The independent India has no doubt progressed yet the people are living 
in abject misery. On the other hand, the life of the Jarawa becomes miserable only with the intervention 
of the so-called civilised world into their land. Had they been not disturbed by the outsiders; their life 
would have been more protected as they had been enjoying since thousands of years. So, there is an 
apparent progress in free India but the people of the free country are not free from poverty and hunger 
unlike the Jarawas. 
 
Present Condition of Jarawa Tribe 
 
The novel foreshadows the struggle for the existence of the Jarawa tribe because of the repeated 
attempts by their exploiters from the outside world. Even though the colonial rule is over, the post 
colonial domination still remains as it is evident from some recent incidents violating their human 
rights. Although the endangered tribe is apparently protected by the law of the state, the intrusion of 
the non-natives in the Jarawa territory tells upon their indigenous culture. Several contact attempts 
have been made to enter their territory. But any attempt of mainstreaming the community proves 
disastrous consequences. They are happy in their own way. But illegal poaching and land 
encroachment and human safari into the Jarawa land especially after the construction of the Andaman 
trunk road make their life miserable. The visitors treat them like animals in a zoo. The Jarawa girls are 
being raped and exploited by the bus drivers, travellers, and foreigners. Their resources are stolen 
away. So they do not believe the outsiders who often get a fitting reply from them. In most cases the 
intruders got killed as the primitive tribe gave them hostile treatment with their indigenous weapons. 
But the situation is changing now. The number of people of the primitive tribe is ever decreasing. The 
construction of the Andaman trunk Road is a case in point. The road cleaves through the Jarawa Forest 
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land dividing their habitat. The Jarawa children might fall an easy prey to the gifts and rewards of the 
outsiders thereby forgetting their indigenous culture and independent profession. But one thing is clear 
that the human rights of the tribal people should be protected by the nation. They are humans, a tribe 
having their own identity, culture, language etc. They are not hostile to everybody. In 1975 a friendly 
contact was made by an anthropologist Madhumala Chattapadhyay whom the Jarawas treated as their 
doctor as she provided them some ointment for injuries during their hunting and fruit gathering. She 
boldly reached their land and offered some bananas and coconuts. Like Sabuj Dwiper Raja (the king of 
the green island), she was welcomed by the community as a queen of the green island. In November 
2018, an American named John Chau in a frenzied mood of transforming the Sentinelese into 
Christianity got killed by the primitive tribe. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Conclusion 
 
‘Nil Lohit’ Sunil Gangopadhyay being a humanist has written for cause of the tribal people of Andaman 
Islands who are deprived of their own rights to their perennial resources for living in their own way. 
The stealing motive of the mysterious light in the novel is a case in point. The study shows how the 
protagonist of the short fiction Mr. Gunada Talukdar, an escaped convict of the British ruled India and 
a man from the civilised world could well understand the sentiment of the Jarawas and thereby became 
their leader. The job of the king is to protect his subjects and look after their welfare. The Jarawas 
believed him as their master who could provide them salvation from the torture of the outside people 
violating their human rights to survive. They do not depend on any organisation or even a nation. 
Living in small communities they like to live far from ‘madding crowd’s ignoble strife’ without 
disturbing anybody. They violently react only when they are unjustly hurt. Since ancient times they 
have been healthily living in those lands. Nature is not hostile to them rather they know how to 
overcome certain natural disasters. Settling in the isolated places of Andaman Nicobar Islands of India, 
they have their unique way of living without doing any harm to the others. They stand as they are 
united and share the common joys and sorrows of their tribes. They hit the outsiders only when they 
are hurt illegally and not before that. They even never invade other’s land. They are tuned with their 
ecosystem to lead a healthy life. Government is, no doubt, making attempts so that the primitive tribes 
may survive in their own way by making some of the islands forbidden for outsiders’ entrance. Yet 
there ever remains a gap in the official system. Sometimes it is seen that the policemen deployed there 
to protect their rights are indulging in violating their human rights. A picture seen on YouTube shows 
a policeman enticing a Jarawa girl to dance instead of food. The visitors are often seen as hostile to 
them. The making of Andaman Trunk Road is also causing a lot of harm to their age-old cultural 
practices. The message of the book or its film adaptation is -“Let the Jarawa live their life undisturbed 
in the most isolated places of Andaman and Nicobar Islands and never exploit them to corrupt their 
style of living as it will harm their culture and thereby, making a disorder in the ecosystem of the 
territory resulting in the extinction of the tribe.” Implementation of strict laws regarding the well-being 
of the Jarawa tribes may protect their human rights to survive. Mass awareness should be made in this 
regard so that nobody can play with their destiny and any kind of exploitation of the endangered tribe 
may lead to their ultimate extinction. 
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Abstract 
 

 
This paper aims to discuss why Japanese women still practice their traditional age-old 

ritual like Satogaeri-shussan even in contemporary times, particularly when rapid 
modernization and urbanization have already taken place all over Japan. From the perspective 
of Japanese women from Nagoya city, this paper will examine why Japanese women during 
their pregnancy and the young mothers after giving childbirth feel the necessity to conduct the 
ritual of Satogaeri-shussan. In addition, this paper will describe their impressions or thoughts 
about this ritualistic practice. Unlike the previous studies related to Satogaeri-shussan, this 
paper will seek contemporary Japanese women's point of view on Satogaeri- shussan. This paper 
will mainly rely on the primary and secondary data for the analysis. Around 61 informants have 
participated in the face-to-face interview survey, and 747 informants have participated in the 
questionnaire survey conducted by the author between 2018 and 2020. Finally, this paper will 
conclude that even if so many changes have taken place in the way of performing traditional 
rituals or day-to-day life of Japanese people due to modernization and rapid economic growth, 
still many Japanese women love to preserve and continue their conventional childbirth practices 
and customs because their previous generation has handed down this traditional childbirth 
custom to them. 

 

 

Keywords: Japanese childbirth rituals, Contemporary times, Japanese women, Nagoya city, 
Satogaeri-shussan 
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ভূলমকা 
 

 জাপানে ক ানো মহিলা যখে গর্ভবতী িয় তখে কেন ই োোে ধরনের সোতে রীহতেীহত গুহলন  পালে  রা 

িনয় োন  যানত গর্ভবতী মহিলা সুস্থর্ানব এ টি হিশুন  জন্ম হিনত পানর। পুরাতে  াল কেন  গর্ভাবস্থা এবং 

প্রসনবর সানে যুক্ত হবহর্ন্নর ম সোতে রীহত আজও জাপানে পালে  রা িয়।  

 

জাপানে হিশু জন্মানোর সমনয় প্রচহলত হবহর্ন্ন সোতে রীহতেীহত গুহলন  হেনয় ইহতপূনব ভ অনে  গনবষণা  রা 

িনয়নে। হ ন্তু কবিীরর্াগ গনবষণা হেহিভষ্ট এলা ান  ক ন্দ্র  নর এবং সনব ভাপহর জাপাহে গনবষ নির িৃটষ্টন াণ 

কেন  আনলাচো ও হবনেষণ  রা িনয়নে। শুধুমাত্র তাই েয়, কবিীরর্াগ গনবষণা পত্র আবার জাপাহে র্াষানত 

ক্রমাগত কলখা ও প্র াহিত িওয়ার িরুে, জাপাহে সমানজ হিশু জন্মানোর সমনয় প্রচহলত রীহতেীহত গুহলর 

আক্ষহর  তাৎপয ভ সম্বনে আমানির টি  জাো িনয় ওনি ো। হবনিষ নর এই এ ুি িতন  কযখানে হবজ্ঞাে ও 

প্রযুক্তক্তগত োো হি  হিনয় এনতা উন্নত জাপানের মনতা কিনি ক ে এবং  ী  ারনণ আজও জাপাহে মহিলারা 

তাাঁনির পুরাতে  াল কেন  চনল আসা সোতে রীহতেীহত গুহলন  র্ক্তক্তর্নর পালে  নর োন  কসই হবষনয় গনবষণা 

 রা িয় হে বলনলই চনল। হবনিষ নর জাপাহে মহিলা ও েতুে প্রজনন্মর মানয়নির বযাক্তক্তগত মতামনতর উপর হর্হি 

 নর হিশু জন্মানোর সমনয় প্রচহলত সোতে রীহতেীহত গুহল ক মের্ানব পাহলত িনে কসই হবষনয় ক ানো গনবষণা 

 রা িয় হে বলনলই চনল। আর কসই  ারনণ এই হরসাচভ কপপানরর মাধযনম আহম বতভমাে  ানল জাপাহে মহিলারা  ী 

র্ানব এবং ক ে তাাঁরা প্রসনবর আনগ ও পরবতী সমনয় পুরাতে  াল কেন  পাহলত িনয় আসা সোতে রীহত 

“সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” ক  পালে  নর োন  কসই হবষনয় গর্ীরর্ানব অেসুোে  রবার কচষ্টা  নরহে। আবার 

“সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” সংক্রান্ত কয সমস্ত গনবষণা ইহতপূনব ভ  রা িনয়নে কসই গুহলন  হবচার ও হবনেষণ  রনল 

কিখা যায় কয কবিীরর্াগ গনবষণা পত্র “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি জাপাহে মহিলানির জীবনে  ী ধরনের 

রূ্হম া পালে  নর োন  কসই হবষনয় এ িা সাধারণ বযাখযা ক বলমাত্র পাওয়া যায়। কযমে ক াবায়াহি ইউহ ন া 

(2010: 28-39) গনবষণা পত্র মূলত “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি হববাি পরবতী  ানল এ টি মা এবং তাাঁর  েযা 

সন্তানের মনধয পারস্পাহর  সম্প ভন  িক্তক্তিালী  রবার জেয  ী র্ানব গুরুত্বপূণ ভ রূ্হম া পালে  নর োন  কসই 

হবষনয় হবস্তাহরত বণ ভো পাওয়া যায়। ক াবায়াহি কযনিতু হেনজ এ জে প্রহিক্ষণ োস ভ হেনলে কসই  ারনণ হতহে তাাঁর 

গনবষণা পত্রটি এ জে োনস ভর িৃটষ্টন াণ কেন  আনলাচো  রবার কচষ্টা  নরে। হতহে মূলত িাসপাতানল বাচ্চা 

িওয়ার জেয আগত ১৪ জে প্রসূহত মহিলানির উপর তাাঁর এই গনবষণা চালায় এবং “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি, 

তাাঁনির সানে তাাঁনির মানয়নির সম্পন ভর উন্নহত  রবার জেয  ী রূ্হম া হেনয়হেল কসই হবষনয় ক্তজজ্ঞাসাবাি 

 নরনেে। তাোড়াও ওোর গনবষণা পত্রটি, সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে রীহতটি সম্বনে বতভমাে প্রজনন্মর জাপাহে 

মহিলারা হ  অহর্মত কপাষণ  নরে কসই হবষনয় ক ানোর ম উনেখ পাওয়া যায় ো।  
 

তাাঁর ফনল বতভমাে প্রজনন্মর জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলা ও মানয়রা ক ে এই সোতে রীহতটিন  হবনিষর ম গুরুনত্বর 

সানে পালে  রনত পেন্দ  নর কসই হবষনয় ক ানোর ম হ েু হবস্তাহরত র্ানব জাো যায় ো। আবার তান িা 

আন হমর (1990 :90-93) গনবষণা পত্রটি মূলত জাপানের কিাহ ও িিনরর পুরাতে কলা  াহিেীর উপর হর্হি  নর 

প্র াহিত িওয়া “কিাহ ও কো হমেনযা ুগা ু ৫” কেন  পাওয়া তেযন  আধার  নর জাপানের কমইক্তজ, তাইনিা এবং 

কিায়া যুনগ জন্ম গ্রিে  নর ো া জাপাহে মহিলারা  খে এই “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  পালে  রনতে, 

তাাঁনির হেজস্ব অহর্জ্ঞতা ক মে হেল, এবং ক ে হ েু মহিলা “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  পালে  রনত 

অহেেু  হেনলে ইতযাহি োোে হবষনয় আনলাচো  নরে। হতহে এই গনবষণা পনত্র উনেখ  নরে, কয সমস্ত 

মহিলানির সনে তাাঁনির মানয়র সম্প ভ এন বানরই র্ানলা হেলো হ ংবা মানয়র সানে ক ানো ো ক ানো  ারনণ 

প্রায়ই ঝগড়াঝাাঁটি কলনগই ো ত, কসই সমস্ত মহিলারা তাাঁনির মানয়নির  াে কেন  এ িা িরূত্ব বজায় রাখার জেয 
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বানপর বাহড়নত হফনর কযত ো। আবার অনে  মহিলা হেনজর স্বামীর সানে এ সানে কেন  যানত বাচ্চান  লালে 

পালে  রনত পানর তাাঁর জেয এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রনত অহেেু  কবাধ  রনতে। হ ন্তু তান িা আন হমর 

গনবষণা পনত্র বতভমাে  ানল (কিইনসই ও করইওয়া যুগ) জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলা ও মানয়রা ক ে এবং  ী  ারনণ 

“সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  পালে  রান  জরুহর বনল মনে  নরে, এোড়াও যারা এই রীহতটিন  পালে 

 নরনেে, তাাঁনির বানপর বাহড়নত হফনর হগনয় বযাক্তক্তগত অহর্জ্ঞতা  ী র ম হেল কসই হবষনয় আমরা হ েুই জােনত 

পাহর ো। তাোড়াও তান িা আন হমর গনবষণানত ক বলমাত্র পাাঁচজে মহিলারা  াে কেন  পাওয়া তনেযর উপর 

হের্ভর  নর “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটির ইহতবাচ  ও কেহতবাচ  হি  গুহলন  তুনল ধরা িনয়নে। আবার 

অেযহিন  ওনিাগা আহ ন ার (2009: 64-68) গনবষণা পত্র মূলত এই “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  ক ন্দ্র  নর 

টি   ী ধরনের গনবষণা  রার প্রবণতা গনবষ নির মনধয কিখনত পাওয়া যায় কসই হবষনয় কসন ন্ডাহর কেিার উপর 

হর্হি  নর হবস্তাহরত হবনেষণ  নরনেে। এর ফলস্বরূপ এখে জাপানে বতভমাে ানল বসবাস ারী গর্ভবতী মহিলা 

ও মানয়রা “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  পালে  রার জেয তাাঁনির মনধয  ী ধরনের প্রবণতা লক্ষয  রা যায় 

হ ংবা ক ে তাাঁরা এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রািান  এনতা জরুহর বনল মনে  নরে  কসই হবষনয় ক ানোর ম হরসাচভ 

কস র্ানব িয় হে বলনলই চনল।  
 

এই সমস্ত গনবষণা পত্রগুহলন  হবচার হবনেষণ  রনল এিা লক্ষয  রা যায় কয “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” এই হবনিষ 

রীহতটি ক ে এবং  খে জাপাহে মহিলারা পালে  নর োন  কসই হবষনয় সাধারণ এ িা বণ ভো আনে। হ ন্তু ক ানো 

পূব ভবতী গনবষণা পনত্র, হবনিষ নর জাপাহে মহিলা ও মানয়রা এখে এই রীহতটিন  ক মে র্ানব পালে  নর 

চনলনেে তাাঁনির  ানে এই সোতে রীহতটি পালে  রািা ক ে এনতা প্রনয়াজেীয়, এই সোতে রীহতটির তাৎপয ভ 

সম্বনে তাাঁনির  ী মতামত কসই হবষনয় ক ানো হবস্তাহরত আনলাচো হ ংবা গনবষণা কসইর্ানব কেই বলনলই চনল। 

কসই  ারনণ এই হরসাচভ কপপানরর প্রধাে লক্ষয িনলা বতভমাে ানল জাপানে োনগায়া িিনরর জাপাহে মহিলা ও 

মানয়রা ক মের্ানব এই রীহতটিন  পালে  নর চনলনেে। তাাঁনির বযাক্তক্তগত অহর্মনতর উপর হর্হি  নর 

হবস্তাহরতর্ানব আনলাচো  রনবা। আর এই হবস্তাহরত আনলাচো  রবার জেয আহম জাপানের হচউবু অঞ্চনলর 

রাজধােী িির োনগায়ানত বসবাস ারী গর্ভবতী জাপাহে মহিলা ও মানয়নির  াে কেন  সাক্ষাৎ ার ও প্রশ্নাবলীর 

মাধযনম ক্তজগাসা  নর তেয সংগ্রি  হর। এখানে উনেখ  রনত চাই কয আমার এই হরসাচভ কপপারটি মূলত আমার 

হফল্ড ওয়া ভ সানর্ভর কেন  পাওয়া তনেযর উপর হের্ভর  নর আনলাচো  রা িনয়নে। জাপানের োনগায়া িিনর 

আহম মূলত ২০১৮ সাল কেন  ২০২০ সাল পয ভন্ত এই হফল্ড ওয়া ভ সানর্ভ  হর এবং আমার এই হফল্ড ওয়া ভ সানর্ভনত 

কসখাে ার প্রায় ৮০০ জনেরও অহধ  জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলা ও মানয়রা অংি গ্রিে  নরে। তাাঁনির ক্রমাগত 

সমে ভে ও সািাযয যহি ো ো ত তািনল িয়নতা আহম  খনোই এই হরসাচভ কপপারটি হলখনত পারতাম ো।  
 

জাপানে হিশু জন্মানোর সমনয় প্রচহলত “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটির গুরুত্ব হেনয় আনলাচো  রার আনগ 

এখানে ো বলনলই েয়, জাপানে এ িা হিশু যখে জন্মায় তখে তাাঁন  ক ন্দ্র  নর োোে ধরনণর পুরাতে প্রো, 

আচার ও রীহতেীহত আজও পালে  রা িনয় োন । হ ন্তু সমনয় সানে সানে কসই সোতে রীহতেীহত গুহলর হেয়নমরও 

অনে  পহরবতভে লক্ষয  রা কগনে। হবনিষ নর সমনয়র সানে সানে জাপাহে সমানজ কযমে দ্রুত আধুহে ী রণ 

িয়, কতমেই হবজ্ঞাে ও প্রযুক্তক্তর অগ্রগহত এবং হচহ ৎসা হবজ্ঞানের কক্ষনত্র োোে ধরনের অগ্রগহতও সমাে তানল 

চলনত োন । এর প্রর্াব মােুনষর দিেক্তন্দে জীবেযাত্রার উপনর পনড়। তার ফনল জীবে চনক্রর োোে ধরনের 

আচার ও অেুষ্ঠানের উপর অনে  পহরবতভে লক্ষয  রা কগনে। জাপানে পুরাতে  াল কেন  প্রচহলত প্রসব সংক্রান্ত 

কয সমস্ত আচার ও রীহতেীহত গুহল আনে কসই গুহলও  ানলর হেয়নমর সানে অনে  পহরবহতভত িনয় এনসনে। 

জাপানে মূলত হিন্ত ও কবৌদ্ধ এই িুই ধনম ভর প্রর্াব কবহিমাত্রায় কিখনত পাওয়া যায় তাই এই িুই ধনম ভর প্রর্াব 

জাপাহেনির জন্ম, হববাি এবং মৃতুয সংক্রান্ত রীহতেীহত গুহলনত কিখনত পাওয়া যায়। জাপাহে সাহিতয ও কলা  াহিেী 

কেন  এিা স্পষ্ট কয জাপানে এ টি হিশু যখে জন্মায় তখে কয সমস্ত প্রো ও রীহতেীহত গুহলন  পালে  রা িয় 
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কসগুহলর কবিীরর্াগই হিন্ত ধম ভন  অেুসরণ  নর পালে  রা িনয় োন । হ ন্তু মৃতুযর সমনয় কয সমস্ত রীহতেীহত 

গুহলন  পালে  রা িয় কসগুহল মূলত কবৌদ্ধ ধম ভন  অেুসরণ  নর পালে  রা িয়। জাপানে এ িা কমনয় যখে 

গর্ভবতী িয় হ ংবা এ টি বাচ্চান  প্রসব  নর তখে হবহর্ন্ন প্রো এবং আচারন  পালে  রবার জেয কস কযমে 

হিনন্তা ধনম ভর মক্তন্দনর যায় কতমেই কবৌদ্ধ ধনম ভর মক্তন্দনরও হগনয় োন । প্রসনবর আনগ ও পনর ক াোয় হগনয় প্রাে ভো 

েনবিে  রনবে কসই হবহষনয় ক ানো বা াঁধাধরা হেহিভষ্ট হেয়ম ােুে কেই। তাই জাপাহে মহিলারা গর্ভাবস্থার সমনয় 

পূজা ও অচভো  রবার জেয পহরবানরর কলা জেনির সানে হিনন্তা ধম ভ হ ংবা কবৌদ্ধ ধনম ভর ধমীয় প্রহতষ্ঠানে যায়। 
 

সানতাগানেলি শুশসাে িীলত  
 

 জাপানে পুরাতে  াল কেন  এ িা হিশু জন্মানোর আনগ “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” োম  এ টি হবনিষ আচার 

পালে  রা িনয় োন । এবানর আনলাচো  রা যা ,  ী এই ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহত?  নব  খে এবং ক ে 

এই রীহতটি পালে  রা িনয় োন ? পুরাতে  ানলর সানে যহি তুলো  রা িয় তনব ক মে র্ানব বতভমাে  ানল এই 

রীহতটি জাপাহেরা পালে  নর োন ? জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলা ও মানয়রা এই রীহতটি সম্বনে  ী অহর্মত কপাষণ 

 নর? ইতযাহি সম্বনে হবিনি এখানে আনলাচো  রনবা। জাপাহে র্াষানত “সানতা” িনের অে ভ িল বানপর বাহড়। 

আর “গানয়হর” িনের অে ভ িল হফনর যাওয়া। অে ভাৎ “সানতাগানয়হর” িনের পুনরা অে ভ িল হেনজর হপতামাতার 

বাহড়নত হফনর যাওয়া। আর “শুিসাে” িনের অে ভ িল এ িা হিশু প্রসব িওয়া হ ংবা এ টি হিশুন  জন্ম কিওয়া। 
“সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” িনলা এমে এ টি হবনিষ রীহত যা এ টি গর্ভবতী মহিলান  প্রসনবর আনগ আরাম ও 

হবশ্রাম  রবার জেয এবং প্রসনবর পনর িরীনরর যোযে যত্ন কেওয়ার জেয উৎসাহিত  নর োন ।  নব কেন  এই 

“সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  পালে  রা আরম্ভ িয় কসই হবষনয় এন বানরই হ েু স্পষ্টর্ানব জাো যায় ো। 
ওমুরা কসই োম  গনবষন র গনবষণানত বলা িনয়নে কয সামন্ততন্ত্র সমানজর গিে যখে িয় তখে কেন  প্রসনবর 

আনগ ও পরবতী সময় ানল এ িা গর্ভবতী কমনয়ন  ক ানোর ম শ্রমযুক্ত  ানজর সানে হেযুক্ত  রা যানব ো এবং 

প্রসব ালীে সময় কেন  েবজাত  হিশুটি সুস্থর্ানব জন্মানোর পরবতী সময় াল অবহধ গর্ভবতী মহিলার 

অহর্র্াব নির হেনজনির সন্তানের সমস্ত িাহয়ত্বর্ার ও কেহলর্াহরর খরচ বিে  রািা এ প্র ার রীহতনত পহরণত 

িনয়হেল। জাপাহে র্াষানত এিান  বলা িত সানতাগানয়হর বুেনবণ অে ভাৎ কিাম াহমং কেহলর্াহর। এরনেন ই কবাঝা 

যানে জাপাহে মহিলারা যখে গর্ভবতী িয় তখে তাাঁরা হেনজনির কপনির হর্তনর ো া সন্তােটিন  সুস্থ ও হেরাপি 

র্ানব জন্ম কিওয়ার জেয হেনজনির হপতামাতার বাহড়নত হফনর যায়। আনগ ক বলমাত্র জাপাহে মহিলারা হেনজনির 

প্রসূহত ালীে সমনয়, মলূত গর্ভাবস্থার পঞ্চম মাস, সপ্তম মাস হ ংবা হিশু জন্মানোর টি  আনগর মুিনূতভ এই 

রীহতটিন  পালে  রবার জেয বানপর বাহড়নত হফনর কযত। কযনিতু বানপর বাহড় প্রনতয  কমনয়র  ানে সব কেন  

হেরাপি আশ্রয় তাই হেনজনির সন্তােন  ঐ হেরাপি ও কচো পহরনবনির মনধয জন্ম হিনত এবং প্রসনবর  নয় মাস 

পনরও তাাঁরা যানত তাাঁনির সিযজাত হিশুটিন  তাাঁনির মানয়র পরামনি ভ এ িু এ িু  নর লালে পালে  রনত পানর 

কসই জেয “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  পালে  নর োন । কসই  ারনণ জাপাহে মহিলারা পুরাতে  াল 

কেন ই এই “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  হবনিষ গুরুনত্বর সানে আজও পালে  নর চনলনে। জাপানের 

পুরাতে কলা  াহিেী ও সাহিতযন  যহি পয ভানলাচো  হর তািনল বারংবার এিা বলা িনয়নে কয এ িা মহিলা যহি 

তাাঁর প্রেম সন্তােন  হেনজর বানপর বাহড়নত কেন  প্রসব  নর তািনল কসই হিশুটি সুস্বানস্থয ও কসৌর্ানগযর অহধ ারী 

িনব ক েো তাাঁর মানয়র জন্মও কসই এ ই বাহড়নত কেন  িনয়নে বনল। হবনিষ নর আনগ ার হিনে যখে 

িাসপাতানল হিশুন  জন্ম কিওয়ার প্রচলে হেল ো তখে বাহড়নত এ জে প্রহিক্ষণ িাইমান  কেন  এনে বাহড়র 

অেযােয বয়স্ক মহিলানির সািাযয হেনয় হিশুন  প্রসব  রানো িত। তাই কসইসমনয় এ টি হিশুর জন্মহর্নি অে ভাৎ 

কয বাহড়নত হিশুটি রূ্হমষ্ঠ িত কসই জায়গাটি হিশুটির জীবনে এ টি গুরুত্বপূণ ভ রূ্হম া পালে  নর বনল মনে  রা 

িত। হ ন্তু আজ াল জাপানের কবিীরর্াগ িির ও গ্রামাঞ্চনল িাসপাতানল হিশু জন্ম কেয় বনল গর্ভবতী মহিলার 

বানপর বাহড় হ ংবা জন্ম হর্নির রূ্হম ার এন বানরর  নম কগনে এিা বলা যায় ো।  ারণ আজও জাপানের 
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কবিীরর্াগ অহর্র্াব রা তাাঁনির সন্তানের প্রেম বাচ্চা িওয়ার সমনয় সমস্ত খরচ বিে  নর োন  এবং 

প্রসূহত ালীে সময় কেন  হেনজনির সন্তানের যনেষ্ট যত্ন তাাঁরা হেনয় োন । তাাঁনির সন্তাে কযে ক ানো অসুহবধার 

মনধয ো পনর তার জেয সব ভিা সনচষ্ট োন ।  
 

 বতভমাে প্রজনন্মর কবিীরর্াগ জাপাহে মহিলারা এই সোতে রীহতটিন  পালে  রবার জেয হেনজনির গর্ভাবস্থার 

কিষহিন  বানপর বাহড়নত হফনর যায় অেবা স্বামীনির  ম ভসূনত্র কয এলা ানত তাাঁরা বসবাস  নর কসই এলা ার বনড়া 

ক ানো িাসপাতানল হিশুটিন  জন্ম কিওয়ার পর, হবশ্রাম কেওয়ার জেয বানপর বাহড়নত হফনর যায়। অনে  সময় 

 ানজর বযাস্ত সময়সূচীনত যহি তাাঁরা ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি ক ানো ো ক ানো  ারণ বিত পালে  নর 

উিনত ো পানর তািনল কসনক্ষনত্র তাাঁরা তাাঁনির হপতামাতান  হ ংবা হেনজর রনক্তর সম্পন ভর হিহিন  হ ংবা িাশুহড় 

মান  হ েুহিনের জনেয হেনজনির বতভমাে বাসস্থানে এনস ো বার জেয অেুনরাধ  নর োন । এরফনল আনগ ার 

সমনয়র মতে জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলানিরন  হিশুন  জন্ম কিওয়ার জেয িীর্ ভহিনের জেয স্বামীন  কেনড় বানপর 

বাহড়নত হগনয় আর ো নত িয় ো। এই েতুে প্রবণতান  আবার জাপাহে র্াষানত “ইয়ওহবয়নস শুিসাে” বলা িনয় 

োন । জাপাহে র্াষানত “ইয়ওহবয়নস” িল  াউন  কেন  হেনজর  ানে এনস ো বার জেয অেুনরাধ  রা। আনগ 

এই ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি পালে  রবার জেয বানপর বাহড়নত হফনর যাওয়ািা এবং কসখানে কেন  

হেনজনির পহরবানরর কলা জেনির সািাযয হেনয় গনর্ভ ো া হিশুটিন  সসু্থর্ানব জন্ম কিওয়া এবং জনন্মর পনর 

কসখানে কেন  মানয়র  াে কেন   ী র্ানব সিযজাত হিশুটিন  লালে পালে  রনব কসই সম্পন ভ জ্ঞাে সংগ্রি 

 রািা এ  প্র ার বাধযতামূল  প্রো হেল জাপানের সব ভত্র। হ ন্তু সমনয়র সানে সানে ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” 

রীহতটির হেয়নমও অনে  তারতময পহরলহক্ষত িনয়নে। “ইয়ওহবয়নস শুিসাে” এর জেয জাপাহে মহিলারা মূলত 

তাাঁনির মান ,  খনো আবার হেনজর হিহি বা কবােন , হেনজর িাশুহড় মান  ো নত পেন্দ  নর। জাপাহেরা মনে 

 নর এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রার মাধযনম তাাঁরা কয ক বলমাত্র হেনজনির অহর্র্াব নির  াে কেন  সািাযয পাে 

শুধু তাই েয় বরং এই “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি পালে  রার মাধযনম তাাঁরা তাাঁনির হেনজনির মা অেবা 

িাশুহড় মানয়র সনে পারস্পাহর  সম্প ভন  আরও সুিৃঢ়  নর তুলনত পানর। আনগ এ িা কমনয় গর্ভবতী িনলই 

তাাঁর িাশুহড় মা, বানপর বাহড়নত হগনয় এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রবার জেয এ প্র ার চাপ সৃটষ্ট  রনতা হ ন্তু এখে 

আর এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রবার জেয জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলানিরন  তাাঁনির শ্বশুরবাহড়র কলা জনেরা খুব এ িা 

কজারাজহুর  নর ো বলনলই চনল বরং বলা র্ানলা এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রা হ ংবা ো  রা সমূ্পণ ভিাই তারা 

প্রসূহত ালীে মানয়নির হেজস্ব ইোর উপর কেনড় হিনয়নে।  
 

সানতাগানেলি শুশসাে সম্বনে জাপালে মলিলানেি েৃষ্টিভলি 

 

 যখে আহম বতভমাে  ানলর জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলা ও মানয়নিরন  ক্তজজ্ঞাসা  হর ক ে এবং  ী র্ানব পুরাতে প্রো 

ও আচার গুহলর হেয়নমর ক্রমাগত পহরবতভে পহরলহক্ষত িনে? কসই প্রসনে বযাখযা হিনত হগনয় তাাঁরা বনল কয 

আনগ ার সমনয়র তুলোয় এখে হচহ ৎসা বযাবস্থা অনে  কবিী অগ্রগহত িনয়নে এবং আনগ ার মতে এখে এ িা 

হিশুন  জন্ম কিওয়ািা গর্ভবতী মহিলার জীবনের জেয খুব এ িা ঝুাঁ হ পূণ ভ  াজ েয় বলনলই চনল। এোড়াও, তেয 

প্রযুক্তক্ত যত হবস্তার লার্  নরনে তত কবিী  নর েতুে েতুে অজাো তেয ইন্টারনেি িুহেয়ার মাধযনম মােুনষর  ানে 

খুবই সিনজ েহড়নয় পনড়নে। এরফনল হবহর্ন্ন ধরনের পুরাতে প্রো ও আচার অেুষ্ঠােন   ী র্ানব পালে  রার 

উহচত,  খে পালে  রা উহচত, পালে  রনল  ী  ী উপ াহরতা পাওয়া যায় ইতযাহি সম্বনে োোে বযাখযা আমরা 

কিখনত পাই।  ানজই আচার অেুষ্ঠানের হেয়নমর কির কফর শুধুমাত্র সমনয়র সানে সানে েয়, তনেযর পহরবতভনের 

সানে সানে র্নি চনলনে। 
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এ প্রসনে বনল রাহখ, হিতীয় হবশ্বযুনদ্ধর আনগ পয ভন্ত জাপানের কবিীরর্াগ অঞ্চনল ও হপ্রনফ চানর প্রহিক্ষণ 

িাইমানয়র সািানযয এ টি হিশুন  বাহড়নত প্রসব  রানোিা বযাপ র্ানব প্রচহলত হেল। হ ন্তু যুনদ্ধর পর কেন  

দ্রুতগহতনত জাপাে যখে আনমহর া ও অেযােয পক্তিহম কিনির ধা াঁনচ হেনজনির কিিন  গনড় কতালবার লনক্ষয 

ক্রমি এহগনয় যাক্তেল তখে কেন  জাপানের হচহ ৎসা বযাবস্থার বযাপ  উন্নহত র্িনত োন  এবং তারফনল বাহড়নত 

হিশুন  প্রসব  রানোর পহরবনতভ িাসপাতানল প্রসব  রানোিা  তিা জরুহর এবং হেরাপি কসই হবষনয় মােুনষর 

মনধয সনচতেতা বৃক্তদ্ধ  রা িয়। জাপানে হিতীয় হবশ্বযুদ্ধ এর পরবতী সময় ানল হবনিষ নর ১৯৪৭ কেন  ১৯৬০ 

এর িিন  হিশুমৃতুযর িার োি ীয়র্ানব হ্রাস পায়। এর প্রধাে  ারণগুহল িনলা, প্রেমত যুদ্ধহবদ্ধস্থ হেনজর কিিন  

আবার পুেরায় গনড় কতালবার জেয জাপাে তখে দ্রুতগহতনত অে ভনেহত  প্রবৃক্তদ্ধর যুনগ প্রনবি  রনত আরম্ভ  নর 

এবং হিতীয়ত কিিজনুড় সাব ভজেীে স্বাস্থয বীমা বযবস্থার প্রবতভে  নর ও কিনির সব ভত্র আনমহর া ও পক্তিহম কিনির 

পহর ািানমানত জাপানের স্বাস্থয বযাবস্থান  গনড় কতানল। তৃতীয়ত অসংখয িাসপাতাল তখে কেন ই জাপানের 

সব ভত্র প্রহতটষ্ঠত  রবার  াজ আরম্ভ িয়। এইজেযই তখে কেন  বাহড়র পহরবনতভ িাসপাতানল হচহ ৎস নির 

তত্ত্বাবধানে কেন  বাচ্চা প্রসব  রান  কবহি নর অগ্রাহধ ার কিওয়া িনয়হেল। প্রসনবর জায়গার পহরবতভে িনলও 

এখনো “সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটির গুরুত্ব ক ানো অংনি  নম হে বলনলই চনল। 
 

 তবুও বলনতই িয়, এখনো জাপানের কবিীরর্াগ মহিলারা যখে গর্ভবতী িয় তখে তাাঁরা হেনজনির হপতামাতার 

 ানে কেন  কসখাে ার ক ানো এ টি হে িবতী স্থােীয় িাসপাতানল হগনয় োক্তানরর হচহ ৎসার অধীনে কেন  

কসই িাসপাতানল হেনজর হিশুন  জন্ম হিনত হেরাপি কবাধ  নর। সাক্ষাত ার কেওয়ার সমনয়, অনে  জাপাহে 

মহিলারা এই রীহতটি পালে  রার উপনযাহগতা সম্পন ভ োোে বযাখযা কিয়। কযমে তাাঁরা তাাঁনির গর্ভবস্থার সমনয় 

যহি হ েু হবপনির সম্মুখীে িয় এবং তখে কসই মিুনূতভ যহি তাাঁনির বাবা ও মানয়রা তাাঁনির  াো াহে োন  তািনল 

কস কক্ষনত্র তাাঁরা মনের কজানর কসই সমসযার সমাধাে  রনত পারনব বনল হবশ্বাস রানখ। তাাঁরা আমান  বনল, স্বামীরা 

 ম ভজীবনে এনতািাই বযাস্ত োন  কয আলািা  নর এই প্রসূহত ালীে সমনয় তাাঁনিরন  ক ানো সময় হিনত পানর ো। 

তাই প্রসুহত ালীে সমনয় তাাঁনির সানে  খে  ী িুর্ ভিো র্িনব আর  ী হবপি অনপক্ষা  রনে এই উৎ ণ্ঠা কেন  

মুক্তক্ত পাওয়ার জেয এবং হেনজনির এ া ীত্বন  অনে াংনি িুর  রবার জেয তাাঁরা এই ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” 

রীহতটি পালে  নরনে বনল আমান  জাোয়। যখে আহম তাাঁনিরন  ক্তজজ্ঞাসা  হর এই রীহতটিন  পালে  নর তাাঁনির 

ক মে অহর্জতা সঞ্চয় িনয়নে? তখে তাাঁরা বনল, এই রীহতটি পালে  রার মাধযনম তাাঁরা তাাঁনির অহর্র্াব নির 

পরামনি ভ সন্তােন  ধীনর ধীনর  ী র্ানব বনড়া  নর তুলনত িয় কসই হবষনয় কযমে জ্ঞাে অজভে  নর কতমেই 

সিযজাত হিশুর লালে পালে  রার  ানজ র্ানলার্ানব মনোহেনবি  রনত সক্ষম িনয়নে। আবার অনেন  বনল, 

তাাঁরা ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি পালে  রনত পারার জেয তাাঁরা এিা কর্নব র্ীষণ খুহি কয হেনজর বানপর 

বাহড়নত হগনয় তাাঁরা অনে িা সময় তাাঁনির পহরবানরর অনেযােয সিসযনির সানে  ািানত কপনরনে যা তাাঁরা  খনোই 

সুনযাগ পায় ো হেনজনির দিেক্তন্দে  ম ভবযাস্ততার জেয। আবার ক উবা বনল, বানপর বাহড়নত িীর্ ভহিে ো ার ফনল 

তাাঁরা প্রচুর পহরমানে হবশ্রাম হেনত কপনরনে বনল তাাঁনির দিহি  িুব ভলতা ও সন্তাে প্রসনবর সমনয় কয িারীহর  ধ ল 

তাাঁনিরন  কপািানত িয় তা অনে াংনি তাাঁরা  াটিনয় উিনত পানর এই সোতে ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটির 

মাধযনম। আবার অনেন  বনল, সন্তাে প্রসনবর জেয িারীহর  ও মােহস  োো হি  হিনয় অনে  হ েু পহরবতভনের 

মধয হিনয় এ িা কমনয়ন  কযনত িয় তাই ঐ সমনয় তাাঁর হেনজর বাবা মানয়রা সব ভক্ষণ যহি তাাঁনির  ানে োন  তািনল 

তাাঁরা শুধুমাত্র কয হেরাপি কবাধ  নর তাই েয় বরং অনে  কবহি প্রানণােল ও উজ্জীহবত কবাধ  নরে জীবনের েতুে 

অধযানয়র জেয। হ েু জাপাহে মহিলা আবার বনল প্রসব যন্ত্রণার িারীহর  িুব ভলতান   াটিনয় আবার আনগ ার 

মতে নর স্বার্াহব  সসু্থ অবস্থায় তাাঁরা হফনর আনস্ত কপনরহেল এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রার মাধযনম। আবার অনেন  

বনল এই রীহতটি পালে  রনত কপনরনে বনল, তাাঁরা অনে হিে পর বাহড়র স নলর সানে এ ক্তত্রত িওয়ার এ িা 

সুনযাগ কযমে পায় কতমেই যখে তাাঁনির হিশুটি  ান্না াটি  রত তখে তাাঁরা যহি কসইসমনয় র্ুহমনয় পড়ত হ ংবা 
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হবশ্রাম হেত তখেই সনে সনে তাাঁনির মানয়রা এনস হিশুটিন  ক ানল তুনল হেনয় হিশুটির  ান্না োমানোর কচষ্টা 

 রত। এোড়াও, হেনজর বাবা ও মানয়র  ানে প্রসূহত ালীে সময় কেন  ো ার ফনল অনে  কবহি কবহি  নর তাাঁরা 

পুটষ্ট র এবং স্বাস্থয র খাবার ঐ সমনয় কখনত কপনরনে এবং সব ভক্ষণ বাবা মানয়রা  ানে হেল বনল তাাঁনির ক ানো 

হ েু হেনয় কসর্ানব হচন্তা র্াবো  রনত িয় হে। 
 

 পহরনিনষ এিা বলা যায় কয ক াবায়াহি ইউহ ন ার গনবষণা কেন   ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি  ী র্ানব হববাি 

পরবতী  ানল এ টি মা ও কমনয়র পারস্পাহর  সম্প ভন  িক্তক্তিালী  রবার জেয  ী ধরনের রূ্হম া গ্রিে  নর 

োন  কসই হবষনয় আনলাচো পাওয়া যায়। হ ন্তু এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রার মাধযনম জাপাহে মহিলানির হেজস্ব  ী 

অহর্জ্ঞতা, ক ে তাাঁরা এই রীহতটিন  পালে  নর চনলনে, এই বতভমাে যুনগ এই রীহতটিন  পালে  রা ক ে এনতা 

জরুহর কসই হবষনয় হবন্দমুাত্র ক ানো উনেখ পাওয়া যায় ো। আবার ওনিানগা গনবষণা কেন  আমরা  ী ধরনের 

গনবষণা এই ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  ক ন্দ্র  নর  রা িনে কসই হবষনয় জােনত পাহর। আবার 

অেযহিন  তান িা আন হমর গনবষণা কেন  জাপানের কমইক্তজ, তাইনিা, কিায়া যুনগ জন্ম গ্রিে  নর ো া পাাঁচজে 

জাপাহে মহিলানির মতামনতর উপর হের্ভর  নর ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটির ক মে ধরনের ইহতবাচ  ও 

কেতবাে  হি গুহল আনে কসই হবষনয় হবিনি জাো যায়। 
 

হ ন্তু আহম আমার এই হরসাচভ কপপারটির মাধযনম এই প্রেম জাপানের োনগায়া িিনর বসবাস ারী বতভমাে প্রজনন্মর 

জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলা ও মানয়নির  াে কেন  সাক্ষাৎ ার ও প্রশ্নাবলী জহরনপর মাধযনম পাওয়া তনেযর উপর হর্হি 

 নর ক ে এবং  ী  ারনণ তাাঁরা এই রীহতটিন  আজও পালে  নর চনলনে কসই হবষনয় হবস্তাহরতর্ানব আনলা পাত 

 রবার কচষ্টা  রনত কপনরহে। সমনয়র সানে সানে সোতে রীহতেীহত গুহল  যতই আধুহে ী রণ কিা  ো ক ে 

এখেও জাপাহে মহিলারা যখে গর্ভবতী িয় তখে তাাঁরা এই পুরাতে রীহতটিন  পালে  রনত কবি পেন্দ  নরে। 

শুধুমাত্র পেন্দই  নরে তা েয়, সমনয়র সানে সানে পহরবতভেিীল ”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটিন  পালে  রার 

জেয তাাঁরা হেনজনির বানপর বাহড়নত হফনর কযনত ো পারনলও  খনো  খনো হেনজনির অহর্র্াব নির হেনজনির 

বাসস্থানে এনস ো বার অেয কেন  কেে। অল্প হ েু পহরবতভে িনলও এই রীহতটি আজও জাপাহে গর্ভবতী মহিলা ও 

সনবমাত্র মা িনয়নেে কয মহিলারা তাাঁনির জীবনে এ  অপহরসীম গুরুত্বপূণ ভ রূ্হম া পালে  নর চনলনে কসিা 

অেস্বী ায ভ। এিা আিা  রা যায় কয যতহিে ধনর জাপানের সমানজ এ টি হিশু জন্ম কেনব ততহিে ধনর জাপাহে 

প্রসূহত মহিলারা হ ংবা মানয়রা হেনজনির সিযজাত হিশুন  র্ানলার্ানব হেরাপনি লালে পালে  রবার জেয এই 

”সানতাগানয়হর শুিসাে” রীহতটি পালে  নর যানবে এবং এই রীহতটির গুরুত্ব ক ানো অংনি  নম যানব ো। এই 

 ারনণই িয়নতা জাপাহে সমানজ যতই আমরা আধুহে ী রণ কিখনত পাই ো ক ে, আজও জাপাহে মহিলানির 

 ানে এই রীহতটি খুবই তাৎপয ভপূণ ভ। এই রীহতটি তাাঁনির সানে তাাঁনির বানপর বাহড়র কলা জেনির পারস্পাহর  

সম্প ভন  অনে  কবিী সুিৃঢ়  নর কতানল।  
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Abstract 
 

 
Food is one of the most important ‘cultural markers’ for human beings. It creates a sense 

of belonging and identity. It also helps to understand social, familial, relational and class 
connections. Another aspect associated with food and its usage is related to gender. It is an 
undisputed fact that food is a significant activity in the lives of human beings. However, food 
never has been/ is not merely about physical sustenance. We should not delude ourselves into 
thinking that eating is a non-essential undertaking due to its ‘quotidian’ nature. Food can never 
be looked at singularly. Like literature, it has endless meanings, which have to be ‘read in 
between the lines.’ It is replete with both overt and covert meanings which are related to the 
most cherished and inaccessible parts of human rational/ irrational depths of the brain. We eat 
for various reasons; out of hunger, anxiety, stress, emotional distress and even after we have 
been satiated. Food comprises a ‘more or less conscious tool’ for an amiable and volitional 
behaviour of a person or her/ his association with a group/ section of the society. It also acts as 
a means of bias against gender, abuse, and subjugation.  Women have been confined to the 
kitchen since time immemorial. This ‘space’ has been responsible for their subjection, 
enslavement, unacknowledged labour and anguish. The present paper examines Julie and Julia 
(2009) and The Lunchbox (2013) to look at the stereotypical notion of ‘kitchen’ being the restricted 
‘space’ from a different perspective. There are many dimensions to the ‘kitchen,’ the food cooked 
in it and a sense of liberation and identity involved with it. For the protagonists of these movies, 
the ‘kitchen space’ has multifarious implications and each deals with them according to her 
individual social setting. 

 

 

Keywords: Food, Gendered, Kitchen, Space, Emancipation, Identity. 
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The human frame being what it is, heart, body and brain all 

                                               mixed together, and not contained in separate compartments  
                                               as they will be no doubt in another million years, a good  
                                               dinner is of great importance to good talk. One cannot think  
                                                  well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well. The lamp  
                                               in the spine does not light on beef and prunes. 
                                                                         (Virginia Woolf A Room of One’s Own)1 

 
Introduction 
 
It cannot be denied that food is essential to life. For a starving person, food provides succour for 
sustenance while for one with means, it is indulgence.  For a gastronome, it is to be enjoyed. It is passion 
for a cook/ chef, wherein every step towards the final product is replete with pure joy. The juices of 
good food are flowing increasingly into real life, making it difficult to ignore, enriching and 
invigorating it. The palates have been titillated, always wishing for more, better, and tastier edibles.  
Readers, audience, and researchers have begun to look at food in a new light. A comprehensive look 
shows that food exists everywhere. These ‘culinary images,’ which are all pervasive in cinema and 
literature, cannot be ignored. They are visible like ‘kaleidoscopic lenses’ which permit the reader/ 
audience to delve deep into the various stories behind the ‘production’ and ’consumption’ based on 
socio-historical contexts. This consciousness of and enchantment associated with the ‘symbolic power’ 
of food has resulted in its trans-nationality. In fact, food items have become ‘glocal.’ The generous 
nature and ‘texture’ of the food presented before us, with its ‘edible metaphors’ and ‘visible features of 
[the] identity/ [that is, of those who prepare it] … provides [the readers/ audience] with the means for 
[its] integration and acceptance into the new society (Jagganath, 2017).       
 
Food has crossed boundaries and spilled over from kitchen into anthropology, sociology, arts, 
humanities, and cinema. It showcases the divergent complexities of personal lives of the home and 
professional cooks by looking into the suggestive meanings. It is central to human need and experience, 
giving it universality.    
 
Literature Review  
 
In the words of Terry Eagleton, food represents an “endlessly interpretable” object of “materialised 
emotion” (1998: 204). There are not only numerous interpretations of food but it also elicits different 
emotions from people who consume it. Food also has immense ‘symbolic’ importance which is evident 
in ‘our cultural coding of possible nutrition into acceptable food and subsequent categorizations that 
structure that food as edible or inedible’ (Lévi-Strauss 1966; Mäkelä 2000). Barthes (2013) has pointed 
out that food works as a ‘sign…not only [as] a useful lens and a remarkable tool to understand the 
nuances of a particular society, but…also the means for examining the construction of ideas, values, 
assumptions, practices, and institutions of a social group.’ Food is not about buying and monetary 

 
1 https://victorianpersistence.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/a-room-of-ones-own-virginia-woolf-1929.pdf  
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transactions. The production and its subsequent ‘consumption’ also play a significant role in the entire 
scheme of food-making, which, in turn, are an ‘integral part of the … universe of the people…’ 
(Appadurai 1981). E. N. Enderson, in the discussion on ‘constitution of food-ways,’ mentions the 
‘importance of ‘bio-cultural approach,’ which incorporates human biology, culture, and political 
economy, all at once – recognizing that all are crucial determinants of particular food systems. His main 
argument, however, is that our food preferences are notoriously subjected to cultural and social factors, 
although our basic nutritional needs are set by biology and regulated by the environment’ (2005). One 
must understand that ‘food-ways are simultaneously local and global, foregrounding changes in the 
local dynamics of production, consumption, adaptation, identity construction, and post-modern 
consumerism’ (Cheung and Chee-Beng, 2007).       
 
The ‘historical’ and ‘sociological’ birth of food makes it essential to analyze its ‘figurative’ use in all its 
‘manifestations.’ Anita Mannur points out that more than ‘physical sustenance,’ food “feeds into the 
literary rendering of [the person’s] subjectivity,” giving “a language through which to imagine 
[individual creativity] in the American imagination” (2010: 13). Food analogies and themes work as 
markers on phenomenological levels both in literature and cinema. Memory, identity, and culture are 
intertwined with the current locale of the person. Everyone attempts to ‘explore’ and ‘interpret’ the 
“edible écriture” (Eagleton 203) in their own manner. The narritivization of food not only mentions 
mouth-watering recipes but also presents a window into the characters of the concerned individuals.       
 
Food, memory, and its presentation 

 
Food is not merely tasted with the tongue. It is also eaten through the eyes, nose, and touch. Language, 
expression, verbalism, visual arrangements, lighting, gesticulation, and execution play an important 
role to convey the meaning and/ or taste of food.      
 
All these give new dimensions and values to food, which is consumed by people of every class, gender 
and region. Memories lodged in the mind result in the interpretation/ re-interpretation of food, which, 
in turn, are the result of power relations, class, caste, race and gender. Everything related to food is a 
“lived and living history” (Carolan 2011: 9) experience translated into the dish on the table.  
   
The first connection between food and memory is the deeply ‘sensory’ and ‘emotional’ nature of food 
based on its social and cultural ‘symbolic’ elements. Sensory, tactile and emotional responses not only 
define the people involved but also give food new meaning. They act as ‘transmitters’ and ‘triggers’ 
towards the evocative response to food. Gordon M. Shepherd gave the term “neurogastronomy” to the 
‘study that examines how brain creates flavour and how this affects the mnemonic process’ (2012: 1). 
His research shows that ‘senses and emotions share the same brain nerve pathways that store 
experiences as memory’ (2012: 2). Another neurologist, John S. Allen, gives a more detailed account 
about this connection. He explains that ‘the hippocampus is the brain structure responsible for both 
“the formation of declarative or explicit memories” as well as the regulation of drives and emotions’ 
(2012: 152). This study is crucial as it yields the corporeal foundation for understanding how food 
pervades the memories and narratives of people. 
 
David Sutton talks about “synestheic memory [which is] the process by which the senses work in union 
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to convert a sensory moment into an embodied social and cultural experience that is then stored in 
memory” (2005: 314).  Famous historian Cruz Miguel Ortíz Cuadra states that “palate memory” (2013: 
2) is responsible for creating an “intimate bond” (2) between the ‘sensory’ and ‘emotional’ features of 
food which mirror the harmonious memories of most important social and cultural experiences and 
frequently convey “sensations of entanglement” (2).   
 
Without doubt, the sensory and emotional connotations of food rest within the individual. However, a 
distinctive feature of food memories is invariably driven by cultural and social characteristics. On a 
‘personal front memory denotes mental and physical attributes that aid the process of chronicling and 
remembering past experiences.’ On a ‘collective’ level, ‘memory works in the figurative domain’ 
(Holtzman 2009: 335). The experiences embedded in food memories work differently for different 
people. The analytical memories work through words, names, ingredients, ideas, plan/s of preparation, 
ideas, and subsequent completion of the dish “through exposure in oral [and/] or written form of 
memories. This can come by the way of a dish’s name, a recipe, a style of cooking, debates about food 
systems…” (Buchanan 2012: 119, 142, 308). Food memories are also referred to as “edible memories” 
(Taylor 2003: 2) which create stories for all involved.  
 
Constant repetition and habits are also related to food memories. Cutting; kneading of dough; baking; 
frying; preparing a dish; serving, offering, and sharing of food is an everyday practice, which is the 
result of habitual memories (Connerton 1989: 1561). This memory is the result of past knowledge gained 
through personal and collective experiences. When these processes are repeated, the performance of 
these actions is enhanced over a period of time. Food memories are the result of our past, impact our 
present and mould our future. David Sutton calls this “prospective memory, [a process that takes place] 
in the present to remember food events in the future [by which a] form [of] historical consciousness [is 
created]” (2001: 19, 26). 
 
All senses are involved in the creation of food memories. Actions are performed through the bodies 
which elicit emotionally thoughtful responses. Starvation and/ or satiation result in physically, 
emotionally, and mentally draining or satisfying experiences as the case may be. “These narratives, 
therefore, are the sites where affirmations, ambiguities, and contradictions inform an individual’s and 
group’s cultural subjectivities. The analyses of these forms of food narratives become the process of 
decoding the memories—sensory, cognitive, habitual, performative—that food creates. Every time a 
food memory is narrated—in an oral, written, or performative form—the food recalled is reproduced 
as an embodied experience. In telling what ‘we eat,’ we are showing who ‘we are.’ Therefore, it is not 
food that defines our social and cultural subjectivities but the stories we tell about our food practices. 
In short, food memory, as an embodied sense, has the capacity to season the narratives of our lives” 
(Abarca and Colby 2016: 7) 
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Movies and Food —Julie and Julia (2009)2; The Lunchbox (2013)3   
 
Ever since cinema came into being, there has been a strong connection between food and movies both 
in Hollywood and Bollywood. Film critics have written about the depiction of food in movies of the 
West4 but research on Indian movies dealing with food is scarce. 
 
“A film can be treated as a text: visual, verbal and musical constructs, employing symbolic means, 
shaped by rules, conventions and traditions intrinsic to the use of language” (Hall, 1975). Both Julie and 
Julia and The Lunchbox are ‘visual,’ have their specific ‘language’ of food, which has enough symbolism 
to satisfy the ‘palate’ of the cine-goers. 
 
Julie and Julia is based on the real life story of two women. Julia Child is the inspiration behind Julie 
Powell, an exasperated working woman trying to find the ropes of writing, turning over a new leaf to 
change her life. The film was based on two books: Julia Child’s autobiography My Life in France5 and 
Julie Powell’s blog-writing later published as Julie and Julia: 365 Days, 524 Recipes, 1 Tiny Apartment 
Kitchen.6 The movie Julie and Julia proved to be a huge success. It was the first movie based on a book 
and a ‘blog.’ The story oscillates between the lives of Julie Powell (Amy Adams) and Julia Child (Meryl 
Streep). Julie lives in Queens at the start of the 21st century while Julia, though an American, lived most 
of her life in Paris in the 1950s due to her husband’s government job. Both lead very different lives 
never cross paths yet their lives echo the captivating ‘pattern’ of each other.    
  
Julie, in late-twenties, married, works at the ‘Lower Manhattan Development Corporation’s call centre.’ 
During the day she attends to calls from 9/11 victims. At night she tries to find solace in cooking. 
Frustrated with her life, she resolves to change her life, challenge herself and “live bravely and actively” 
(Julie and Julia Special Features trailer 2009). She chooses to cook ‘524 recipes’ from Julia Child’s book 
Mastering the Art of French Cooking7 in ‘365 days.’ This transforms her life. She blogs about her 
painstaking journey and her blog becomes a success. 
 
Julia, in late thirties, married, lives in Paris, moves from hat-making to bridge cooking. She attends ‘Le 
Cordon Blue’, the French culinary school to learn French cooking. From this love of cooking arises the 
desire to write a cookbook on French cooking, with two other French women, for the “servantless” 

 
2 Julie and Julia. Nora Ephron. 2009. 
3 The Lunchbox. Ritesh Batra. 2013. 
4 Anne L. Bower, ed. “Reel Food.” Essays of Food and Film. New York, 2004; Tom Hertweck, ed. “Food on Film.” Bringing Something New to the Table. 
Lanham, 2014; James R. Keller. “Food, Film and Culture.” A Genre Study. Jefferson, 2006; Steve Zimmerman. Food in the Movies. Jefferson, 2009.    
5Julia Child and Alex Prud'Homme. My Life in France. New York, 2006. 
  
6 Julie Powell. Julie and Julia: 365 Days, 524 Recipes, 1 Tiny Apartment Kitchen. New York, 2005.  
7 Julia Child, et al. Mastering the Art of French Cooking. Vol. I. New York, 1961 and Julia Child, et al. Mastering the Art of French Cooking. Vol. II. New 
York, 1970.    
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(Julie and Julia) American women.    
 
Lives of both the women are similar yet different. Both are at a juncture which could have tipped either 
way. The unconditional support and steadfast love allow them to follow their hearts, pursue their 
dreams and achieve a sense of happiness through the fulfilment of their objectives. The joy brought 
about through cooking is the consequence of ‘sharing’ and ‘connecting over food.’ The director of the 
movie, Nora Ephron, says that the picture is about two women, separated through time, space and 
distance, who find love in cooking. They get immense happiness from it which also results in 
recognition from the world. (Julie and Julia Special Features trailer, 2009).      
 
Julie and Julia “alternates between Julia Child’s story as a restless American in Paris in the 1950s, longing 
to write a cookbook, and the adventures of Julie Powell in Queens, in 2002, as a confused young 
American wife who sets out to replicate Child’s recipes” (Denby, 2009).8 Another film critic, O. A. Scott9 
was of the opinion that both Julie and Julia were “in pursuit of a latent but powerful ambition, the joy 
of cooking” (2009). Kenneth Turan10 describes “Julie Powell and Julia Child as two women searching 
for something worth their involvement and both finding that cooking completed them and made them 
feel alive in ways wonderful and unforeseen” (2009). Dana Stevens11 postulates that “the characters’ 
common passion for cooking was more about a drive to reinvent themselves…Julie & Julia makes 
deboning a duck a feminist act and cooking a great meal a creative triumph” (2009).  
 
Carrie Ricky, for her part, compares the passion, for cooking, of the two protagonists and the inspiration 
behind it. She states that “Julia cooks because she is a sensualist and food gives her pleasure, second 
only to that of sex. Julie cooks because cooking gives her a measure of control over her disordered and 
disappointing life” (2009).12 The connecting component is food and Julie’s and Julia’s love for it. “The 
relationship at the heart of the movie—between a female mentor and pupil who never meet, but who 
share a joy of cooking—is one of common need to reinvent themselves. Through its dual fable of passion 
and driving ambition, Ephron’s Julie & Julia suggests that in achieving true happiness one must balance 
personal discipline, authentic love and professional accomplishment” (Tanks 2006: 15).   
 
The Lunchbox (2013) proves the old adage that ‘the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach.’ Like 
Julie and Julia, the central theme of the movie is food. Ila (Nimrat Kaur) belongs to the Mumbai middle-
class. Saajan Fernandes (Irfan Khan) works as a clerk in a company. The widowed man is near 
retirement. Ila, ignored by her husband, is as lonely as is Saajan. There is nothing common in their lives. 
A fluke of fate and their paths cross. Ila, who wants to get close to her husband again, decides to cook 
delicious dishes; on the advice of Auntie, Mrs. Deshpande (Bharti Achrekar).     
 

 
8 David Denby. The New Yorker. 2009. 
9 O. A. Scott. The New York Times. 2009. 
10 Kenneth Turan. The Los Angeles Times. 2009. 
11 Dana Stevens. Slate Magazine. 2009. 
12 Carrie Ricky. The Philadelphia Inquirer. 2009.  
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Auntie shouts to Ila “One bite of that, and he’ll build you a Taj Mahal” (The Lunchbox) as she sends 
down a basket full of spices. Ila laughs it off reminding her that “Taj Mahal is a tomb, auntie” (The 
Lunchbox). Despite her best efforts, the husband is not wooed back. To her dismay Ila learns that her 
husband is having an affair.  
 
‘The Lunchbox’ is sent to her husband through the dabbawallas,13 a well-known lunchbox delivery 
system in Mumbai. An inexplicable and “statistically impossible error” (The Lunchbox) as the ‘old man 
proudly’ says occurs. ‘The lunchbox’ is delivered to Saajan, who, appreciative of the food, sends a note 
of praise for the cook. What follows is a swapping of notes, fated to change their respective lives forever. 
The preparation had started lovingly to win the husband back. Now, pride, renewed vigour and a sense 
of liberation is involved as Saajan showers profuse appreciation for Ila’s cooking. He motivates her to 
leave, having come to know about her family condition through the messages. As with Julie and Julia, 
the third protagonist in The Lunchbox is also food. The symbolism attached with it gives new meaning/s 
to the preparation and consumption.  
Batra, the director, wanted to make a documentary on the dabbawallas of Mumbai. “They are very 
accurate and take a lot of pride in their job,” the director says, “the statistic is that one in six million 
lunchboxes goes to the wrong address. If something is happening one in six million times, it’s a miracle, 
not a mistake, so the story to me is about the miracle of the big city that connects these lonely souls” 
(Metz 2014).14 Instead, he decided to make a movie about the woman who cooks food which changes 
her life for the better. 
 
The relationship between Ila and ‘Auntie,’ is exceptional and captivating. ‘Auntie’ is a ‘voice’ coming 
from a window on the upper floor. The two women converse in the language of ‘aroma/s’ with its 
multifarious meanings. Mouth-watering dishes result from this conversation, which leave Saajan 
wanting more. Ila and Saajan decide to meet. Ila tells him about her dream to leave for ‘Bhutan’ where 
the cost of living is less. Saajan tells her to leave with him. She waits for him. He watches her from afar 
but does not take the final step towards her, realizing that he is no match to the beautiful and younger 
Ila. He tells her the truth that he could not meet her due to his own limitations. She tells him that she 
will go to ‘Bhutan’ to live a better life.    
 
Class, Kitchen, Gender 
 
Julia has unlimited recourses at her disposal. Julie’s kitchen is not only limited in space but also in 
resources as is Ila’s. Julie cannot join cookery classes like Julia due to the expense involved. In both the 
movies, the directors persisted that the dimensions of their kitchens should be small, signifying the 
insubstantiality of their lives. Nimrat Kaur mentioned in an interview: “The kitchen where I was 
shooting in the film was so cramped up that I would find it difficult to move... despite the suffocation 
I had to face, it actually translated beautifully onscreen, and displayed Ila’s claustrophobia in her 
marriage” (Kaur 2015).15 All ‘physical spaces’ in Julie and Julia and The Lunchbox are ‘filled with food 

 
13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dabbawala  
14 Nina Metz. Chicago Tribune. 2014. 
15 Nimrat Kaur. The Times of India. 2015. 
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memories,’ which are women’s ticket to happiness and freedom.  
 
Julia’s perseverance enables her to beat the all-pervasive obstacles and biases of the 1950s. She is the 
only woman in her class. When she completes the course with the highest honour, she earns the respect 
of the men in her class. Julie continues to cook even after she comes home exhausted. At dinner, on her 
terrace, she shouts triumphantly: “524 recipes in 365 days” (Julie and Julia). She is able to achieve what 
she had set out to do, especially ‘de-boning a duck, stuffing it and cooking it to perfection like Julia 
Child.’ 
 
The stories of both the movies have similitudes as well as differences. Food is the intrinsic trope in both 
and the “underlying theme is less food as something to cook than food as the binding and unifying 
element” (Denby 2009). These movies follow an unconventional approach to inspect what gives these 
women joy who are not after men, financial gains and/ or enhancement of beauty. Instead, the 
aspirations, wishes, objectives and passions weave their way into these films. The ups and downs of 
these women, who come out on the top after each challenge, are tackled with aplomb by both directors.  
These women come from different periods of time, different classes but their lives follow the same 
untrodden roads to pursue their goals. They are modern women of their times who are not deterred by 
obstacles. They adapt according to their circumstances and re-invent themselves in the ‘kitchen space’ 
to make a ‘niche’ for themselves in a largely male-dominated arena. “The transnational kitchen space 
is significant to both the movies and the shifting dynamics of the space can be traced in both wherein a 
discourse of self-discovery has been mapped. The ‘transnational’ kitchen space is a common bridge 
between the women in the movies hailing from different countries, talking about their love for cooking. 
It is symbolic of the transformation of the women from where they have been to where they want to 
be” (Ghosh and Reddy 2022: 11) Despite the fact that these women are attached to “domesticity” 
(Beauvoir 1989), the ‘kitchen space’ gives them the opportunity to make their distinctive individualities.  
 
Conclusion 
 
To understand food and its multi-dimensional symbolism, it has to be examined through “a holistic 
culinary approach” (Abarca 2012: 252). This analysis “necessitates an interdisciplinary paradigm that 
looks at food practices within the private and public, the personal and collective, and the local and 
global. It involves a dialogue across and between the humanities and social sciences” (Salas Carr and 
Abarca 2016: 207). This is the approach employed by the three women. Preparation of food begins as a 
‘private’ exercise on a ‘personal’ level and soon becomes ‘public’ on a ‘local’ and ‘global’ level. Julia 
writes a book, which Julie follows to create the recipes from the book. She gets her show The French Chef 
when she moves to New York. Julie, for her part, writes a blog about her experiences of cooking and a 
best-seller comes out of it. Julie also wrote another book16 after her encounter with Julia’s cooking. Ila 
learns that food can satisfy a person other than her husband, which frees her from the shackles of a 
loveless marriage. Food draws diverging emotions from these protagonists in their varied contexts. 
They own the ‘kitchen space’ and re-emerge as better selves. The cramped space of the kitchen does 
not confine them but allows them to find their identities from the new recipes they create. 

 
16 Julie Powell. Julie and Julia: My Year of Cooking Dangerously. New York. 2009. 
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Despite the new-found interest in food, with all its complexities, it is still not inspected in detail 
from the point of view of literary criticism and media studies. Very little attention has been given to 
study the ‘lived’ experiences of women in the kitchen. Mannur states that there is “a relative dearth of 
critical analysis of film and literature about food” (2010: 10). Two books17 examine the ‘possibilities and 
limitations of books/ movies based on food. The authors take a feminist viewpoint to inspect the 
manners in which food is used to present the ‘female body’ in the extensive selection of works. From 
the point of view social science, anthropology, gender, and class, the ‘kitchen space’ has to be examined 
more thoroughly to give the woman her duly earned space.   
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Abstract 
 

 
Theorizations on the subversive potential of memory to resurrect and recover lost history 

have been a central preoccupation for the poststructuralist as well as the postcolonial theorists 
alike. Judith Butler, in her groundbreaking work entitled Gender Trouble: Feminism and The 
Subversion of Identity contends gender to be a performance while looking at performativity as a 
“repetition and a ritual, which achieves its effects through its naturalization.”(Butler xv) Such a 
performance facilitates the endorsement of specific brands of identity. Memory, with its 
cognitive apparatus and discursive extensions, like gender, is a performative category that 
informs and refashions human subjectivity. The simultaneity of remembering, forgetting and 
strategically dismembering experiences involve a complex mechanism that is the domain of 
neuroscience as much as it is a cultural phenomenon. As an immediate site of memory, the trope 
of the body, then, becomes a crucial marker that determines acts of remembrance and forgetting. 
Using contemporary scholarship from a wide range of disciplines, this paper will endeavor to 
map memory as a performative category as it relates to the larger ideological project of 
re(producing) identities in the context of Kaushal Oza’s The Miniaturist of Junagadh (2021) and 
Srijit Mukherji’s Forget Me Not ( 2021) from the Ray anthology. 

 

Keywords: Memory, Performativity, Remembering, Cognitive, Subjectivity. 

 
Theorizations on the subversive potential of memory to resurrect and recover lost history have been a 
central preoccupation for the poststructuralist as well as the postcolonial theorists alike. Judith Butler, 
in her groundbreaking work entitled Gender Trouble: Feminism and The Subversion of Identity contends 
gender to be a performance while looking at performativity as a “repetition and a ritual, which achieves 
its effects through its naturalization.” (Butler xv) Such a performance facilitates the endorsement of 
specific brands of identity. Memory, with its cognitive apparatus and discursive extensions, like 
gender, is a performative category that informs and refashions human subjectivity. The simultaneity of 
remembering, forgetting and strategically dismembering experiences involve a complex mechanism 
that is the domain of neuroscience as much as it is a cultural phenomenon. As an immediate site of 
memory, the trope of the body, then, becomes a crucial marker that determines acts of remembrance 
and forgetting. Using contemporary scholarship from a wide range of disciplines, this paper will 
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endeavor to map memory as a performative category as it relates to the larger ideological project of 
re(producing) identities in the context of Kaushal Oza’s The Miniaturist of Junagadh (2021) and Srijit 
Mukherji’s Forget Me Not (2021) from the Ray anthology. 
 
The inscrutability associated with memory has intrigued and baffled scholars. As a term, it resists 
definition. Yadin Dudai defines memory as an “imprinting of past experience, be it physical, mental or 
both”. (Dudai 11) Behavioral scientists had often linked memory with changes in the behavior of human 
beings but recent developments in neuroscience have grown past such readings. The repetitive quality 
of memory, its ability to be reproduced and reinterpreted, amplifies its sense of elasticity.  
 

We preserve memories of each epoch in our lives, and these are continually reproduced; 
through them, as by a continual relationship, a sense of our identity is perpetrated. But 
precisely these memories are repetitions, because they are successively engaged in very 
different systems of notions, at different periods of our lives, they have lost the form and 
the appearance they once had. (Halbwachs 47)          
                                                                                                  

Recent developments within the contemporary culture of Memory Studies has always addressed the 
“twilight status” (Huyssen 3) of memory itself. Memory is always seen to be navigating contradictory 
forces- the material and the discursive, the internal and the external, the embodied and the extended. 
Memory can be seen as a fluid continuum of the past that seamlessly spills into the present, thereby 
problematizing time play. The temporal status of memory, then, as a function of human subjectivity, is 
marked by a characteristic duality. 
 

Memory sits then at the crossroads of two directions in which experience extends: one 
axis stretches back towards the past and forward to an anticipated future; the other axis 
mobilises memory to inform our current actions in relation to the changing world around 
us. (Brown and Reavey 46)   
 

The intersecting strands of Memory Studies and Humanities, in recent times, have interrogated 
monolithic grand narratives while unearthing the marginalized narratives from the cobwebs of history. 
Narratives, both literary as well as filmic, serve as powerful vehicles to explore historical as well as 
socio-cultural amnesia. In the words of Birgit Neumann, literary fictions as well as cinematic narrations 
“disseminate influential models of both individual and cultural memories.” (Neumann 333) Cinema, 
as a cultural apparatus that consolidates and informs certain brands of dominant ideology, engages 
with varied kinds of representation in order to uphold and challenge “culturally prevailing notions of 
memory” (Neumann 336). Cinematic memory is a question of representation and the politics of it.  
Literary, as well as cinematic, representations have conferred agency on the apparently innocuous act 
of remembering to suggest how the process of remembering is a highly biased and selective activity. 
While reflecting on the complex cognitive mechanism of remembering, Siegfried J. Schmidt argues, 

 
Remembering needs production which requires occasions, demands, and gratifications, 
which in turn are steered by cognitions, emotions, and moral orientations and which are 
specified in histories and discourses. Remembering needs performance, that is to say, 
narrations of remembrances, which make use of narrative schemata as modes of socially 
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acceptable production and performance of remembrances, of appropriate verbal 
instruments such as metaphors and pictures, and of optical symbolizations such as 
stereotypes or schematizations.”(Schmidt 194) 
 

Remembering and forgetting are not defined by their contrastive nature but are closely interconnected 
activities.  Thus the dynamics between recall and erasure is rooted in specific historical junctures. 
Closely related to the idea of remembering and forgetting is the concept of retrieval. Social customs and 
prohibitions act upon these cognitive components of memory in order to manipulate retrievals- both 
in case of the individual as well as in the national consciousness. The social, political and ideological 
investments determine the modes through which memory must be performed. The mainstream 
consciousness filters out those memories that are inadmissible by the social standards.  
 
Novelists, literary scholars and filmmakers have engaged with the far-flung ramifications of the 
monumental event of the Partition to imaginatively reconstruct the cultural trauma experienced by the 
survivors across different generations. Memory, especially the chasm between private and public 
memory, functions to resist official historiography and offer counter discourse to unravel individual 
narratives. Such contestations offer multiple perspectives while revisiting the same historical event.  
 
Based on Stefan Zweig’s Der Unsichtbare Sammlung ( The Invisible Collection: Tales of Obsession and Desire), 
Kaushal Oza’s The Miniaturist of Junagadh(2021) chronicles the personal tragedy of a Muslim family 
against the backdrop of a political tragedy of the fragmentation of a nation in the wake of the Partition. 
Like Ismat Chughtai’s Roots, Oza’s short film of 29 minutes duration probes into the psychological 
recesses of the protagonist Husyn Naqqash, essayed by Naseeruddin Shah. Husyn was a miniaturist 
par excellence in the Nawab’s palace who is compelled to abandon his ancestral house in Junagadh and 
migrate to Karachi, Pakistan with his family. The prospective Hindu owner of the house, Kishorilal, 
(essayed by Raj Arjun) is a nonchalant religious bigot who refuses to register the attendant trauma 
associated with forced evacuation from one’s homeland. The chance mention of Husyn’s priceless 
paintings piques Kishorilal’s interest who is keen to acquire the house with all its belongings. Husyn’s 
compromised vision is a hallmark of his fidelity to his vocation which he flaunts unflinchingly like a 
‘badge of honour’ (The Miniaturist of Junagadh). The notion of negotiating memories is a highly complex 
cognitive process for the victims of any traumatic event.  Husyn’s memory is a spectral presence that 
resurfaces time and again- in the form of fluid traces. Internalization of such memory traces becomes a 
pathological condition due to the inability of the subject to negotiate the treacherous space between 
remembering and forgetting. For Husyn, however, it is the element of simultaneity that accommodates 
and informs his relation to the past. Husyn stands at the cusp of a changing world order- almost at the 
intersection of tradition and modernity that is keen to erode the foundation of his personal history. 
Husyn clings on to the pleasurable memories of his homeland through sensory perceptiveness- the 
fragrance of tea or a personal quirk to leave behind the remaining tea in the container in the hope of 
retuning back to his homeland. On the other hand, Husyn’s passionate recollections of the intricacies 
of his craft as an acclaimed artist and his life as a miniaturist at the Nawab’s palace entail a strategic 
curtailment of any direct reference to the violence of the partition. Such intentional omissions point to 
an innate tendency of Husyn to suppress unpalatable events by focalizing on those memories that offer 
emotional sustenance. It is only through such carefully orchestrated suppressions that Husyn can 
envision a return to his homeland. This endeavor to view the past as a static and immutable category 
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is what Sveltana Boym refers to as “Restorative Nostalgia” (1) which Husyn seems to embody. Slippage 
in the act of recollection, for Husyn, is a means to exercise his agency which in turn will structure his 
identity. Through the enactment of remembering and forgetting as parallel states of being, Husyn 
establishes his identity as an artist and a connoisseur of art.  
 
Husyn, unlike his family, is not the victim of Partition in a similar manner. Husyn, who takes great 
pride in his miniature paintings, remain oblivious of the predicament of his prized possessions. His 
daughter Noor, (essayed by Rasika Dugal) in a voiceover, reveals that the paintings were traded in 
order to ensure protection during the turbulent days of the partition. Noor’s memories of the ghastly 
bloodshed, plundered houses, mass killings and carnage that followed in the wake of the Partition 
rehearses the psychological trauma associated with the cultural memory of the event. Various scholars 
across disciplines have interpreted the notion of cultural memory. Patrick Crowley opines: 
 

Cultural memory can be understood as lying somewhere between the public space of 
History, with its marshalling and interpretation of what society takes to be objective facts, 
and the private, subjective space of local stories and personal memory. Cultural memory 
can be taken as an intermediary space constituted by the aesthetic forms of high culture 
and those everyday objects that are invested with family memories. (Crowley 161) 
 

Mieke Bal in Acts of Memory: Cultural Recall in the Present explains that cultural memory can be 
understood “as a cultural phenomenon as well as an individual or social one… Neither remnant, 
document, nor relic of the past, nor floating in a present cut off from the past, cultural memory, for 
better or for worse, links the past to the present and future…we invoke the discourse of cultural 
memory to mediate and modify difficult or tabooed moments of the past that nonetheless impinge, 
sometimes fatally, on the present.”(Bal vii) Noor’s act of narrativising the trauma, through a voice over, 
is not merely a benign recollection but a process of transmuting the memories of a tumultuous past into 
a somewhat palatable present. As a cinematic device, voice-over is strategically deployed to execute 
the act of performing memory as it were. Unlike the flashback technique that transports a character 
back to a historical past, the voice over technique allows a character to revisit the past as an intensely 
subjective as well as emotional experience. Noor’s voiceover, like the absent paintings of Husyn, tries 
to bridge the spatial distance between a ravaged past and an equally haunting present. Thus, for Noor, 
the psychological trauma of partition that accompanied the historical event is marked by a guilt-
stricken conscience that Husyn remains oblivious of.  However, the act of narrativising trauma, 
according to Mieke Bal, is an impossible mission and more importantly, a contradiction in terms. The 
relation between narratives and the act of traumatic recall is problematised by Bal who argues that a 
traumatic memory can never become a narrative since they resist all kinds of integration. 
 

Traumatic events in the past have a persistent presence, which explains why that presence 
is usually discussed in terms of memory as traumatic memory…the concept of traumatic 
memory is in fact a misnomer, if not a contradiction. Traumatic memories remain present 
for the subject with particular vividness and/or resist integration. In both cases, they 
cannot become narratives, either because the traumatizing events are mechanically 
reenacted as drama rather than synthetically narrated by the memorizing agent who 
“masters’ them, or because they remain “outside” the subject. (Bal viii) 
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Unlike Husyn who performs ‘ellipsisthe omission” (Bal ix) of certain events, Noor recounts the 
atrocities inflicted on their neighbours with the primary objective of situating the traumatic memory 
within a “cultural context whose frame evokes and enables the memory.”(Bal x)  The trauma of the 
knowledge of having sold the paintings supersedes the trauma of the physical brutalities of the past. 
Noor’s failure to voice the trauma, except in a voiceover, continues to haunt her.  Husyn attempts to 
“articulate” (Husseyn 253) memories that are marked by a narrative texture while Noor’s recollections 
remain purely traumatic in nature.  Susan J. Brison distinguishes between narrative and traumatic 
memory. Narrative memories display a characteristic reliance on “linguistic and other symbolic 
representations”(Brison 42) whereas traumatic memories are “more tied to the body.”(Brison 42) Thus 
Husyn’s memories are rooted in specific objects, like the paintings or the valuable gramophone, that 
trigger and enable the past to “become memory” (Husseyn). Memory, therefore, is an active process of 
becoming, un-becoming and re-becoming which functions through different modes of articulation. 
 
 Husyn and his family, despite being victims of the sectarian and psychological violence of the partition, 
respond to it differently. Husyn masters the scarring memories through interplay of selection and 
rejection in the process of imaginatively reconstructing coherent narratives. Through this negotiation 
of inclusion and exclusion, Husyn holds on to the language of his homeland Urdu rather 
unselfconsciously -another spectral trace of memory that defines his personality.  
 
Memory is mediated not merely through the interplay of cultural variables but through the body. The 
body is as much of a neural machine as a cultural signifier. The trope of the body is significant as a tool 
of cultural representation to understand how human bodies participate in the process of encoding, 
consolidation and the eventual retrieval of memory.  Husyn’s compromised vision is a medical 
condition that contributes to the way he recollects his past through selective dismembering of the 
unpalatable reality of the Partition. The ailing body of Husyn, therefore, seeks refuge in the memories 
of a past that is wrapped in nostalgia of happier times whereas Noor’s remembrance invokes the 
ground reality of the traumatic event itself. The body becomes a vital locus through which embodied 
memory is articulated and performed.  
 
The Miniaturist of Junagadh, thus, plays out the dialectics of recollections and erasures through the 
interrupted identity of Husyn and Noor to foreground the complex dimensions of memory as a 
cognitive apparatus that is reconfigured through socio-cultural codifications. The disjunction between 
the remembering self and the remembered self must be negotiated to confront trauma through a careful 
manipulation of memories. Husyn and Noor, in their own ways, turn out to be the victim of a traumatic 
event in history and its gruesome memories. The Miniaturist of Junagadh does not juxtapose memory 
against forgetting but looks at the two cognitive categories in a synaptic suspension of continuum.  
 
Director Srijit Mukherji strategically explores the chasm between experiencing an event and failing to 
remember it as a powerful stimulus for creative expression. Forget Me Not, the first story in the Ray 
(2021) anthology is a crystallization of that expression. The anthology pays homage to the multi-
hyphenate that Satyajit Ray was by reinterpreting his stories in the contemporary light. Forget Me Not 
is a modern reinterpretation of Bipin Chowdhury’r Smritibhrom( translated as Bipin Chowdhury’s Memory 
Loss) that chronicles the meteoric rise and subsequent fall of Ipsit Rama Nair (essayed by Ali Fazal)- a 
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corporate hotshot who apparently, ‘never forgets’. (Forget Me Not). The apparently innocuous humour, 
almost a comic disposition of sorts, underlines Bipin Chowdhury’r Smritibhrom which is traded for 
sinister forms of memory loss in Forget Me Not. Ipsit, the alpha male with the “brain of a computer” 
(Forget Me Not) is introduced as the entrepreneur par excellence. This emphasis on Ipsit’s infallible 
memory sets the tone for his subsequent neurosis and psychological meltdown. Unlike a computer, the 
human mind is hard-wired to be biased- both emotionally as well as cognitively. Ipsit’s pride in his 
cognitive credential to remember everything is splintered to pieces after a chance encounter with the 
charming Rhea Saran, essayed by Anindita Bose. Ipsit’s life spirals into paranoia when he fails to recall 
a passionate affair with Rhea. The experiential quality that constitutes memory is compromised for Ali 
who has no access to a past that seems to jeopardize his present. The attempt to retrieve a memory and 
thus actively reconstitute some aspect of one’s past turns into an obsession that blurs the boundary 
between the real and the imagined. Ipsit’s memory loss is induced by the machinations of his colleagues 
and friends who feel betrayed by his frigid and contemptuous demeanour. Erasure is in-built into the 
very mechanism of memory and thus processing of information must involve filtration of memory 
traces as well. Ipsit’s ability to remember everything makes him incapacitated to execute acts of 
slippages that compromise his humane attributes of empathy, imagination and most of all, sanity. 
Forgetting is a mandatory pre-requisite of a functional mind- Ipsit’s quest to revert back to a past 
disrupts his quotidian life. Forgetting is not merely a passive cognitive component but can be 
engineered discursively. Ipsit is duped into believing that he is the victim of an acute memory crisis- 
forgetting is therefore manufactured externally and acts as a stimulus to derail Ipsit from the humdrum 
of his everyday life. Moreover, the contestation between private and public memory plays on the 
vulnerability and insecurity of Ipsit which paves the way for his psychological disintegration. While 
evidence and friends’ testimonials confirm his getaway with Rhea, Ipsit’s private memory bears no 
trace of it whatsoever. The dialectics of tension that emerges from a conflict between private and public 
memory thrusts Ipsit into a labyrinth of self-doubt, conflict and unending vacillations that ultimately 
claim his sanity.  
 
While Bipin Choudhurir Smritibhram revolves around one colossal event of memory loss, the narrative 
of Forget Me Not encompasses multiple episodes of memory crisis. Forget Me Not is a deliberation on 
the necessity to forget, without which our minds would be “cluttered with needless and unwanted 
thoughts and facts” (Brandt 266).  
 
In the poststructuralist world we currently inhabit, identities are produced, re(produced) and in a 
constant dialogue with an array of socio-cultural markers. Identity, then, is a matter of self fashioning 
based on what the mind chooses to remember or forget.  
 

We are right to assert that the formation of each identity is a kind of resilience, in other 
words, a kind of contradictory construction, a synthesis of memory and forgetting, of 
constitution and effacement of forms. (Malabou 77) 
 

This synthesis of memory and forgetting is vital for the emotional sustenance of the self. 
Forgetting confers a sense of agency which prevents the imaginative component of the mind 
from withering away. Ipsit’s desperate but futile attempt to recall a past that eludes him borders 
on the edge of a pathological condition. Ipsit constructs his selfhood through the commercial 
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repertoire of facts and data and rather unselfconsciously confuses memory for data. Ipsit’s friend 
remarks, “What’s data for you, are memories for me.”(Forget Me Not). Ipsit is a product of a 
consumerist culture and represents those very same values of consumerism with a careless 
disregard for other people’s feelings. By mastering the art of conveniently suppressing and 
overlooking everything that is unpalatable to Ipsit, he inhabits what Fredric Jameson refers to as 
a perpetual present. (2) Such a perpetual present ends up producing socio-cultural amnesia 
which the subject fails to recognize. Ipsit fails to register the pain of his loyal secretary Maggie, 
essayed by Shweta Basu Prasad, who was coerced by Ipsit into aborting their child or the disdain 
of his friend who is belittled by Ipsit. Ipsit’s eventual descent into a succession of harrowing 
experiences destabilizes him. The climactic shot places a deranged Ipsit in a mental facility with 
Maggie revealing how she had orchestrated his downfall to seek vengeance on Ipsit.  
 
The cinematic representations of The Miniaturist of Junagadh and Forget Me Not explore the myriad 
dimensions of memory and the internalization of various codes that relate to the functioning of 
memory. Traces of memory take multiple forms- from conscious recall to sudden reemergence. The 
conceptualization of memory as a performative category that is enacted through ideological vectors 
reconfigures the way memory operates. The recent explosion of the memory boom has opened up new 
vistas of knowledge whereby remembering is no longer viewed as an ontological opposite of forgetting 
but rather a necessary appendage to the process of recall. In The Miniaturist of Junagadh and Forget Me 
Not, memory becomes an umbilical cord that is interrogated to examine the relationship between the 
biological self and the world beyond. Aesthetic representations offer an insight into the performative 
aspect of memory to emphasize its enactive quality. 
 
Notes: 

1. Boym distinguishes between Restorative and Reflective nostalgia. Reflective nostalgia glorifies 
the past as something which is immutable, static and fixed. Reflective Nostalgia is characterized 
by a sense of longing and wistful yearning for the past. Restorative nostalgia attempts to 
reconstruct the past as if it were a changing entity- forever in a state of flux and kinesis.  

2. Fredric Jameson uses the phrase ‘perpetual present’ to describe the postmodern era. For Jameson, 
the postmodern condition is marked by a sense of ahistoricity.  
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Abstract 
 

 
Scholars have argued that the process of remembering takes place in a social context, and 
not in social vacuum (Misztal 2003). There exists a long history of the role of memory in 
the processes of inheritance, appropriation, and recognition that an individual or a family 
attach to a house. In this research paper, I focus on how house/home as space/site for 
memory making is not static, rather a fluid process. Through sociological approaches to 
memory, my work argues that the Partition (of British India and of provinces of Bengal) 
and migration of people thereafter has shaped the everyday life of displaced individuals 
who moved to the city of Calcutta (now Kolkata) and contributed to their sense of home 
and belonging. Moving from one house to another not only reflected the significance of 
associational memory but also the forms of social remembrance. Therefore, the meanings 
and values that individuals attached to their “new home” were conditional to the memory 
of their “old home”. The data presented here was collected through two rounds of 
qualitative fieldwork in Kolkata between September 2017 and July 2018, where 
remembering displacement happened among the middle-class at both the individual and 
community levels. 

 

 

Keywords: Home, Social Remembrance, Middle-Class, Belonging, Partition. 

 
I 

Urban spaces in South Asian cities are layered with meanings, values, and socio-cultural norms. This 
richness implies that even homes are not simply shelters but spaces which shape and are shaped by 
social interactions and cultural values. Here the role of memories is irrefutable. Sociologist Barbara 
Misztal (2003) noted that the process of remembering entails reflexivity on the part of the individual as 
well as communities. This she highlights constitutes our identities in the society, as the process of 
remembering takes place in a social context, and not in social vacuum. That is ‘the main assumption of 
the inter subjectivist sociology of memory is that, while it is the individual who remembers, 
remembering is more than just a personal act’ (Misztal 2003:6). Here the aspect of inter-subjectivity 
seems to denote to the past as lived in relation to others. Thus, the central characteristic of studying 
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memory in sociology entails studying the relation between individuals in that society.  
 
Furthermore Misztal (2003:11) asserts that ‘Memory is social because every memory exists through its 
relationship with what has been shared with others: language, symbols, events, and social and cultural 
contexts’. Here the family plays a crucial role in the construction of memories along with social 
communities. Given this context, the house becomes an important site around which several memories 
are produced and maintained. Home is a coveted place of belonging and strongly attached to it is a 
sense of ownership. In lieu of this, a sense of continuity helps to recapture places of the past through 
familiar and treasured artifacts, especially in the case of refugees’ and displaced individuals’ 
attachment to one’s roots, language, and memories.  
 
Here I focus on how the house and home as a space and site for memory making is not static; rather it 
is a fluid process. Considering the Partition (of British India and of provinces of Bengal)1 as a watershed 
socio-political event that has shaped the understandings on homeownership and sense of belonging in 
West Bengal is a significant one. Through sociological approaches to memory, I argue that as the city 
underwent significant turmoil and witnessed the influx of several people, this shaped the everyday life 
of everyone residing here, and both contributed and altered their understanding of the city, 
neighborhood, and home. In several cases, the meanings and values that individuals attached to their 
‘new house’ were conditional to the memory of their ‘old home’. Therefore, the patina of nostalgia that 
is being referred to here, in the context of the home, extended over a large section of society and over a 
very long period. 
 
Through qualitative fieldwork conducted in Kolkata between September 2017 and July 2018, my work 
argues that the Partition and migration of people thereafter has shaped everyday life of displaced 
individuals who moved to the city and even contributed to their sense of home. Respondents often 
fondly refer to their poitrik bari (ancestral house) in East Bengal (now Bangladesh) as desh (village, 
country), from where they have been displaced and relocated in Calcutta (now Kolkata). Many even 
lamented of not being able to revisit the house of their childhood memories and wished to someday 
return to their natal place to relive the memories. Amongst other things, these narratives clearly 
highlighted the memories that people attach to home as a place. It is at this intersection that this paper 
is a study of mnemonic accounts attached to house/home and senses/spaces in everyday life among 
the middle-class displaced individuals. Therefore, the rich social and cultural history of the city 
suggests that different perspectives of the ‘home’ co-exist here, and it can be juxtaposed along with 
multiple imageries of the city.  

 
1 It has been argued that ‘there were three partitions in 1947—of British India and of the provinces of Bengal and Punjab—that created 
the new nation-states of India and a spatially fragmented West and East Pakistan’ (Roy 2012:3). In my thesis I engage mainly with the 
partition of Bengal as most respondents shared narratives of that. I also refer to the events which carved out Bangladesh in 1971 as and 
when respondents mentioned about it. Since the movement of people continued for few years around this time, the influx of people 
continued to have an impact on the population already residing in West Bengal. Following Roy (2012), even I see Partition as a process 
rather than a single event.  
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Discussions in this paper moves along three broad lines of thought. Firstly, using the narratives I speak 
about how respondents engage in negotiating the house and home. Secondly, I consider the 
respondents’ reflections on Partition memories. Finally, I deliberate the respondents’ accounts on 
memories and nostalgia related to the value of house and objects within it. These three trajectories assist 
in shaping the everyday meanings of house and home among the middle-class in Kolkata.  
 

II 
As I entered the field, I would frequently ask my respondents— ‘What comes to your mind when you 
think of the house and the home?’ This was specifically asked to initiate a discussion on the ‘house’ and 
the ‘home’ as two separate categories in the field and to map out the points of convergence and 
divergence between them. Though the words such as ‘house’, ‘home’, and ‘dwelling’ are 
interchangeably used, there remains a difference between these (Samanani and Lenhard 2019). While 
‘house’ indicates the physical structure, ‘home’ primarily denotes the social and symbolic aspects. In 
the vernacular context familiar to the Hindu Bengali speaking respondents in the field, it was observed 
that both the terms were invariably referred to as ‘bari’; with the presence of few other words such as 
‘ghar’, ‘basha’, ‘neer’, prevalent among people speaking different dialects of the Bengali language. Within 
the Bengali community those who came from East Bengal are referred as ‘bangal’ and those from West 
Bengal as ‘ghati’. Thus, the partitioned landscape of Bengal shaped the practices of identity formation 
in everyday life. This also influenced how they made sense of the terms house and home.  It was 
observed that for many bangal families, a reference to ‘bari’ (home) took them back to their ‘desh’ 
(village) in East Bengal and reminiscing about their family back there was often an emotional journey.  
During an hour-long interview of a respondent, who is a professor of physics in a government college 
in Kolkata, he revealed that he was born in Mymensingh in purba Pakistan (east Pakistan, now 
Bangladesh). After his father’s demise, initially his eldest brother shifted to Calcutta to their pishi’r bari 
(aunt’s house). Then his mother and other siblings (including him) shifted here in 1966; and they started 
living in a rented accommodation near Dumdum. He called this their ‘border transition history’ which 
took place for over 1960-1966. For him the theme of house and home seemed abstract as he shared that 
there were several things that came to his mind related to it, yet not everything could be put into words. 
Nevertheless, he expressed that:  
 

I consider that there are two words that are very closely related. One is ‘bhalobasha’—that 
is love between people and in this case amongst family members and another is ‘bhalo-
basha’—that is having a good home. For both, trust is very important. Bari for me has been 
freedom within constraints and will always continue to be so (Chandan Goswami, 
12/12/2018). 
 

In the course of the interview, I realized that the respondent is a man of few words but his observations 
on house and home were apt. 2 Engrossed in pouring his heart out about their ancestral house in 
Mymensingh, he even took to mapping out his childhood home surrounded by a variety of fruit-
bearing trees. Thus, this narrative highlighted the place of childhood home in our memory.  

 
2 I have translated these narratives from Bengali into English, keeping their meanings intact and thereby including them here. 
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Several other respondents also agreed that the house can be in many places, but the home is only in 
one place. While some narrated the significance of the three necessities of mankind—khaddo, bostro, 
bashosthan (food, clothing, and housing), most agreed that being surrounded by loved ones made life 
peaceful. Reflecting upon this question on the house and the home, one respondent, who is a teacher 
in an affluent English medium school in south Kolkata indicated that it is the people inhabiting the 
house that make it a home and over the years many incidents and memories help us to shape our 
sentiments attached to the home (Lily Chatterjee, 27/12/2018). It may not have any extravagant 
arrangement but the comfort of being close to a loved one matters the most and is always remembered. 
Another respondent, who is a retired government sector employee, fondly recollected that whenever 
someone mentions the word ‘house’, she thinks of the joint family structure that was earlier prevalent 
across India, where family members of different generations inhabited the house—grandparents, 
parents, siblings, uncles, and aunts. She added that: 
 

I do not think of the house as a physical structure in terms of the four walls but of the 
residents. In our ancestral house in Maulavibazar in East Bengal, so many members lived 
together under the same roof. However, over time, mostly because of demanding jobs, 
they started getting scattered. Even my father moved out of that house because he got a 
job in Shillong (in India). Then the meaning of house for me became a place where I lived 
together with my parents and siblings (Pratima Deb, 22/06/2018). 
 

This narrative highlights the transitions in the meaning of home and how memories are attached to 
spaces. She recollected an incident from her childhood. In the year 1950, she was 6 years old; one 
morning when she woke up, she saw that their house (in Shillong) was full of people. Being young she 
could not understand what was happening but was able to recognize few of their distant relatives and 
acquaintances. She narrated that she overheard that the country has been divided and these people 
from East Bengal have come to stay in their house. As many people shared their stories of escaping 
torture and leaving all their belongings behind, the situation affected her quite badly and even she was 
traumatized. Thereby the respondent highlighted that the incidents in the years around Partition had 
shaped her childhood memories of home.3  
 
When enquired about his bari, another respondent who is a businessman residing in north Kolkata, 
clearly said that: 
 

Our poitrik bari (ancestral house) was in Kushtia in Nadia district (in Bangladesh). Ektur 
jonno ota Bangladesh side e chole gelo Partition er somoy (During the time of Partition it 
became a part of Bangladesh). From Calcutta it would hardly take 5-6 hours to reach our 
house. I have heard my father used to visit Calcutta for work related purposes and again 
return to desh. Gradually he settled in Calcutta around 1938-40, even before Independence 
(Debopratim Saha, 18/12/2018).  

 
3 On another note, the respondent added that her doctor has recommended her to sit and think about past events, mainly the pleasant 
memories, as that is a great way to combat neurological problems such as Alzheimer’s disease. 
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He lamented that they had a huge house in Kushtia built by his grandfather, but they received nothing 
in return. Driven by sentiments of his ancestral house he exclaimed that even the bricks in that land 
still bear the name and blood of his family. During the interview it was mentioned that while several 
thousand families moved to India in the years before and after Partition, their claims of homeownership 
in different localities in East Bengal were thin due to the absence of ‘proper’ documents.  
 
The respondent continued to point out how reference to the Partition comprised of both learning about 
traumatic incidents that his family and close relatives faced around that time and some first-hand 
experiences related to recording the past. He pointed out that for his family and most of their relatives 
it was ‘ek kapoore asha’ meaning that the family members moved with only a single set of clothes on 
themselves, sans anything else. Having lost everything that belonged to them, he recounted that his 
family was even unable to receive any compensation under the Enemy Property Act (EPA) of 19654 
because of their lack of homeownership documents. Along with his brothers, he had made plans of 
visiting their house on the other side of the border and try to get hold of some proof. He claimed that 
some of their relatives had also vouched to help them in the process, but for them, the plan of visiting 
their bhiti (roots) has not yet materialized. There exists a long history of the role of memory and social 
remembering in the processes of inheritance, appropriation, and recognition that an individual or a 
family attach to a house. Therefore memory, memorialization, and commemoration are some of the 
common facets that guide individuals and collectives in their everyday life. However, what underlined 
this case was that the absence of documents meant that the family could not make claims of 
homeownership. Therefore, their claims only remained symbolically present in their memories and 
narratives. Here we also see how individuals often try to socially create and recreate certain aspects of 
their identity. In the absence of any marker of proof, this case highlights how emphasis is laid upon the 
individual and collective memory in recreating essential documents. 
 
While his homemaker wife explained that their desh was in Kumilla (near Tripura) in East Bengal. She 
recollected from the stories that she had heard about her family history that her parents had moved to 
Jalpaiguri (in West Bengal) before 1947. Though it was a muffasil, her reminiscence of the 
neighbourhood spoke about the close bonding that existed among neighbours who had similar 
experiences of displacement (Sreemati Saha, 18/12/2018). 

 
4 As economist Abul Barkat (2011) has noted, the Enemy Property Act was enacted by the Pakistani regime during the 1965 Indo-Pak 
War. The Pakistani ruling elites wanted to reduce the Bengali speaking population of East Pakistan by driving out the Bengali Hindu 
population. He notes that along with the EPA, Vested Property Act (VPA) has impacted on the forced migration of Hindu population, 
mostly to India. Therefore, reports have suggested that the Act was widely used against the religious minority in East Bengal. Barkat 
(2011) notes ‘The East Bengal Evacuees (Administration of Immovable Property) Act 1951, which was enacted for administering, 
preserving, and protecting the immovable properties of the evacuees, also affected the Hindu elite and zamindars who were the owners 
of huge property, lands, and buildings. He has estimated that a total number of Hindus affected by the EPA would be approximately 1.2 
million. 
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Discussion of Partition memories and experiences of displaced individuals demands extensive 
engagement. Here I indicate how memories of house and living conditions remained etched in the 
memories of several individuals and families, even after years, even when they might not have 
experienced it themselves. Adding to this, the husband narrated that: 
 

Many of our relatives came to our house and stayed. They wanted some shelter in 
Calcutta. Those who did not have any relatives here they stayed in refugee camps, but 
those with relatives stayed in their house for some time and then got settled, rarely did 
they return. Ashte ashte nijeder jaega kore niyeche ekhane (Gradually they made place for 
themselves). There were no refugee camps in proper Calcutta, mostly in the outskirts and 
muffasil areas, such as Barasat, Madhyamgram, Ranaghat. The houses that people left 
behind in Bangladesh were either abandoned, occupied by others and so on. Very few 
people were able to sell it off (Debopratim Saha, 18/12/2018).   
 

Thus, in the backdrop of Partition, for many, house and home simply meant ashroy (shelter) or having 
a roof above one’s head in the city. Bandyopadhyay (2009) has pointed out in his study that as refugees 
flocked to Calcutta in large numbers, several squatter colonies and refugee colonies came up in various 
parts of south Calcutta such as Jadavpur, Bejoygarh, Jodhpur military barracks, and near Dhakuria 
Lake area. What bound them together along with their lost property was the faint reminiscence of their 
forgotten lives that reflects the reality of entangled urban living in Calcutta till today. While for those 
families who were already residing in Calcutta, the Partition necessitated new kinds of negotiations 
with the moving in of refugees in their neighbourhood and the building of resettlement colonies across 
the city and its suburbs. This, therefore, leads to the shaping of multiple urban imaginaries of the city 
as well as understandings of everyday life in the city.  
 
Another respondent, who moved from Faridpur (now in Bangladesh) to West Bengal around 1948 with 
his father, shared that in the initial years finding a place to stay was quite difficult.  He recollected that 
his father would leave him at relatives’ house and go searching for a place for them. During the 
interview, he reminisced that: 
 

For a couple of months, we stayed in Dhubulia (in Nadia District) and then moved to 
Habra where we received a small plot of land from the government. It was a very menial 
construction with a tin roof, there was one room, one kitchen, and a bathroom. Everything 
happened gradually as it was not possible for my father to bear all the costs. When I 
started working in the postal services department, even I invested some money and did 
some remodeling of that house. Over time Habra has changed so much that I cannot even 
associate with the place I grew up and what it has become now. From Habra, I moved to 
Paikpara in 1979 as it was closer to my workplace and then shifted to this flat here in 
Kalikapur (along the E.M. Bypass) in 2007. But I still have the longing to return to our 
Faridpur house, it will never get erased from my memory (Bimal Haldar, 23/06/2018).  
 

In this narrative, we come across the instability that the respondent and others like him experienced 
while moving from one house to another in refugee colonies.  It has been noted that often a relief to 
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refugees, such as dwelling places, were provided by the government as a temporary arrangement.5 
Various reports and academic writings have indicated that as the official definition of refugees kept 
changing, so did the promises of relief and rehabilitation (Chatterji 2011). Refugee rehabilitation and 
land distribution was taken up by the West Bengal government under the guidance of then Chief 
Minister Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy who by mid-1950 had declared that there was no more land available 
for refugee rehabilitation purpose. It was also declared that refugees would be sent to neighbouring 
states for rehabilitation purpose. 
 
Speaking on this issue, several respondents shared their views. One respondent asserted that the 
Partition had tremendously affected Calcutta as innumerable displaced families came to Calcutta and 
took up land wherever they could find. He then cited the example of Jodhpur Park (in south Kolkata) 
and pointed out that till the 1960s it was all jungle and even in the early 1970s it was vastly empty. 
However, people started pouring in there through the railway connection following the years after 
Partition. He highlighted that places in south Kolkata such as Ganguly-bagan, Jadavpur, Garia, Bagha 
Jatin, and Naktala developed after the Partition. In the places beyond Tollygunj tram depot, where 
people started living in the late 1970s, most were not legalized. He mentioned that: 
 

Development and improvement of the city started taking place after Siddhartha Ray’s 
tenure when the CPM (Communist Party of India (Marxist)) won seats in 1968. To 
increase the vote bank for their party, the CPM not only helped the squatters get legalized 
but started constructing roads and helped in converting the kaccha houses (temporary) 
into pucca houses (durable) (Ashish Ganguly, 05/06/2018). 
 

He also observed that in all these 30 years of CPM rule, there have been huge changes in these areas.  
Commenting on the socio-economic events that has affected the city, a respondent who was civil 
engineer by training explained that:  
 

During the Partition, RR land (refugee rehabilitation land) was distributed by the 
government for free. They (refugees) built their houses on such lands. There was no mass 
housing policy as such. Eventually colonies developed over time. Restrictions on height 
such as G+3, G+4 was initially imposed and even that has been relaxed by the government 
over time (Amit Mitra, 19/08/2017). 
 

Over the years not only has refugee colonies developed in the city and the suburbs, but several of them 
have also gradually gained legal status. Yet the sense of belonging that one longs for continues to 
remain engulfed in the past.  
 
As I consider the Partition to be a watershed event in the history of Bengal, housing and the role of the 
state operatives gets enmeshed together. Be it about changing character of the neighbourhoods, the 
hierarchy of belonging, or the refugee-ness and precarity that several families experienced, I learnt 

 
5 Manas Ray (2001) writes about the plight of refugees in their new ‘homes’ in Calcutta post-Partition, he mentions how steps were taken 
to formalize their lives in these localities through everyday practices and by setting up clubs and schools.  
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through these narratives about the heterogeneity of class in the city. Both bangal and ghati identities also 
plays a role in this context of homeownership. Sen (2015:424) notes that ‘the East Bengali optees 
maintained a conscious social distance from the squalor and desperation of the refugee colonies and 
camps.’ Fighting the stereotypes of refugee identity, they worked towards reclaiming their lost social 
status as ‘bhadralok’. Therefore, the refugee histories and sufficient validation of narratives clearly 
indicated that we cannot consider a homogenous experience towards their homeownership and 
belonging in the city.  
 
The role of memory and nostalgia to understand the value that individuals attach to their house and 
objects in the house, therefore now demand our attention. During fieldwork, when people engrossed 
themselves in a discussion about their childhood homes, it was revealed that the role of memory within 
the algorithm of everyday life is immense. One of the respondents, a retired bank employee, pointed 
out that after his father moved to Calcutta from Jessore in East Bengal in 1940, he lived in a rented room 
near Vivekananda Road (in north Calcutta). He narrated that growing up in that humble madhyabitta 
(middle-class) setting and later being able to build a house of his own near Dumdum (in north Calcutta) 
was a transition not only for his father but for the entire family. The respondent shared that he and his 
siblings learnt about the Partition, traumatic incidents of their kin, and their house in East Bengal 
through the collective memories that were often narrated and recollected at home (Tapan Ray, 
27/08/2017). The mnemonic accounts of the home shaped the experiences of individuals every day 
and added meaning to becoming part of the community. Therefore, social remembering is realized at 
two levels—both the individual and community level. Jointly recalling the past events or co-
memorizing hence becomes a significant part of growing up. 
 
This points out how amongst the refugees and displaced individuals who moved to West Bengal, their 
ordeals are recollected generation after generation. The practice of recalling and co-memorizing is thus 
strongly endured both at the family and community level. The younger generations are familiarized to 
the concepts of ‘desh’ (village and sometimes country), ‘bhiti’ (roots), and ‘basha’ (house/home/literally 
nest) among other things close to their heart that they had to leave behind. Though the objects that were 
physically carried from desh to West Bengal were often few and far placed, each respondent had rich 
memories to share during their interview and most of these were based upon the family lore shared 
over generations.  
 
At the time of the interview a respondent was preparing for her trip the following week to the US where 
her son and his family were now settled. Sitting in their tastefully designed living space with her 
husband who served in the Indian Army, she excitedly noted that: 
 

I will be carrying a set of kansa’r bashon (bell metal utensils) that I had inherited from my 
grandmother’s house in Sylhet (in Bangladesh) for my son this time. Those are part of an 
antique collection from our native home and must be over 100 years old I believe. Even 
my son is thrilled to display those there in his living space. Though he has never been to 
Bangladesh house, he has heard so many stories from me and my mother that he wants 
to keep these utensils and artifacts close to him (Kajal Dutta, 03/06/2018). 
 

This shows how sometimes memories are not about one emergent event, they can also be of things 
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that one has not directly experienced and has yet influenced one’s life. This can also be analyzed by 
bringing in Miller (1994:400), who have noted through keen observation that keeping certain artifacts 
at home creates ‘an aura of being quaint or traditional’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Image 1: Respondents’ house filled with inherited objects. Respondents’ house filled with inherited objects, Chinar, Salt 

Lake. (Source: Author) 

 

 
Showing various objects and artifacts around the house, the respondent further added that: 
 

This wooden arch was a part of my grandmother’s bed. We did not have space to keep 
that huge ancestral bed, so we divided the headboard and the tailboard and utilized it 
here as an arch. Our dining table and side table are all from my husband’s grandparental 
side. The lamp that you see there is 200 years old from our Chittagong house, the glass is 
now broken, and we have not been able to find a replacement for it (Kajal Dutta, 
03/06/2018). 
 

While the respondent narrated stories about different artifacts and things in their house, I observed that 
there existed a beautiful connection between their past with the present life. Not only were the material 
objects cherished, but the memories also connected to them were carefully retained and recollected. 
Therefore, discussion on memories related to place, people, and things can often merge to give a holistic 
meaning to certain memories and nostalgias related to bari. Through constant processes of 
remembering and forgetting this is often accentuated and assists in sustaining a sense of belonging or 
even create anew. 
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III 
 
The crux of this paper advocates moving beyond the brick-and-mortar structure to understand the 
memories, nostalgias, and values that individuals attach with bari. Much like the meanings that people 
attach to their house, in this paper I argue that memory is not a static thing, it is fluid. It travels across 
spaces, borders, and also generations. Though in certain cases, family members actively try and instill 
an associational memory through stories from the bygone days, in most families there can be a marked 
intergenerational shift in terms of memories attached to things. 
 
Here we see that, displaced individuals and their families continue to preserve the memories of their 
‘old house’. They often voiced during the interviews how they coveted to visit their bhiti at least once 
in their lifetime. This resonated with how the processes of social remembrance sustained this desire 
both at the individual and community levels. Therefore, by remembering displacement in their 
quotidian everyday life, these individuals essentially engaged in a continuous process of making and 
remaking their identity against the backdrop of Partition.  
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Abstract 
 

 
Memory Studies is a progressive academic field which resorts to the aid of memory to 

delve deep into the enigmatic field of human psyche by remembering the past. Memory shapes-
reshapes, constructs-deconstructs, moulds-remoulds individuals as well as collective identity. 
For the diasporic people who have left their homeland either willingly or in compulsion, their 
memories about past life act as repository of various kinds of experiences which come and go 
like flashbulbs in the conscious and subconscious minds of people. The act of forgetting as well 
as filling the missing links with imaginations are not ontologically different from the act of 
remembering, rather they are cognitive components and through this dual process, identities are 
formed and nurtured. Memory Studies frequently challenges the privileged memories and tries 
to trace the marginalised abundant voices which are less known by digging up the mini 
narratives, largely repressed under the pressure of privileged grand narratives. Khaled Hosseini, 
the writer of the novel The Kite Runner, is one of those diasporic migrants who either willingly 
or unwillingly migrated to different socio-cultural spaces from their homelands and always felt 
haunted by their memories which construct, deconstruct and reconstruct their identities. And 
so, his fictional characters are. His characters by carrying double consciousness tried to raise 
their voices to reassert their dignity and importance by writing back to the centre. The Kite Runner 
initially describes the past happy state of Afghanistan only to contrast it with the devastated 
state of the nation as a result of the Russian invasion and Taliban aggression. The text shows 
how different memories and nostalgic longings about the past shape and reshape the identities 
of individuals, communities as well as of an entire nation. 

 

 

Keywords: Memory, Diaspora, Migration, Identity, Double Consciousness. 

 
Memory studies is an emerging and all engrossing interdisciplinary academic field which has 

close kinship with social sciences, humanities, arts and neurosciences. In spite of all researches, human 
brain still remains as a nebulous complex entity and Memory Studies tries to delve deep into the 
labyrinth of the enigmatic and chaotic field of memories. Though past and history are often used 
synonymously, there is a wide difference between them as past is every single event happened prior to 
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this moment but history, as the name suggests is a story about past, a certain perspective towards past. 
History is largely about the reinterpretation and recordings of certain older facts which have meanings 
and utility for present and the whole act of historiography is highly charged with political ideologies 
and privileges. 

 
Through every act of retelling the past, something is left out and some new things are conjoined. 

The entire idea of memory and process of consumption of history has a very textual process. Texts are 
always dealing with the politics of representation which strategically include and exclude certain things 
and thus it can be said forgetting is not an innocent activity at all. Every nation’s history has some parts 
which must be forgotten as a result of certain politics of representation. Some things are always dying 
out. As a politically invested technique, forgetting must be produced on both individual and collective 
level. Forgetting is an agentic ability; an ability which either deliberately or non-deliberately 
dismembers things. The act of remembering and the act of forgetting are not ontologically different but 
rather they are cognitive components, entangled activities and connected elements which perform 
conjointly. According to theorists, every act of remembering is not an act of recollection but 
reconstruction through a process of deconstruction. Certain imaginations fill the gaps in the narratives; 
the missing links which are forgotten. Recollection is an act of wish fulfilment which entangles 
information with imagination. As human brain is a politically biased machine, certain biases which are 
embedded in our neural system colour our acts of recollections and as a result when our neural system 
encodes some information, excludes some other things. That’s why our hegemonic version of memory 
suppresses several marginalised voices and thus celebrates the hegemonic grand narratives over the 
lesser known mini narratives which are mainly staying in individual or marginalised collective 
memories.   

 
If we speak broadly, memory has three phases and they are 1. Encoding, 2. Solidification and 3. 

Retrieval. Through the process of consolidation, the short- term memories get consolidated and turn 
into long term memories. Though individuals choose to dismember things, nothing is entirely forgotten 
rather everything stays in slumber, as says Neuro science. The real exchanging of information is taking 
place in synapses which are actually places between neurons where some synaptic transactions become 
memories and some transactions are left as traces which can resurface at any moment. So, in other 
words nothing is entirely forgotten, but stays in the depth of our subconscious. Memory Studies is 
constantly trying to resurrect the forgotten narratives through an act of deconstruction of the centre. 

 
Though originally connected with the Jewish people’s migration to all over the world in ancient 

times, the term ‘Diaspora’ is used for all kinds of people who migrated from their homelands to new 
socio-cultural and political spaces either willingly for better life goals or in compulsion. In their adopted 
countries they constantly try to acculturate and assimilate with the new socio-cultural settings. In these 
growing processes they constantly feel haunted by the past memories and though chronological time 
passes with its relentless march, the old memories come and go like flashbacks in their psyches and 
they often venture the mnemonic spaces through a symbolic time travel. 

 
Often the happy memories of homeland provide solace and refuge from the new found alien 

world where the migrants are considered as ‘Other’. But on the other side, the harrowing and mind 
shattering past events create traumatic memories and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder or PTSD. Some 
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traumatic cultural and political events leave on an individual both personal and cultural trauma which 
work in two folded ways. As the diasporic people have different social, cultural and religious heritages 
from the host lands, they try to formulate a group with people from their ancient land and conjecture 
that they are not heartily welcome in the alien space which is not baseless at all. All these lead to 
alienation, chaotic confusion, depression, desolation, personal and individual trauma, racial 
segregation, cultural discrimination and double consciousness and thus identity crisis. Though the first 
-generation migrants always want to go back to their home which remains as an experiential idea in 
their memory, they never can return there as even if they go back, they feel the lack of belongingness 
in their so called ‘home’. Home now turns into an illusion and thus entirely unattainable. 

 
Khaled Hosseini is an Afghan-American novelist whose debut novel The Kite Runner tells the 

eternal saga of friendship, betrayal, love, hatred, sin and redemption and tries to find the “way to be 
good again” (Hosseini 1). The multi layered narrative dugs deep into the memories of the protagonist 
Amir, an Afghan boy born to an extremely affluent family which later moved to USA as one of the 
lakhs of homeless migrants to find a refuge from the war-trodden Afghanistan. Along with exploring 
the friendship between Amir and Hassan and many other related repressed memories, the narrative 
gives a kaleidoscopic view of contemporary socio-cultural, economic, religious and political situation 
between 1933 to 2002 of Afghanistan through the protagonist’s eyes. Like Amir, Hosseini’s family also 
sought political asylum in United States and his double consciousness as a migrant, colours the fictional 
character Amir’s experiences in an alien space. Amir’s life story shows how being a silent eye-witness 
of a traumatic event like a brutal rape leaves an indelible mark on an individual and how memories 
haunt throughout the life even though one tries so earnestly to put them down in the deepest depth of 
subconscious. Hosseini shows how an ethnic community (Pashtun) dominates and represses another 
marginalised ethnic community (Hazara) since time immemorial by deliberately putting their collective 
memories into oblivion. The narrative relentlessly draws the true colours of the Russian invaders and 
Taliban autocrats through the reminiscences of the protagonist.  

 

Hosseini’s The Kite Runner deals with a land in turmoil and shows how a previously peace-loving 
liberal nation has changed into a theocratic orthodox nation ,how the marginalised ethnic community 
of Hazaras are looted down upon, segregated, mutilated and humiliated and thus traumatised. 
Hosseini here employs the strategy of showing a grave and menacing political scenario through a 
popular culture of novel writing. The narrative as a popular fiction is important simply not because the 
culture and political scenario of Afghanistan come into the forefront but presenting the scenario as a 
populist appeal is something worthy of interest. Afghanistan is something which was never presented 
before in a mode of popular culture. The mass exodus of Afghans to Pakistan and United States which 
is actually a transnational activity is associated with the plight of refugees, exile, alienation, isolation, 
double consciousness, severe attempts to acculturate and assimilate, nostalgic longings for home, both 
happy and sad memories which haunt the migrants like spectres. As a result of it, cultural dislocation 
takes place and hybridised identities emerge. Foreshadows and flashbacks are essential tools to 
reconstruct memories of the past in the text. The protagonist Amir takes a trip down memory lane and 
through his detailed and varied memories a kaleidoscopic vignette of Afghanistan is reconstructed and 
through journeys towards different individual memories recreate and revisit the mnemonic spaces 
though chronological time marches on.  
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The Kite Runner as a diasporic narrative is different from other diasporic tales as it presents 
traumatic memories of home far more menacing and mind shattering than the adopted country. 
Through different dimensions of Amir and Hassan’s friendship, some grim glimpses from the war 
ravaged, broken country come to us. L. P. Hartley’s statement about past as a foreign country has been 
inverted by Salman Rushdie; according to him for a writer of diaspora “it’s my past that is a foreign 
country, and that past is home, albeit a lost home in a lost city in the mist of lost time” (Rushdie 9). 
Rushdie marks the three important characteristics of diaspora – past, time and home. The Kite Runner 
is also started with these three major elements. The narrative opens with a telephone call; a symbolic 
call from past which has almost faded and dying. “One day last summer, my friend Rahim Khan called 
from Pakistan. He asked me to come see him. Standing in the kitchen with the receiver to my ear, I 
knew it wasn’t just Rahim Khan on the line. It was my past of unatoned sins” (Hosseini 1). The 
telephone call symbolically suggests a certain connectivity between past and present but the dying 
friend from home namely, Rahim Khan symbolises a fading and almost dying past. But as no memory 
is entirely forgotten, the dying past is always trying to find a path to knock at the door of the present.   

 
Diasporic people always cherish the dream of going back to the home in both conscious and 

subconscious level but as home is an experiential idea, they never can find the belongingness even if 
they go back to the home due to the physical changes of home and mental alienation of the diaspora. 
Amir looks at San Francisco as the “city which I now call home” (Hosseini 1) instead of simply calling 
it as home. This registers the diasporic dilemma of lacking the belongingness of home even if they have 
got a physical home. The harder Amir tries to repress the memories of previous guilts in the deepest 
deep of his subconscious, the stronger their overwhelming power outwits him by making him baffled, 
frustrated as well as puzzled. Through the symbolic telephonic call, he revisits the mnemonic spaces – 
“I looked at those twine kites. I thought about Hassan. Thought about Baba. Ali. Kabul. I thought of 
the life I had lived until the winter of 1975” (Hosseini 2). Past always remains in chaotic fragmentation, 
broken images, symbols and memories, not as an organic whole. When people try to remember past, 
they actually reconstruct it through a process of deconstruction. They tend to fill the missing links with 
probabilities or with imaginations. Amir too through the aid of his memories, revisits, reinterprets and 
reconstructs past. As Rushdie comments “it was precisely the partial nature of these memories, their 
fragmentation, that made them so evocative for me.  The shreds of memories acquired greater status, 
greater resonance, because they were remains; fragmentation made trivial things seem like symbols, 
and mundane acquires numinous qualities (Rushdie 12). 

 
The novel starts with two kites flying in the sky which suggests the tangled and mangled 

relationships of people. Kite festival is a part of Afghan cultural memory but the Taliban dictators 
outlawed the practice and thus forcefully tried to wipe out the collective cultural memory. They 
deliberately put into oblivion the memories of the happy and calm state of the nation. Banning the kite 
fighting means banning the livelihood of the fun-loving people and thus making them as lifeless lives. 
At the triumphant day when Amir wins the kite fighting match, he sacrifices his friend Hassan at the 
hands of Assef in his eternal quest of finding Baba’s love. He lets Hassan get raped brutally by Assef 
and thus gains Baba’s love and attention. Hassan turns into an all sacrificing Christ figure who even 
after this heinous event tries to keep rapport with Amir and ends his life in his attempt to secure Amir’s 
ancestral house. Though Amir tried hard to erase the memories about his past guilts, they haunt him 
like a “spectre” meaning ghost of the past in diasporic terminology. Amir also suffers from a survivor’s 
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guilt as he migrated to a safer space by living behind Hassan in the war-trodden Afghanistan. 
 
 Hosseini here subtly brings out the controversial matter of male rape in this context. The sexual 

exploitation of men instead of women never comes into the forefront and their stories about violation 
remains unheard and forcefully dismembered as it questions the masculinity of men by portraying the 
men as victims, not as violators. People culturally constructs women as victims but here the author 
shows the victimization of a male by other males and poses question towards the authenticity of 
cultural memory.  

 
Though they initially share a loving bond but the connection got severed “Because history is not 

easy to overcome. Neither is religion. In the end I was a Pashtun and he was a Hazara, I was a Sunni 
and he was a Shi’a and nothing was ever going to change that” (Hosseini 24). The loss of harmony 
between them symbolises the ultimate disharmony between the two communities; the cruel massacre 
of the Hazaras by the Taliban troops who mainly belong to Pashtun community. The Pashtuns 
deliberately tries to erase the Hazara community from the collective consciousness as Hassan rightly 
points out about the relentless quelling of the Hazara rebellion by Pashtun tyrants. The Hazaras are 
actually immigrants in the land of Afghanistan but the narrator reveals “Never mind that to me the 
face of Afghanistan is that of a boy with thin-boned frame, a shaved head, and low set ears, a boy with 
Chinese doll  face perpetually lit by a harelipped smile”(Hosseini 24). He makes the face of Hassan the 
metaphorical face for the entire nation of Afghanistan where the Hazaras are alienated and 
marginalised as ‘Other’. Thus, the narrative becomes many-folded and many colored in nature. 

 
When his Baba utters his wish of Hassan’s presence in their American life, the narrator laments 

“Long before the Roussi army marched into Afghanistan … Kabul had become a city of ghosts for me. 
A city of thousand hare lipped ghosts” (Hosseini 126). The living memory of Hassan though Amir tried 
to repress them, transcends the spectre of a person into the ghost of an entire nation.  

 

The story is largely about friendship and betrayal, sin and redemption. When Rahim Khan calls 
Amir to save Sohrab from the clutches of Taliban autocrats though he initially reluctantly agrees, later 
he stakes his life to save his nephew. The mortal injuries he got in that event serve as a panacea to all 
his previous guilts. Through this act of redemption, he shakes off all his previous sins along with his 
memory of his father’s sins. When he knew about the sexual violation of Sohrab by the same violator 
Assef, he gets traumatised it is as if his past guilts come to the forefront and confront him. Amir 
cherishes and respects his wife’s capability of outspokenness and he places himself in high contrast 
with her as he has never been able to tell her about his previous memories of guilt. 

 
Though Sofia Akrami is long dead, she has an ever-lasting presence in Baba’s life. The repressed 

memories of sexual encounter with Sanoubar and having an illegitimate child always haunt him. He 
also betrayed Ali’s friendship and the betrayal presents himself as an alter ego to Amir as he too 
betrayed Hassan. This is how history repeats itself. When Amir always tried to escape from his 
memories about homeland, Baba used to lament for them in an alien space – “For me America was a 
place to bury my memories. For Baba, a place to mourn his” (Hosseini 120). Using their nostalgic 
longings for home as a tool, the Afghan diaspora creates an Afghanistan of their own in a different 
socio-cultural space. The occidental memories about their roots is in stark contrast with American 
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cosmopolitanism as America appears as a black hole where the memories sink into oblivion. The 
trauma of displacement and cultural dislocation find their resonance in Baba’s self, much more than 
the narrator’s psyche.  

 
It is often said that if a body gets violated or abused or mutilated, it remembers. Though it is said 

differently but in a broader sense, this can be applied in the case of Sanoubar. The brutal scars on her 
previously beautiful face bears the traces of physical as well as psychological abuses and tortures. The 
scars talked about some hidden memories of repression, oppression and violation as she is unable to 
put lights on them. The scars can be treated as the traumatic memories of tortures which women suffer 
in a patriarchal society since time immemorial. The narrative is largely concerned about men and thus 
segregates the collective memories of women from public memory. General Taheri, Soraya’s father is 
obsessed with the nostalgic memories of his previous position in Afghan elitist society which constantly 
haunts his comparatively poor lifestyle in United States. General Taheri’s memories about past 
grandeur is in sharp contrast with his dilapidated current state in the cosmopolitan America. As he was 
a rigid patriarch in his homeland who used to rule with iron fist, he wanted to remain so in the new 
cultural space but Soraya, his daughter with her new found freedom often disrupts his patriarchal 
complacency. 

 
Rahim Khan feels nostalgic when he revisits the nostalgic happy memories of his Hazara 

beloved. Though for his family’s stern views, the Hazara lady and her family were put to exile, Rahim 
Khan never took a wife. The happy memories of his love help him to bear a long lonely life. The mind 
shattering experiences of Russian invasion and Taliban totalitarian regime leave a long-lasting 
traumatic impact on him. The big mansion of Baba in Wazir Akbar Khan district serves as the symbol 
for distant, decaying almost forgotten injured past. Just like the nation, the house displays a wounded 
psyche; an injured memory. The house turns into a microcosm for the bigger macrocosm of the war- 
ravaged country. 

 
Hassan’s child Sohrab, though he was initially a jolly fellow, he was later over burdened with the 
traumatic memories of the merciless and brutal death of his parents. The tyrant Assef sexually exploited 
the boy in the same way, once he had done with Sohrab’s father Hassan. The traumatic memories of 
broken childhood haunt him even in his new dwelling place of America where he is treated 
compassionately like a family member both by Amir and his wife Soraya. The mind shattering 
experience as a sex slave in Taliban regime haunts him so much that when he gets to know that he is 
expected to live in an orphanage for a month or two to facilitate the immigration process, he attempted 
suicide though in vain. Only the flying kites makes him happy which actually evokes in his mind his 
happy nostalgic memories of Afghanistan with his father. Though at the time of his parent’s merciless 
killing, he could do nothing but when Assef mortally wounds Amir he injures the tyrant with his 
slingshot. This event triggers the memory of Hassan both in Amir and the reader’s mind. The cultural 
memory of being a Hazara and physical disabilities of Ali, make him doubly marginalised in his so-
called homely space. He remains as a victim of the society for his entire life. He turns into a living 
emblem of all the lived suppression faced by a disabled persona.  
 

Memory Studies is an emerging field which uses the tool of memory to delve deep into the 
labyrinth of human psyche and as literature is a fictional representation of life and reality, Memory 
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Studies has lot to do with literature. Life is all about creating and recollecting memories. The memories 
usually tend to construct, deconstruct and reconstruct individual as well as collective identities. Often 
mind shattering memories hang heavy upon the individuals and groups, and until the concerned 
people are not able to transcend the traumatic memories into narrative memories, the past experiences 
haunt the people like spectre. The entire process of construction and consumption of memories and 
history has a very textual process as the privileged memories are archived and popularised for the 
current and future generations due certain politics of representation. The mechanism of neural system 
is very biased so, it excludes and includes memories strategically. As the process of historiography is 
predominantly political and deals with certain perspective towards past so, every nation excludes some 
memories which are against of their interest like the colonisers never wrote in their national histories 
about their brutality and inhumanity on the vanquished people and celebrate a singular approach 
towards history. According to New Historicism, history and the process of historiography must always 
be questioned and challenged as history is exclusivist and monolithic and sanctions a certain approach 
towards past. Memory Studies, being a postcolonial venture always seeks to resurrect the pluralistic 
mini narratives which were long forgotten due to the celebration of monolithic grand narrative. The 
study of memories always try to reread, remap and reconstruct the unheard stories remaining in 
individual and marginalised collective memories as well as in many unknown artefacts. As the act of 
forgetting is cognitive component with the act of remembering, the perception about infallible memory 
is nothing but a mythical construction. There is no memory which represents the apt and objective 
reality about the past as the act of remembering fills up the missing links with probabilities or with 
imagination.  

 
The confessional narrative, namely Khaled Hosseini’s The Kite Runner inquiries into the 

individual, collective and national memories and explores the perspectives of the marginalised, 
dominated and migrated selves and remaps the past memories and through revisiting the mnemonic 
spaces in psychological time, the tale tells hegemonic different stories of peripheries which were long 
suppressed under the dominating grand narratives.  

Through Hosseini’s protagonist Amir’s memories in The Kite Runner, the eternal conflict of sin 
and redemption finds a new dimension. The characters’ individual and collective memories serve as 
tools to show Afghanistan in its true colours. The narrative in unflinching terms reveals the actual 
brutality of ethnic cleansing of Hazaras, Russian invasion which in the name of Communism, 
massacred the innocent Afghan people and totalitarian aggression of autocratic Taliban regime.  
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In terms of Postmodern poetry, we have come a long way in transcending the fixities of border, spatial-
temporal consistencies, and limitations in art. Knowing the praxis of modern and Postmodern poetry 
illumines how diverse art forms often juxtapose myriad human emotions with sliding instances of 
existential questions, identity formations and acceptance of alternative shelters across the world. Poet 
Gopal Lahiri’s book Alleys are Filled with Future Alphabets contains selected poems divided into multiple 
segments like ‘Voyages In’, ‘Voyages Out’, ‘Cityscape Silhouettes’, ‘Macrocosm’, ‘Haiku Series and 
Micro Poems’, ‘Travel Diaries’ and ‘Pandemic and Resilience’. Several theories of poetry highlight 
forms, content, emotions, sentiment and the cohesion of art and beautiful objects that stay forever 
through sublime poetic lines. As the world-renowned academician and critic F.M. Connell highlights 
in A Text Book for the Study of Poetry: 
 
 “It is not sufficient that poetry be emotional; the emotion must be noble… It must be noted in 
the first place that the nobility of any primary emotion depends upon the object that excites it, and we 
cannot rightly estimate the former without considering it in its relations to the latter.” (Connell, 32) 
Gopal Lahiri’s poems take us to that object of excitement that only refined poetry can sustain. The idea 
of emotion-sharing is often in terse words, with non-manipulated, swift flow of his poetic diction, the 
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visionary zeal contemplating upon the finer aspects of the citylife and the changing bewilderment of 
human life. The first part of the book, ‘Voyages In’ highlight emotions related to how in the larger layers 
of the firmament engage in a relentless struggle in giving birth to human life and time. There are poems 
named ‘Departure’, ‘Summer of Discontent’, ‘Seeking Change’, ‘Long Back’, ‘God’s Room’ and ‘Holy 
Water’ are profound in their temperament, channelizing the larger, unified mystic force that poetry 
embraces even amidst the mundaneness of life. The poet writes: 
 
 “I have slowly rebuilt my cells here.  
 
             I multiply everyday image and store inside,  
             the scars are numberless and invisible, 
             seeming to ignore the pain of isolation.” (Displaced, 19) 
or when the poetic prism tries to include the evening metaphor accumulated in the silken happy hours: 
 “Borrow those silken happy hours 
              I want to count the time layers, 
              smell the minutes and tiny seconds 
              floating like petals in dense tequila, 
              Under the blue death light, the images 
               quivering in a halo fire…” (Evening Metaphor, 23) 
 
The sheer brilliance of the poetic lines reflected in the gossamer happy hours of life make the poet count 
and affirm the time layers, the dissection of time into minutes and miniscule seconds that move on, 
quiver, float in the embraces of a halo fire. The ministry of nature and a superior exterior force is in 
close proximity to how a poetic endeavour takes proper shape. There is a thoughtful delineation of 
what and how the poet feels while he tries to rediscover his own identity and spirit. Looking within, 
introspecting the various probabilities and possibilities of the invisible targets do not always afflict him. 
The lines are not perfunctory in nature, on the other hand, they adhere to the tenets of what we call 
poetic ennobling of the highest kind, in other words, the voyages in and out talk of aesthetic 
gratification of the highest order. For instance, in the poem ‘Homecoming’, the poet writes:  
 
 “In a world full of hope and despair, 
              the pace of time has swept all that into the past, 
              The marble floor is bathing in sun light, 
              the aroma of flowers wafts in…” (Homecoming, 41) 
 
The evolution of a poetry book as a cultural text is, therefore, an ongoing process. Lack of verbosity in 
alienating and glorifying the poetic synthesis is not something new, but for Lahiri, the poetic 
peregrination is more about the reaffirmation of the cultural artifacts of the mind, volition of the pen, a 
constant tussle between the practical, permeable and the impractical and the impermeable. As Vivek 
Dwivedi enunciates in his work on The Living Indian Critical Tradition: 
  
“The Indian theorist has often felt that India’s point of view has remained ignored. Or, to put it 
differently, the west has missed the Indian theoretical situation as it actually is. Therefore the voice of 
India has either not been heard or has been misunderstood and misrepresented.” (Dwivedi, 9) 
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Now, from here if we take a recourse to setting up the Indian voice from the diversified postcolonial 
perspective, we find how the growth of Indian poetry has reached a globalized context. For Lahiri, 
poetry is about this globe-trotting, physically, aesthetically, psychologically, and semantically as well. 
The burnt-oil lamps that weave new stories every now and then is a restructure and reimagination of 
the earlier poetic tendencies. What is the role of global poetry? When does poetry transcend borders? 
What does it take for a poet to infringe upon the orthodoxies of poetry to usher in something new? 
What exactly compose the phases of dynamic literary matters? These few questions need to be 
examined if we want to delve deeper into the realms of modern poetry. As the poet ends the poem 
‘Mother Earth’, he takes in the ecocritical perspective where nature can hurt, if left ignored and 
neglected: 
 
 “Ride on a wheel not moving 
              scrub your memory with the red earth. 
              long life rests on your prayers.” (Mother Earth, 85) 
 
Lahiri has also included Haikus and micro poems as part of this collection. Mastering the art of Haiku 
is never easy, but he has done it with elan. For instance, in Haiku series 3, one poem goes thus: 
 
 “twilight 
colours spillage 
              clouds in flame.” (Haiku Series-3, 97) 
 
His poems are interspersed with images of light and darkness, melting metaphors that meander 
through the modernist lens of understanding the distinct aspect of Indian poetry. The shelter sought in 
the oscillation between the permanence of art and the transience of life does not falter at any point. 
What the poet visualizes, has a tremendous impact in terms of negotiating the known surfaces of poetic 
aestheticism. Therein lies the superiority of the poet.  
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In the seminal work Postmodern Narrative Theory, the author Mark Currie points out about theoretical 
fiction: 
 
 “Some fictional narratives seem to be more theoretical than others. Sometimes writers seem to 
choose consciously between fiction and the dry abstractions of a theoretical work.” (Currie, 48) 
In another work named Short Story Theories: A Twenty-First Century Perspective, the author Viorica Patea 
says in the chapter titled “The Short Story: An Overview of the History and Evolution of the Genre”: 
 
 “A story is a way to say something that can’t be said any other way, and it takes every word in 
the story to say what the meaning is. You tell a story because a statement would be inadequate. When 
anybody asks what a story is about, the only proper thing is to tell him to read the story. The meaning 
of fiction is not abstract meaning but experienced meaning, and the purpose of making statements 
about the meaning of the story is only to help you to experience that meaning more fully.” (Patea, 1) 
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For author Ketaki Datta who has compiled and edited Oral Stories of the Totos, the meaning of fiction 
acquires not this abstract meaning. It is a consummate appraisal of the lives lived, the social, religious, 
economic aspects of the Toto community, a small tribe living in the Alipurduar district of West Bengal. 
She takes a profound interest in the cultural production and amalgamation of their artistic forms, 
linguistic diversities and community cohesion that makes them very different from the other 
neighbouring people included as part of the Koch, the Mech, the Bhutanese tribes or even from the 
Rajbongshis to a large extent. As we examine the introduction and then each of the chapters very 
carefully, we find how there is the reference to a ‘cultural osmosis’ by the author, and intercultural 
weddings have given rise to an exchange of cultural diversity from Nepal. The balancing act happens 
when the Totos have to retain their old socio-cultural milieu and yet be open and adaptive to the newer, 
incoming alternative ideas from Nepal and other neighbouring countries.  
 
The book contains detailed chapter divisions and segments that depend on Toto folk tales, on the tales 
that are genuinely in Toto tongue, and a comparative analysis of Toto tales with other folk tales and 
legends of the world. Each story is unique, each experience is tinged with a new fervour where the 
author has consciously maintained the lucidity and the flavour of the original meaning, expressiveness 
and sentiments, the resultant effect of which is a rich tapestry of imagistic and linguistic grandeur that 
never fails to provide literary and academic finesse. Just as we are so accustomed to find the animal 
images in Aesop’s Fables or in the Panchatantra, in Oral Stories of the Totosis also replete with animal 
stories, ghost stories from the villages, mythological tales related to Sita’s banishment, creation of man 
and woman etc. The art of storytelling translated emotional features and retention of the uniqueness of 
Toto culture- Ketaki Datta’s narrative acquires a modern dimension of storytelling that does not negate 
the traditional essence of the tribe. For instance, in one of the stories, Hispa and the Pudua Hills, the 
author commences the narration with a vivid, pictorial elimination between nature and human, and 
also blending both in terse yet effective words: 
 
 “These are two hills of Totopara: Hispa and Pudua. The Pudua Hill happens to be the maternal 
uncle of the Hispa Hill. And the Hispa Hill is the nephew of the Pudua. They were never on good terms 
with each other. We come across such relationship among humans as well. Their bone of contention 
had been the height, since ages.” (Datta, 34) 
 
The simple stories of two hills not in good terms with each other and the bone of contention as visible 
among human beings- simple narratives excavate the deeper, more practical aspects of life. Loss, rage, 
competitive spirit, and a desire never to compromise. It is quite laudable how Sahitya Akademi has 
been working relentlessly to highlight the translated narratives and edited volumes in English of the 
marginalized tribes and communities through their works. For a re-reading and re-presentation of the 
Totos, this book is undoubtedly a collector’s companion.  
 
If we take recourse to our reminiscing ability, we shall find out how the Asiatic Society also played an 
important role in highlighting the Sociological perspective of the Toto Folk Tales. Bimalendu 
Majumdar’s A Sociological Study of the Toto Folk Talesdoes not represent a paradigmatic shift in the study 
of the tribe. However, since there are incisive portions that deal with village organization, Totopara, 
storyteller-listener relationship and engagement and also the religious facets of the small and isolated 
tribes like the Totos, the book becomes a trustworthy document for future studies on the Toto tribe. 
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Datta’s book, on the other hand, is more equipped with an intrinsic literary richness of its own. What 
belongs to traditional moment-spinning and antiquity acquires a kaleidoscopic vision in her diction, 
phrases, expressions, images and in the fluidity of her style. The lines are not just thrown perfunctorily; 
they are rigorous in communicating through the Toto oral narratives a distinct identity and existence 
of their own. Monsters, magicians, doting parents, and a young damsel in distress- we are so 
accustomed to relating to these stories across cultures. For instance, in the story of Mentumu, Datta 
writes about the parents Wangdi and Onkoma who had a daughter named Mentumu. Her husband 
was Janapu, residing in another village. The parents left their home for tilling the land but exposed the 
real condition of the village that was vulnerable in the hand of the monsters. The monsters used to 
ravage the village, feed on cattle and one day while Mentumu fell asleep while spinning thread, they 
also abducted her. She was taken to the custody of the demons, giants and a vigilant sorcerer-woman 
who forbade the demons to kill her. Gradually, it becomes a story displaying the prowess and 
intelligence of Mentumu, a fine power game ensues when she makes use of the magician’s wand and 
returns to her village. The story ends with a promise where Janapu, Mentumu and her parents live 
happily ever after: 
 
 “A kite was flapping its wings near her and she implored the kite to reach her husband the news 
of her arrival.” (Datta, 44) 
 
Hence, far from just being a simple compilation, the book is also a distinct representation of the 
indigenous culture and marginalized narratives. If the empire has already started writing back, then 
what better value addition to it than this book? The Totos have never failed to live up to their traditions, 
old and ancient myths, and cultural cohesion- a force that does not terminate into a long-drawn battle 
of identities where their uniqueness is bound to get eroded. Datta’s compilation is an authentication of 
this identity that now becomes a more immense, more globalized phenomenon, and not just any 
regional folkloric narration.  
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